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ABSTRACT 

 

The use of organic semiconductor (OSC) materials for optoelectronic applications such as 

display technologies, consumer electronics, energy-storage, and photovoltaic conversion has 

drawn academic and industrial interest in recent years. The OSC rise in popularity and demand is 

due to their multiple advantageous properties over their inorganic counterparts. Some of these OSC 

properties are their ease of device processability, flexibility, and cost-efficiency. In addition, their 

synthetic flexibility allows for subtle modifications in their structure so their optical and 

electrochemical properties could be systematically tuned. The molecular structure dictates their 

function, therefore, fundamental understanding on how modulating their chemical structures will 

tune their opto-electrical properties is imperative to optimize their optoelectronic performance. In 

this dissertation, ultrafast spectroscopy and nonlinear optical methods were used to probe the 

excited state dynamics of OSC materials with 1) thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) 

characteristics, and 2) light harvesting and low-bandgap materials for bulk heterojunction (BHJ) 

architectures. The former is a mechanism used for enhancing the efficiency of the third-generation 

organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), while the latter composed the active layer of the third 

generation organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices.  

TADF is the idea that dark triplet excitons can be converted into emissive singlet exciton 

via a reverse intersystem crossing (rISC) mechanism, which the rISC is prompted by the 
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combination of room thermal energy with the small energy gap between the singlet-triplet 

manifolds (ΔEST). This mechanism has been implemented into OLEDs. However, one of the major 

challenges hampering their commercialization is the lack of seep understanding on the overall 

TADF mechanism in such systems. Throughout the course of this thesis, the photophysical 

properties of multiple TADF emitters are elucidated. In addition, a new optical approach for the 

direct characterization of the rate of rISC (krISC) is introduced. This new methodology could be 

used to predict their respective device performances. The krISC in TADF emitters is believed to be 

critical for reducing the triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) mechanism that cause efficiency roll-off 

at high operational voltage. 

In the case of the active materials for BHJ applications, the optical properties of light 

harvesting polymers and low-bandgap small molecules for non-fullerene acceptors (NFA) devices 

are elucidated. Specifically, the influence of heterocycles such as furan and thiophene as linkers 

on the photophysical properties of light harvesting polymers were probed with and emphasis in 

their charge transfer properties. These light harvesting polymers were based on benzodifuran 

(BDF) as the donor and diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) as the acceptor. The low-bandgap materials 

were designed to be acceptor-donor-acceptor ladder-type molecules based on perylene-diimide 

(PDI) as the acceptor and heteroacenes as the donor. These materials have also drawn interest for 

developing transparent solar cells. Their photophysical properties were investigated and an intense 

intramolecular charge-transfer character upon pi-conjugation lengthening was observed among 

them. In addition, fundamental investigation of the feasibility of intramolecular singlet exciton 

fission (iSF) and subsequent two-electron transfer from tetracyanimethylene quinoidal bithiophene 

(QOT2) to anthracene were investigated as well. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Background of Organic Semiconductors for Optoelectronic Applications 

1.1 History of Light Emitting Diodes for Display Applications 

The creation of artificial light is an essential aspect of our civilization, and improvements 

towards more ecofriendly lightning sources are required with urgency. Using organic light emitting 

diodes (OLEDs) represent an attractive way to address the current issues as organic materials can 

be used in ways that cannot be used by traditional fluorescent tubes, namely liquid crystal displays 

(LCD). Nowadays, multiple companies have commercially available displays based on OLED 

technologies, but their efficiencies are ways away from overcoming the LCD leading technologies. 

Some of the companies involved in the OLEDs technologies are Philips, LG, Konica Minolta, 

among others. 

Artificial lightening is governed by a mechanism known as electroluminescence (EL). In 

EL, uncorrelated charge carriers are injected into a device that possess an emissive material. The 

recombination of these charges is in charge of producing light.1–3 Nowdays, scientist are very 

familiarized with how the EL works, but it took decades of hard work and dedication to figured it 

out. The electroluminescence phenomenon was discovered by H. J. Round by accident in 1907 

using a silicon carbide semiconductor material.4 However, Round did not pay a lot of attention to 

this phenomena, and it was not until 1923 when Oleg Lossev systematically studied this  
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phenomenon using silicon carbide (SiC) as the emissive material.5 Years later (1939), Zoltán Bay 

patented a light emitting device based on SiC. Until this point, the mechanism of action in 

electroluminescence was widely unclear. Kurt Lehovec and colleagues at the Signal Corps 

Engineering Laboratories revolutionized the light emitting diode (LED) field by providing the first 

modern and correct interpretation of light emission in 1951.6 They claimed that the luminescence 

came from minority carrier injection across the boundary of a p-n junction.  

Slow but systematic progress with color tuning was done using Gallium derivatives up 

until the 1990s when Aluminum Quinolate (Alq3) was discovered (Figure 1.1.1.).7 Alq3 was 

considered to be the first OLED despite its organometallic nature and despite that 

electroluminescence properties were already observed in anthracene.6 Alq3 displayed device 

performances of 1 % ηEQE, a brightness of more than 1000 cd/m2 with a driving voltage of about 

10 V. In 1990, Richard Friend’s group at Cambridge University developed a poly(p-

phenylenevinylene) (PPV) based OLED.8 The color properties were in the green-yellow part of 

the  visible spectrum, and its efficiency < 1 %. Since then, enormous progress has been made in 

improving the color range, efficiencies at high operating voltages, and device operational stability 

OLEDs. The growing interest is mostly motivated by it potential use as flexible and wearable 

Figure 1.1.1. Molecular structure of inorganic and organic light emitting diodes. 

GaAs Alq3 PVV 
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electronics, and large panel displays, features that are not necessary accessible for current leading 

technologies such as LCD. 

The manufacturing interest in OLEDs as display applications can be best described and 

understood throughout a comparison with LCD, which is the leading display technology. LCDs 

have been the dominant technology for flat panel displays, but liquid crystals are not necessarily 

the emissive material in the device. Instead, LCDs use the light-modulating properties of liquid 

crystals to filtrate light and generate colored images. For that, a diffusive film with embedded 

LEDs are coupled with the liquid crystal technologies. The LCD device architecture requires the 

incorporation of thin-film transistor (TFT) backplanes, a series of polarizers, spacers, color filters, 

and a backlight in order to produce an image on a display (Figure 1.1.2).6,9 Liquid crystals operate 

by a mechanism known as the twisted nematic effect. The liquid crystal molecules will rotate by 

90-degrees in the layer along its axis when an electric field is not applied. As a result, light will be 

transmitted through an orthogonal polarizer to produce a bright pixel. Contrariwise, the liquid 

crystal will align parallel to the electric field when it is applied, and they will no longer polarize 

light to form a dark screen.9 In a simplified version, color “tuning” is achieved by subdividing each 

pixel into blue, green, and red subpixels by allowing the white backlight to pass through 

appropriate color filters, namely liquid crystals. 

Contrarily to the liquid crystal mechanism for pixel production, each OLED pixel work as 

the light emitting source by itself.10 As a result, no color filters or spacers nor any diffuse 

backlighting source, which have a massive impact in its device architecture and flexibility, are 

required. OLED technologies offer advantages such as higher resolution, wide-viewing angles, 

wide color gamut, ultra-thin, flexible, and semitransparent devices. In addition, OLEDs most 

important advantages over LCD is its low energy consumption as they do not need the diffuse  
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backlight to operate due to their inherently emissive nature.10 This offers the opportunity of 

obtaining high energy conversion efficiencies, while in the case of the LCD technologies only 10 

% of the diffuse backlighting source is transmitted as a result its device architectures complexity. 

However, LCD technologies are still more accessible in comparison with OLED technologies. 

This is mostly due to the cost of OLED emitter production. Nevertheless, this gap has been 

narrowed in recent years thanks to the contribution from large technological companies such as 

Samsung, LG, Panasonic, and Apple. These companies are motivated to develop OLED devices 

for wearable displays and cell-phone applications. Massive improvements in the cost of big 

OLEDs displays have been done in the past few years and drops in OLED TV (LG EC9300) retail 

Figure 1.1.2 Molecular structure of some liquid crystals and general device 

architecture of an LCD (A). Wearable OLED and flexible OLED display (B). 

A 

B 
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prices of more than 500 % (8,000 $ to 1,500 $) has been achieved. This drastic price drops over 

the last 5 years is attributed to the developed of cost-efficient and highly efficient organic-based 

emissive materials. Further price reductions are predicted to happen in the next years upon the 

implementation of purely organic chromophores as the emissive materials that can harvest the dark 

triplet-excitons in an unconventional way; a mechanism known as thermally activated delayed 

fluorescence (TADF). 

1.2 Organic Semiconductors Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) for Display Applications 

1.2.1 Organic Semiconductors Fundamental Properties 

Organic materials circle around having carbon and hydrogen atoms as the backbone of 

their molecular structure.11 Their ability to incorporate heteroatoms (oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen) 

allows flexibility for the incorporation of different types of functional groups, which influences 

their unique properties in comparison to the inorganic counterparts. This functionalization is also 

critical for their synthetic flexibility and property tuning. Organic molecules are bounded by Van 

der Waal forces upon forming solids, which are electrostatic interactions governed by induced 

dipole moments in the molecule.12 If the distance is suitable (few nm), this induced dipole moment 

will attract surrounding molecules and make them interact. The strength of Van der Waals 

interactions is significantly weaker than the strength that holds covalent bonds (electron sharing 

between atoms) or ionic bonds (Coulombic interactions). As a result, discrete molecular orbitals 

are obtained as density of states in organic materials instead of a continuous energy band as it 

happens in inorganic materials. This density of states controls the energy levels of the system, 

playing a major role in the charge transport properties of these organic semiconductors (OSC).13 

Upon excitation, charge carriers may travel through these energy levels, and their nature 

dictates the efficiency of its charge mobility and energy conversion. The flow of charge carriers in 
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organic systems is hindered by the energy required to promote these charge carriers from the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). 

The HOMO and LUMO energy levels are analogs to what is the valence band and conduction 

band, respectively, are in inorganic conducting materials. In the case of conducting materials, the 

valence band and conduction band overlaps between them so the required energy for the creation 

of the charge carrier is minimal (no bandgap). As a result, a strong continuous (coherent) charge 

carriers flow through the conducting band dominates in inorganic materials. In the case of OSC, a 

hopping base charge-transport mechanism (incoherent) is what dominates. Thus, the charge 

mobility of semiconductors is four magnitudes smaller than for inorganic materials. A value 

approaching to 0.1 cm2/(V˖s) is usually obtained for OSC while a values over 1000 cm2/(V˖s) can 

be obtained for inorganic materials.14 

Another fundamental property of organic systems is their low dielectric constant (ε) 

relative to the inorganic materials. In OSC, an electron is promoted if the energy is equal or higher 

to the bandgap (HOMO to the LUMO) upon excitation, leaving behind an electron-hole to form a 

bound state (exciton) governed by strong Coulombic interactions. This bonding force depends on 

their separation distance according to the photon energy and the ε. As the ε of the material 

increases, the separation distance between the electron-hole pair gets larger and the binding energy 

between the electrons and holes in the excitons gets smaller. An analytical expression obtained 

after solving the Schrödinger’s equation of the atomic electronic states illustrates the relationship 

between the exciton binding energy, dielectric constant, and electron-hole distances:14  

𝐸𝑏
𝑒2𝑎0

(
𝑚∗

𝑚
)(𝑎0

∗ )2
                                                                    Equation 1.2.1.1                                                                            

    

𝑎0
∗ =

𝑚

𝑚∗ε𝑎0
                                                                          Equation 1.2.1.2 
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Where, Eb is the exciton binding energy, 𝑎0
∗  is the exciton radius, m corresponds to the electron 

mass, e corresponds to the elementary charge, m* is the effective reduced mass, ε is the dielectric 

constant, and 𝑎0is the hydrogen atom Bohr radius. Typically, the 𝑎0
∗  of organic materials is ~ 1 

nm, which results in a large Eb (0.1 – 1 eV), called Frenkel excitons.14 Excitons can also happen 

in inorganic materials, however they have significantly smaller Eb, mostly driven by its bigger 

exciton radius, called Wannier-Mott exciton.15 The binding energy for inorganics materials is 

typically smaller than the energy available at ambient conditions (kT = 25.7 meV; where k is the 

Boltzmann constant). A summary of the fundamental properties of OSC can be observed in Table 

1.2.1. The properties of inorganic materials were also included for comparison. This large exciton 

binding energy as well as the small dielectric constant plays a critical role in the energy conversion 

process in organic optoelectronics devices, whether from light absorption to charge carriers or 

vice-versa. 

1.2.2 OLEDs Principles and Device Architectures 

The electroluminescence process consists of injecting uncorrelated charges (electron and 

holes) from the electrodes to create excited states in a light emitting material. Since the spin-nature 

Property Organic Materials Inorganic Materials 

Charge Transport Incoherent Coherent 

Charge Mobility < 0.1cm2/V.s > 1000 cm2/V.s 

Exciton Radius ~ 10 Å ~ 100 Å 

Exciton Binding Energy 0.1-1 eV < 100 meV 

 

Table 1.2.1. Fundamental properties of organic and inorganic materials. 
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of the injected charges (electrons and holes) are uncorrelated, spin-statistics dictate that the nature 

of the excited state created will result in a 25 % singlet-excitons and 75 % triplet-ecitons.16 This 

means that for a traditional fluorescent organic molecule, only 25% of the charge-to-exciton 

created will potentially emit, wasting the other 75% of the triplet exciton created via non-radiative 

pathways. This explains the small external quantum efficiencies (ηEQE) that hindered the LED 

commercialization in the 90s. Substantial improvement of the charge-to-photon internal quantum 

efficiency (ηIQE) was made when organometallic iridium-based phosphorescence chromophores 

were developed by Thompson and Forrest, and a nearly 100 % ηIQE was reported.17 The access 

to this previously non-emissive triplet state is attributed to the high spin-orbit coupling (SOC) 

induced by the heavy atom effect in these organometallic complexes. This huge SOC promotes an 

electron forbidden spin flipping process from singlet state to triplet state, arising molecules with 

phosphorescence nature due to the resulting faster rate of intersystem crossing (kISC) than their rate 

of fluorescence (kf).
18,19 Emission from the triplet state as phosphorescence is achieved. Since then, 

a plethora of iridium (Ir) and platinum (Pt) based emitters have been developed, which advanced 

the understanding in the electroluminescence mechanism and have been able to achieved ηEQE ~ 

25 % for the three main color coordinates.20–24 

The state of the art device architecture is composed of a multilayer organic hetero-structures 

between two electrodes.25  Specifically, the organic hetero-structure is designed to have a hole 

injection layer (HIL), a host transport layer (HTL), an electron blocking layer (EBL), an emissive 

layer (EML), an electron transport layer (ETL), a hole blocking layer (HBL), and an electron 

injection layer (EIL) as is shown in Figure 1.2.1.1. Each material/layer is chosen with a specific 

chemical potential gradient to reduce the energetic barrier between the electrodes and the 

recombination zone (EML) and also to improve the charge carrier balance in the device. This  
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architectural design based on the chemical potential gradient is critical for developing devices with 

high efficiencies at low operational voltages. The EIL and the HIL are in charge facilitating the 

injection of charge carriers, namely electron and holes, from the cathode and anode, respectively. 

The charge transport layers (HTL, ETL) are responsible of transporting their respective charge 

carriers from each injection layer to the recombination zone (EML), their chemical potential helps 

to confine the formation of excitons within the EML. The LUMO level of the EBL needs to be 

equal or slightly shallower than the one of the EML to prevent electrons to escape the 

recombination zone. Conversely, the HOMO level of HBL needs to be at least equal or deeper 

than that of EML to prevent holes escaping from the recombination zone. 

The EML is designed to have two different organic materials to optimize the OLEDs 

efficiency. This designed is best explained by using the terminology of guest-host system.26 The 

guest material is in charge of the emissive process while the host material plays an integral role in 

the energy transferring processes (the charge carriers transfer) that leads to the creation of the 

exciton in the emissive material. In order to achieve optimal device efficiencies, the host material 

must meet several key properties.27,28 The first is that the host must have a higher triplet energy 

Figure 1.2.1.1 Standard OLED device structure with the required chemical potential 

energy levels for superior performance. 

E
n
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level than the guest. The second is that the host must have suitable energy levels to match the ones 

from the electrodes for efficient charge injection. Finally, the third is that the host most ensure a 

balanced charge distribution across the recombination zone. If these requirements are meet, two 

types of energy transfer mechanisms govern the exciton formation in the EML. The first one is the 

Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) mechanism, which is a long-range electromagnetic 

dipole-dipole coupling between the guest and host materials.29,30 As a consequence of the pure 

dipole-dipole interaction, conservation of spin of each molecule occurs during the energy transfer 

process. Consequently, triplet transfer from donor (host) to acceptor (guest) is forbidden in this 

mechanism. The efficiency of this energy transfer mechanism is inversely proportional to the sixth 

power of the distance between host and guest, which makes FRET very sensitive to small changes 

in distance. The FRET rate is expressed in Equation 1.2.1A:  

𝑘𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 =
1

𝑡𝐷
∗ (

𝑅0

𝑅
)2                                                                    Equation 1.2.1A 

 

                                                                                                                       

where 𝑡𝐷is the emissive lifetime of the host molecule, 𝑅 is the distance between the host and the 

guest molecules, and 𝑅0 is the Förster radius, which is defined in Equation 1.2.1B. Here, the 𝛷𝐷 

is the fluorescence quantum yield of the host, 𝑘2 is the orientation factor, 𝐼𝐷 is the emission 

intensity of the host, and the 𝐸𝑎 is the absorption coefficient of the guest. A qualitative perspective 

will show that the FRET efficiency can be estimated by the spectral overlap between the emission 

spectra of the donor (host) and the absorption spectra of the acceptor (guest).  

           The second energy transfer mechanism is called Dexter energy transfer (DET). This 

mechanism requires a molecular orbital overlap between the guest-host materials, thus, it is more 

efficient at distance < 10 Å.31 Contrarily to the FRET, the DET is an electron transfer mechanism that  

Equation 1.2.1B 
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allows electron migration with both singlet and triplet character.32–34 Dexter transfer rate is given by 

Equation 1.2.2A. 

                                                                                 Equation 1.2.2A 

                                                                                                                                Equation 1.2.2B 

 

Here, 𝛷𝐷 is the spatial component and σ is the spin component of the molecule ground state 

wavefunction (* implies excited state). As it can be observed in Equation 1.2.2B, transition matrix 

element Γ becomes non-zero only if two molecular wave functions overlap with the same 

multiplicity in both the ground state and excited state. It needs to be reiterated the importance of 

proximity and bandgap energy level matching between the host and the guest in the EML to ensure 

an energy efficient and exothermic transfer of exciton from the host to the guest.35,36 A schematic 

representation of the FRET and DET energy processes can be observed in Figure 1.2.1.2. 

 The efficiency of these energy transfer processes dictates the device performances of the 

OLED such as its external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) and its internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE). 

The ηEQE is one of the most important parameters in OLEDs, which quantify the number of 

extracted photons per charge carrier injected into the device. It is defined as follows: 

 

 

Figure 1.2.1.2. Graphical illustration of FRET (A) and DET (B) mechanism. 

A B 
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  Equation 1.2.3 

 

 

 

 

were the ηC is the charge balance factor, ηE is the ratio of emissive excitons, ηPL is the 

photoluminescence quantum yield, and ηOUT is the external out-coupling efficiency. The ηC, ηE, 

and ηPL are parameters intrinsic to the photophysical properties of the emitter. Contrarily, the 

ηOUT is limited to a 20-30 % due to a combination of factors such as total internal reflection (TIR) 

and surface plasmon resonance (SPR).37–39 Emission is a radial process and therefore, the TIR 

happens when the emitted photons from the EML fails to meet the critical angle of incidence, 

preventing it escape the device. As a result, a high percentage of photons do not escape the device 

and are reflected within the OLED electrodes. Consequently, the SPR mechanism is more probable 

to happen. In this case, an energy transfer happens between a photon and the electrodes happens 

Figure 1.2.1.3. Spectral response of the three color-sensitive photoreceptors cell (A). 

CIE color space (x, y) diagram for conversion from monochromatic light (B). 

A B 
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if their frequency matches the natural frequency of surface valence electrons.40 Efforts have been 

made to control the molecular alignment of the emitter in the EML to enhance the extracted 

photons from the OLED device and ηEQE > 30 % has been reported.41 The Commision 

Internationale de l’Éclairage (CIE) have modeled specific color coordinate system based on the 

spectral responsivity of ρ, γ, β cones in the retina (Equation 1.2.4A and Equation 1.2.4A).42,43 In 

Equation 1.2.4A, the Φp represent the photon flux from the emissive chromophore, while the 

X(λ), Y(λ), Z(λ) is a standardized response of the three color-sensitive photoreceptors in the human 

eye as shown in Figure 1.2.1.3A. The Equation 1.2.4A is fundamental for understanding how 

obtaining monochromatic photons translate to the retina detection color coordinates as observed 

in Figure 1.2.1.3B. Researchers have developed emissive chromophores based on these color 

coordinates, with red, green, and blue being the fundamental colors to create images. 

  

                                                          

             

   

1.2.3 Organic Semiconductors Emissive Materials for High-Performance OLEDs  

In the electroluminescence mechanism, uncorrelated charge carriers are injected to 

electrically excite an emissive material with the purpose of extracting photons. Sophisticated 

engineering of OLEDs has led to unprecedented device efficiencies that have narrowed their 

commercialization gap, making them to compete with traditional displays. One of the most critical 

interactions in the OLEDs happens in the emissive layer (EML), which is governed by the energy 

transfer efficiency from the host material to the guest emissive material. These energy transfer 

processes, namely FRET and DET, are highly dependent on favorable energetic alignment and 

Equation 1.2.4A 

Equation 1.2.4B 
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distances between the host material and the guest material. Because of these energetic features, 

green-emitting OLEDs are often defined as the state-of-the art performance in OLEDs.44  

The first high-performance green emitter was reported by Baldo et al. in 1998, when he 

used tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3) doped in 4,4′-Bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1′-biphenyl 

(CBP) at a 6% concentration, which obtained an 8 %  ηEQE with a power efficiency of 31 lm/W.18 

Since then, a plethora of green phosphors have been developed based on this chromophore, to form 

the second generation of OLEDs. However, CBP has stayed as the elite host material for its 

favorable energetics, specifically its triplet energy.45 Ligand and morphology modifications have 

allowed the efficiency of these devices to go up to ~ 30 %. Wang et al. in 2011 reported a green-

emitting OLEDs that produced an ηEQE > 28 %. This was possible by controlling the orientation 

in the EML. Specifically, an horizontally oriented approach using bis(2-phenylpyridine) 

(acetylacetonate)iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)2(acac)), doped in a CBP was used with an ETL composed 

of 2,2',2" -(1,3,5-benzinetriyl)-tris(1- phenyl-1-H-benzimidazole) (TPBi).44 Further improvements 

in the ηEQE was achieved by electrodes modification and an out-coupling lens array was included 

in the OLED. Kim et al. achieved ηEQE > 30 % by using Ir(ppy)2(acac) green phosphor as the 

guest and by modifying the HOST via exciplex-forming co-host system with [4,4′,4″-tri(N- 

carbazolyl)triphenylamine] (TCTA) and [bis-4,6-(3,5-di-3-pyridylphenyl)-2-methylpyrimidine] 

(B3PYMPM).41 These advances in green phosphors and EML design has led to device operational 

half lifetimes (LT50) of ~ 400,000 h, which is defined by how much time it takes to arrive to half 

of its original device performance. These performances have allowed green phosphor OLEDs to 

compete with traditional displays such as LCD.  However, the case is different for blue phosphor 

emitters. Examples of organic phosphors emitters for OLEDs applications can be observed in 

Figure 1.2.2.1. 
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Adachi et al. reported the first EML with a blue fluorescence emitter back in the 1990.46 A 

decade later, he reported the first OLEDs device with a blue phosphor emitter in the EML and it 

yielded 5.7 % ηEQE using a power efficiency of 6.3 lm/W.47 This discovery represented a 

significant advance in the blue OLEDs field. However, the triplet energy of the CBP was lower 

than the one for the blue phosphor, namely iridium (III)bi[(4,6-di-fluorophenyl)-pyridinato-

N,C2’]picolinate (FIrpic). Because of the endothermic nature of the energy transfer process, the 

Dexter energy transfer was hampered. Improvements in the device ηEQE (7.5 %) and power 

efficacy (8.9 lm/W) was made when CBP was replaced by N,N’-dicarbazolyl-3,5-benzene (mCP). 

This was possible due to its higher lying triplet energy level in comparison with CBP and in 

comparison with the blue phosphor FIrpic.48 Further ηEQE improvements were reported by Liu et 

al.,49 however, the development of blue phosphors for OLEDs applications have been very limited 

since then. Unfortunately, the organometallic nature of the blue phosphors induces synthetic 

constraint, making it difficult to tune their photophysical properties. In addition, the high lying 

triplet energy levels require for host materials with even higher lying triplet energy levels for 

efficient exothermic energy transfer. Both issues with blue-emitting devices contributes to the very 

high device efficiency roll-off at high brightness levels that hampers their commercialization 

Figure 1.2.2.1. Organic phosphors for OLEDs applications. 

Ir(ppy)3 Ir(ppy)2(acac) FIrpic 
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current densities. The efficiency roll-off at high brightness levels is attributed to a mechanism 

known as triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA).49 When the density of triplets excitons in the EML is 

high, the probability of triplet-triplet encounters is higher. As a result, two triplets of the same 

energy can collide and as a result get up-converted to produce a singlet of twice the energy of the 

colliding triplets. When that mechanism happens in blue phosphors, singlets with energies higher 

than 5.8 eV can occur. Resulting in molecules carrying energies high enough to break their 

fundamental C-C, C-H, and C-N bonds that compose the ligands in organometallic phosphor 

emitter.50 As a result, massive degradation of the emitter results in very short device operational 

lifetimes. In addition, a complex tri-layer EML with several different host materials are used to 

maximize carrier injection and recombination. These features play a major role in impeding their 

commercialization.  

 While phosphors emitters can provide device efficiencies as high as the theoretical 

predicted value, they must overcome some challenges to outcompete LCDs. First, their cost of 

fabrication is too high. This is mostly attributed due to their need of a rare earth metal such as Ir 

and Pt to have access to their emissive triplet state. By incorporating these transition metals, the 

cost of synthesizing is 2-3 times higher than typical fluorescence chromophores.16 Second is their 

poor device stability, specifically with blue phosphorescent emitters. The efficiency roll-off  of 

blue OLEDs makes their device operational lifetimes to be around 20,000 h.49 The massive blue 

phosphor OLED degradation is due to a combination of the TTA mechanism at high triplet 

densities and their intrinsic high lying triplet energy levels relative to the most common host 

materials. As a result of these high lying triplet energy level, blue-emitting phosphors are less 

efficient at confining excitons in the OLED recombination zone, making them to have smaller 

device operational lifetimes compared to green and red phosphors.51 This disparity in device 
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operational lifetimes between the blue, green, and red phosphors became relevant in display 

applications, where blue-emitting OLEDs degrade much quicker than the green and red phosphors 

counterparts, causing image distortion.27 Scientist have suggested that this problems may be 

addressed by developing an universal host material with triplet energy level > 2.9 eV. Reports on 

universal hosts with high lying triplet energy and ambipolar charge carrier mobility have recently 

surfaced, and it is believe that it could contribute to the device operational lifetime and stability of 

phosphors emitters.52–54 In recent years, lots of effort has been made in developing blue 

chromophores for triplets harvesting from purely organic materials via an unusual mechanism 

named thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF). This mechanism represents the third 

generation of OLEDs and it will be described in detail in sections to come. 

1.2.4 Thermally Activated Delayed Fluorescence (TADF) for High-Performance OLEDs 

Thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) is the idea that non-emissive triplets can 

be converted into emissive singlets (T1 → S1) by a reverse intersystem crossing mechanism 

(rISC).26,55–60 This rISC mechanism is prompted by the combination of thermal energy with the 

small energy gap between the singlet-triplet manifolds (ΔEST).16,61 This phenomena was first 

observed in eosin (e-type fluorescence) and it was also observed in copper-based systems, but little 

to no information on how to design chromophores with a small ΔEST was known.62–64 In 2012, 

Chihaya Adachi first published a design rule on how to achieve a small ΔEST in purely organic 

chromophores.16 The molecular structure was composed by carbazole and benzonitrile subunits, 

and their superior ηEQE (> 10 %) over traditional organic chromophores quickly solidified the 

TADF technology as the third generation of OLEDs.65,66 The design rule consists on synthesizing 

a charge transfer complex with a C-N bond connecting the donor and acceptor that will partially  
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Figure 1.2.3.1. Molecular structure and the molecular orbitals of highly efficient 

TADF chromophores (A). Electroluminescence mechanism of the first, second, and 

third generations OLEDs (B). 
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break the pi-conjugation length between the donor-acceptor junctions (Figure 1.2.3.1). This partial 

break in its conjugation length will result in a dihedral angle that will spatially separate the HOMO 

and the LUMO orbitals in different moieties of the chromophores. The correlation between the 

singlet-triplet manifolds energy proximity (ΔEST) and the spatial separation of the HOMO and 

LUMO can be obtained from Equation 1.2.3.1.  

              In such charge transfer system, the singlet and triplet energy splitting can be obtained by 

the one-electron energy of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals overlap (hH and hL), the Coulomb 

repulsion energy (JHL) between the electron 1 on the HOMO and electron 2 on the LUMO, and the 

electron exchange energy (KHL).  Emphasis on how the KHL depends greatly on the spatial overlap 

between the molecular orbitals.57,67,68 In synthesis, ΔEST is proportional to K, which is closely 

related to the frontier molecular orbital overlap extent and separation distance. Consequently, a 

significant area of the TADF development is attributed to the use of inexpensive quantum chemical 

simulations (QCS) to explore their singlet-triplet state energy gap to demarcate if the 

chromophores is synthesized or not.57,67,68 It is widely accepted that by maximizing the dihedral 

angle between the donor-acceptor junctions of these TADF chromophores a small ΔEST should be 

obtained.65 However, recent reports have disproved this synthetic approach, and have further 

highlighted that having a small ΔEST may not be a sufficient feature to ensure effective 

communication between the singlet-triplet manifolds. Samanta et al. reported that designing a 

TADF chromophore with either a significant charge-transfer (CT) contribution to the T1 state or 

having a minimal energy difference between the local-excited triplet state and charge-transfer 

triplet states is required to achieve a small ΔEST.69 In addition, they showed that having a TADF 

chromophore with an S1 with charge transfer character and T1 states with local-excited nature 

could enhance the chromophore spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and facilitate the communication 
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between the singlet-triplet manifolds. The structure of the material dictates its function. Therefore, 

understanding how the physio-organic aspects of these chromophores modulate their excited state 

electronic transition (such as the ISC and rISC) is one of the focal points under intense 

investigation today.56,68,69  

Many improvements in the device performances of TADF-OLEDs have been made since 

Adachi published its breakthrough paper in 2012. Recent work has shown that the efficiencies of 

these devices can be further improved if a universal ambiopolar  material is used to replace CBP 

as the host in the EML, with reported TADF-OLEDS ηEQEs > 25%.70,71 In 2015, Hirata et al. 

achieved a major breakthrough in TADF technology and OLEDs reporting blue emitters with 

ηIQE ~ 100 %.72 In this case, carbazole subunits were used as donor moieties and triazine 

derivatives were used as the acceptor moiety. In that study, the importance of obtaining a high 

rISC rate (krISC) for optimal device performances is emphasized. Since then, lots of studies have 

focused on understanding the molecular parameters that control the rISC rate in rational designed 

TADF emitters under the premise that the krISC may help to predict their device performance.
57,69,72–

78
 Specifically, it is believed that obtaining a high krISC is critical for reducing the triplet-triplet 

annihilation (TTA) mechanism that cause ηEQE roll-off.73,79,80 However, a combination of 

selected tools are needed to experimentally measure the krISC. These approaches do not exclude 

the parallel coexistence of phosphorescence in the chromophore nor the influence of the host 

material if the measurements are conducted in solid state.68,77,79,81–83  

The effect of having a host in the EML with TADF properties has been also explored with 

promising results.45 It is believed that having a universal host with efficient rISC process could 

further help to reduce the TTA mechanism that preclude the devices efficiencies of OLEDs. In 

addition, the synthetic flexibility of organic TADF may facilitate tuning of the optical and 
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photophysical properties so desired triplet energy level for optimal Förster and Dexter energy 

transfer processes are obtained.84,85 The TADF technology offers several advantages over 

organometallic technologies such as device flexibility and cost-efficiency. However, as with the 

phosphors OLEDs counterparts, their device efficiency abruptly decrease at high brightness levels, 

which affects its device operational lifetime.45,73,86 When the TADF material is used as the host 

and phosphors emitters are used, device operational lifetimes as high as 20,000 h have been 

reported. When blue TADF are used as the emitters, device operational lifetimes < 1,000 h have 

been reported.45 These device performance lifetimes are well below  those of the second generation 

OLEDs, which makes them to be ways away from being commercially available. Therefore, 

enhancing the device operational lifetimes by 1) exploring different device architectures and 2) 

understanding how the molecular structure governs the excited state electronic transitions in these 

systems are the focal point of research in this technology.45,73  

1.3 The Fundamental Properties Behind the TADF Mechanism. 

1.3.1 Electronic Transition and the Jablonski Diagram 

 In the photoluminescence (PL) process, an electron is excited from the ground state to the 

excited singlet state (S0 → Sn). This electronic transition usually happens in sub femtosecond 

timescale (kA > 1015 s-1) and is the fundamental first step of the PL process. Following the photon 

absorption, several excited state processes can occur in order to dissipate the excess of energy 

induced by the photon absorption. The most favorable one is called internal conversion (1IC). The 

1IC is a non-radiative vibrational relaxation process usually occurring in sub picosecond timescales 

(k1C > 1012 s-1) that dissipate the excess of energy into the surrounding of the molecule. As a result, 

the molecule will relax until it arrives to the S1 state (Sn → S1). From the S1 state, the molecule can 

dissipate its energy via-radiative, namely fluorescence, or non-radiative decay (S1 → S0). The  
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fluorescence from the S1 state is typically in the nanosecond timescales or faster (kF > 109 s-1)  and 

it is best explained by Kasha’s rule, which states that photonic emission occur in substantial yield 

only from the lowest excited state of a specific multiplicity.87 The multiplicity concept, which 

explains the singlet and triplet nature of molecules, will be expanded in following sections. 

 One of the most important concepts for chromophores with TADF characteristics is the 

intersystem crossing (ISC), which is a non-emissive electronic transition that changes the 

multiplicity of the system. As a result, a transition between singlet states and the triplet states occur 

via a spin flipping process. In photoluminescence, the ISC first occurs from the singlet state to the 

triplet state (Sn → Tn), and it could happen in timescales slower than nanoseconds for typical 

fluorescence chromophores (kISC < 109 s-1). However, it could happen in the sub picosecond 

timescale for phosphorescence chromophores.19,23 The ISC mechanism will be further expanded 

in sections below. If the triplet state is accessed, another IC process from a higher triplet state to 

the lowest triplet state could happen (Tn → T1) as an energy dissipation process, which is also 

explained by Kasha’s rule. From the lowest triplet state (T1), the system can dissipate its energy 

Figure 1.3.1.1. Jablonski diagram depicting the excited state electronic transition 

of typical fluorescence and phosphorescence chromophores (A) and chromophores 

with TADF characteristics (B).  

A B 
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via a radiative pathway, namely phosphorescence, or via non-radiative pathways (T1 → S0). Both 

energy dissipation processes are typically in timescales slower than milliseconds (kP and 3kNR < 

106 s-1). The probability of photonic emission from the triplet state is forbidden, but it becomes 

probable by the spin-orbit coupling interactions (SOC) in the system.88 The SOC will be further 

explained in coming sections.   

 In the case of materials with TADF characteristics (Figure 1.3.1.1B), the energy difference 

between the lowest singlet and lowest triplet states (ΔEST) is so small that room thermal energy 

may facilitate a multiplicity change in these systems. This is true for the ISC mechanism and for 

the reverse intersystem crossing mechanism (rISC) (T1 → S1). The latter mechanism usually 

happens in the millisecond timescales (krISC ~ 106 s-1) for purely organic chromophores and in sub-

nanosecond timescales for copper-based TADF systems.69,77,89 It is important to highlight that in 

order to have an efficient long-lived delayed fluorescence component the krISC needs to be orders 

of magnitudes larger than the kP and the 3kNR. In this way, the density of triplet state is converted 

into singlets for photonic emission rather than dissipating its energy via non-emissive transition 

from the triplet state.90 As a result, emission from the S1 state with lifetimes similar to those for 

phosphorescence are obtained. However, a multi-exponential decay is usually obtained as a result 

of the prompt fluorescence (PF: S0 → Sn → S1 → S0) and the delayed fluorescence (DF: S0 → Sn 

→ S1 → T1 → S1 → S0), which is a characteristic feature of organic TADF materials. There is a 

fundamental difference between the photoluminescence and the electroluminescence excitation 

process, as it has been discussed in previous sections. However, the excitation process may not 

affect the excited state dynamics and their probability to happen. The Jablonski diagram depicting 

the excited state transitions of fluorescence, phosphorescence, and TADF chromophores can be 

observed in Figure 1.3.1.1. 
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1.3.2 Franck-Condon Principle for Local Excited and Charge Transfer States 

 The Franck-Condon principle (FCP) is a rule in spectroscopy and in quantum mechanics 

that explains the intensity of vibronic transitions in a photoluminescence process. Vibronic 

transitions are the simultaneous changes in vibrational and electronic energy levels of a molecule 

because of the photonic absorption and subsequent emission. Specifically, the FCP states that the 

relative velocity between the photo-excited electrons, which happens in sub femtosecond 

timescales, and the nuclei is so big that one can assume that the nuclei is in stationary position 

during the photon absorption process.91–93 The nuclei does not readjust during the excitation 

Figure 1.3.2.1. General schematic representation of local excited (A) and charge 

transfer (B) states optical transitions and its steady state absorption and emission 

representation.  

A 

B 
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process, but rather must readjust while the electrons are in the excited state, which accounts for 

the loss of energy (internal conversions) due to vibrational motions. The relative geometry of the 

molecule between the ground and excited state plays a major role in these transitions. If the 

molecule has almost identical geometries between the ground and excited states, the absorption 

and emission transitions could be expected to be very similar. As a result, a mirror image between 

the absorption and emission transitions is obtained.94 This behavior is known as the Franck-

Condon states or local excited states (LE) of the system. This optical behavior is mostly observed 

in solvents with very low polarity.95 A schematic representation of the LE transitions can be 

observed in Figure 1.3.2.1A. 

Contrarily to the LE transitions, an emission displacement towards lower energy 

wavelengths could be obtained when the geometry between the ground state and the excited state 

differs among them, as is explained by the Stokes shift principle.96,97 The slight shift in equilibrium 

geometry of the excited states is due to a reorganization process, which results in energy dissipation 

into the surroundings of the molecules. This process is much more pronounced in systems with 

high dipole moments, and is best observed in solvents with high polarity.98 The state in which the 

geometry between the ground state and the excited state differs greatly is known as the charge 

transfer state (CT). In the CT state, the excited state dipole moment is larger than the one for the 

ground state. As a result, the solvent dipole greatly influences the energy dissipation pathways of 

the excited chromophore. After excitation, the dipole of the solvent interacts with the dipole 

moment of the excited molecule to induce an energy reorganization to the lowest CT energy state. 

Solvents with strong dipole moments also leads to the broadening of the emission spectra.99 A 

schematic representation of the CT transitions can be observed in Figure 1.3.2.1B. It is important 

to highlight that, contrarily to the LE excitations, excitations to a higher vibrational state is often  
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favored in systems with CT character.100 As a result, the most intense absorption peak does not 

necessarily correspond to the lowest energy transitions. As expected, the emission process of the 

systems with divergence in their ground state and excited state geometries comes from the CT 

states. The LE and CT states plays an important role in the excited state dynamics of chromophores 

with TADF characteristics, and they will be further discussed in sections to come. 

1.3.3 Singlet and Triplet States 

In quantum mechanics, the spin nature of the system is invoked to conceptualize the 

electron angular momentum, which is a fundamental property along with the electron charge and 

mass. Electrons are fermions with a half spin angular momentum, S, where S = ± ½. The spin 

angular momentum is a vectorial quantity that can be best described by a two-electron system, the 

multiplicity equation (m; where m = 2S + 1), and by the Pauli Exclusion Principle (PEP).101,102 For 

convenience and due to the vectorial nature of the angular momentum, we can denote each electron 

spin as either “up; ↑” and “down; ↓”. The PEP states that no two-electrons in a system can possess 

Figure 1.3.3.1. Vectorial representation illustration the spatial orientation of 

singlets and triplets, and their respective spin wavefunctions for the four eigenstates 

in a two-particle system (A). Singlet and triplet state configuration relative to the 

molecular orbitals of semiconductor. 

Single: S = 0; ms =0 Triplet: S = 1; ms =1, 0, -1 

A B 
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the same electronic quantum numbers, ergo they must not possess the same eigenvalue. A two-

electron system has four potential electron spin vectorial configurations (↑↑, ↑↓, ↓↑, ↓↓), with 

opposite spins (singlet) being the most probable multiplicity, while having the same spins (triplet) 

being the less probable multiplicity. In order to account for the multiplicity of all the potential 

electronic configurations and still satisfying the PEP, the wavefunction that describes these 

systems is written as a product of wavefunctions. Specifically, their wavefunction will be a 

combination of the electron spatial coordinates and the spin wavefunction.103 As a result, different 

eigenstate values, which satisfy the PEP, are obtained if the symmetric spin wavefunction of the 

triplet state is combined with an antisymmetric spatial wavefunction; conversely, wavefunction 

construction is employed for the singlet state. Specifically, the first spin wavefunction has an S = 

zero, which results in a spin multiplicity equals to 1; ergo, singlet. The next three wavefunction 

have an S = one, which results in a triplet multiplicity. However, the eigenstate differs in the z-

component of the spin, which results in three different eigenvalues, namely ms = -1, 0, 1, and 

satisfying the PEP. A vectorial representation and singlet triplet multiplicity can be observed in 

Figure 1.3.3.1A. 

 The ground state of organic semiconductors is generally a singlet sate. This means that 

two-electrons with opposite spins are occupying the same HOMO. Upon photoexcitation, one 

electron is promoted from the HOMO to the LUMO, which are analogs to the S0 and Sn states, 

respectively, and are explained in detail in previous sections. This electronic transition conserved 

the spin nature of the molecule from the ground state, which result in a singlet excited state (Sn). 

In occasion, a spin flipping process via an intersystem crossing (ISC) mechanism can occur in the 

excited state. Excited state singlets can be converted into excited state triplets by an intersystem 

crossing mechanism (Sn → Tn), and triplets can be converted into singlet (Tn → Sn) in a reverse 
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ISC (rISC) mechanism. The fundamental properties for both processes, namely the ISC and the 

rISC, will be discussed in a further section. 

1.3.4 Intersystem-Crossing (ISC) and Reverse Intersystem-Crossing (rISC) 

 As mentioned in previous sections, the ISC is a radiation-less transition that plays a major 

role in the excited state dynamics of phosphorescence and TADF emissive materials.45 In essence, 

the ISC is an adiabatic process that occurs between states of different multiplicity. Specifically, a 

change in the electronic spin-angular momentum between the two-electrons in an orbital could 

change while in the excited state. This electronic transition is strictly forbidden (ΔS = 0), based on 

the Fermi’s golden rule.104 However, this transition could become non-zero if the angular spin of 

the electrons is coupled with the orbital angular momentum, namely the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). 

Because of the SOC, systems can achieve a spin flipping process and change their multiplicity, 

from singlet to triplets and vice-versa.  

 Since a large SOC is critical for the change in multiplicity, it is worth expanding on factors 

that influence the SOC in a system. Success in achieving efficient ISC have been observed when 

heavy atoms are introduced into a system. This is because the magnetic field from the nucleus of 

the heavy atom is large enough that is capable of influencing the velocity the electron pair and the 

spatial orientation of both the electrons pair and the orbital.104 This phenomena is known as the 

“heavy atom effect”.105,106 The SOC can be large; however, this electronic transition must be 

conserved in order to diverge from being non-zero. Thus, the multiplicity change in the electronic 

spin angular momentum is compensated with a change in the orbital angular momentum. 

Specifically, if the orbital p has an angular momentum 1, its transitions to an orbital with angular 

momentum 0 is achieved to compensate for the spin flipping process. This spin-orbit angular 

conservation is best explained by the El-Sayed rule, which states that the probability of electronic 
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multiplicity changing, namely the ISC, diverge from being non-zero if a simultaneous change in 

the molecular orbital type is involved.88,107 The orbital nature change favors the ISC process in this 

order: 1(π, π∗) → 3(n,π∗) > 1(π, π∗)→3(π, π∗). Consequently, 1(n, π∗) → 3(π, π∗) > 1(n, π∗) → 3(n, 

π∗). Extensive theoretical and experimental work has been conducted in order to understand the 

ISC process. The experimental work consists of using spectroscopy to characterize the triplet state, 

while the theoretical work is comprised of construction operators to evaluate the probability of this 

transition.108–110 A quantum mechanical representation of the ISC probability can be is observed 

in Equation 1.3.4.1.  

 

𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶 = | < 𝛹1| 𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝛹3 >|2                                                                                                               Equation 1.3.4.1 

 

In Equation 1.3.4.1, the kISC represents the rate of ISC, the Ψ1 represents the wavefunction of the 

singlet state, the Ψ3 represents the wavefunction of the triplet state, and the HSO is the SOC operator, 

which accounts for the overall angular momentum conservation.88  

 Similar principles in terms of conservation of spin-orbital angular momentum are needed 

for the reverse intersystem-crossing (rISC) mechanism. However, the small exchange energy that 

yields a small ΔEST is considered to be critical for obtaining a sizable rISC.77 It has been widely 

accepted that by spatially separating the HOMO-LUMO orbitals in materials with TADF 

characteristics a small ΔEST could be achieved,65,111 and how to obtained it was described in 

previous sections. However, recent theoretical findings by Samanta et al. showed that enhancing 

the dihedral angle between the donor-acceptor junctions might not be an effective method to 

decrease the exchange energy. Instead, they found that having a significant charge-transfer (CT) 

contribution to the T1 state or a minimal energy difference between the local-excitation and charge-
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transfer triplet states is required to achieve a small ΔEST. In addition, having S1 and T1 states of a 

different nature is found to strongly enhance SOC, which is consistent with the El-Sayed rule for 

ISC rates.69 They further give theoretical insight into the rate of rISC in chromophores with TADF 

characteristics, as it can be observed in Equation 1.3.4.2.  

 

𝑘𝑟𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
2𝜋

ħ
𝑝𝐹𝐶| < 𝛹1| 𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝛹3 >|2                                                                                        Equation 1.3.4.2 

 

In Equation 1.3.4.2, the kISC represent the rate of rISC, the | < 𝛹1| 𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝛹3 >|2  is analogous to the 

in Equation 1.3.4.1, and the pFC is the denotes the Franck-Condon weighted density of states. The 

pFC terms were evaluated in the framework of Marcus-Levich-Jortner theory and is further 

expanded in Equation 1.3.4.3.  

 

In equation 1.3.4.3, the λM denotes the Marcus reorganization energy associated with the 

intermolecular and intramolecular low-frequency vibrations, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the 

temperature; ℏωeff is the effective energy of a mode representing the non-classical high-frequency 

intramolecular vibrations (
ℏ𝜔𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑘𝑏𝑇
 ≫ 1), and S is the effective Huang-Rhys factor associated with 

this mode.69,112,113 Emphasis on how the rISC rate is inversely proportional to the ΔEST. Therefore, 

the krISC is proportional to the SOC and inversely proportional to the ΔEST (krISC =
𝑆𝑂𝐶

𝛥𝐸𝑆𝑇
). Since then, 

this theoretical approach has been instrumental for the krISC determination of chromophores with 

TADF characteristics. 

Equation 1.3.4.3 
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 In line with this work, experimental studies have combined steady state and time resolved 

spectroscopy to characterize the nature of the excited states involved in the rISC process. These 

studies suggested that obtaining a high krISC might depend on minimizing the energy difference 

between the triplet local excited state (3LE), and both, the triplet and singlet charge transfer state, 

3CT and 1CT, respectively.73,114 The small energy difference between the aforementioned states 

may help to facilitate the rISC process in these systems due to a second-order vibronic coupling 

among these states, as it has been proposed by Gibson et al.115,116 Hosokai et al. was able to identify 

transient states consistent with 3LE and charge resonance (CR) states, which they linked to the 

delocalized charge transfer state de(CT), to be integral to obtaining TADF chromophores with a 

large krISC even when ΔEST is not close to zero.114  However, how subtle chemical structure 

modifications to the 3LE, 3CT, and 1CT states are systematically modified in order for the  krISC to 

be modulated is still far from being fully understood. Consequently, understanding the molecular 

parameters that control the rISC in molecules with TADF characteristics and developing methods 

for the efficient krISC determination has drawn lots of interest in recent years. These days, the focal 

point lies in the experimental determination of the krISC of the system.45,117 It is believe that the 

krISC may help in reducing the TTA mechanism that limits their device operational lifetimes and 

hampers their commercialization. The current methods for the experimental krISC determination 

will be discussed in further sections and the development of a new optical methodology for 

determining the krISC is one of the focal points of this dissertation. 

1.3.5 Experimental Methods for Estimating the rISC rate in TADF Emitters   

Until this point, the key challenge hampering the TADF-OLEDs commercialization is their 

poor device efficiency at high brightness levels, an effect known as efficiency roll-off.45,118 The 

efficiency roll-off at high brightness levels is mostly attributed to a TTA mechanism when a high 
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density of triplets is present in the EML, as described previously. It is believed that obtaining a 

high krISC is critical for reducing the TTA mechanism that cause this efficiency roll-off.73,79,80 

Therefore, understanding the intersystem crossing mechanism between the singlet and triplet 

manifolds in chromophores with TADF characteristics is pivotal if one wants to achieve superior 

device operational lifetimes. The field has primarily used steady-state measurements and 

microsecond spectroscopy to illustrate and calculate the krISC. However, these indirect methods 

require a combination of selected tools and do not exclude the parallel coexistence of 

phosphorescence in the chromophore nor the influence of the host material if the measurements 

are conducted in solid state.68,77,79,81–83  

Currently, there are two main methods for the krISC determination, and both of them lies in 

characterizing the fluorescence quantum yield before and after purging oxygen from the solution, 

and characterizing the multi-exponential emissive lifetime of these TADF chromophores.82,90 The 

first one was developed by Masui et al. back in 2013.82 The krISC determination with the Masui 

method can be observed in Equation 1.3.5.1. 

 

𝑘𝑟𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
𝑘𝑝𝑘𝑑𝜙𝑇𝐴𝐷𝐹

𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶𝜙𝐹
                                                                             Equation 1.3.5.1 

 

In Equation 1.3.5.1, the ϕF represents the quantum yield of the chromophore at oxygen rich 

atmospheres, the ϕTADF represents the delayed fluorescence quantum yield of the chromophore, 

which is calculated by the difference in quantum yield before and after removing oxygen from the 

solution (ϕOxygenFree – ϕF). The kp represents the rate of fluorescence, which is calculated by 

obtaining the inverse of the fluorescence lifetime (kP = 
1

𝑡𝐹
). The kd represents the rate of delayed 

fluorescence and it is determined by the inverse of the delayed fluorescence lifetime (kDF = 
1

𝑡𝐷𝐹
). 
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The kISC is the rate of intersystem crossing, and it is determined by determining the non-radiative 

quantum yield and multiplying it by the rate of fluorescence ((1- ϕF)*kp).
82 Also, the triplet non-

radiative decay (3kNR) can be determined by multiplying the fluorescence quantum yield by the 

rate of rISC and subtracting this product to the rate of delayed fluorescence (3kNR = kD - ϕF*krISC). 

This contribution has been integral for the indirect determination of the rISC rate in TADF 

chromophores. However, this method does not exclude the parallel coexistence of 

phosphorescence in the chromophore nor the influence of the host material if the measurements 

are conducted in solid state.68,77,79,81–83 Additionally, it does not take into consideration the non-

emissive triplet dynamics of the TADF chromophores.  

Dias et al. developed a methodology for the estimation of the reverse intersystem crossing 

rate back in 2016.119,120 Similar to the Masui method, the Dias method estimates krISC from the 

photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQY) and the exponential lifetimes of the prompt 

fluorescence and the delayed fluorescence, as it can be observed in Equation 1.3.5.2. 

 

𝑘𝑟𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
1

𝑡𝐷𝐹
 ∗

𝜙𝐹+ 𝜙𝐷𝐹

𝜙𝐹
                                                                      Equation 1.3.5.2 

 

In Equation 1.3.5.2, the tDF represents the delayed fluorescence lifetime of the TADF 

chromophore. The ϕF represents the quantum yield of the chromophore at oxygen rich 

atmospheres, and the ϕDF represents the delayed fluorescence quantum yield of the chromophore. 

The ϕDF is calculated by the difference in quantum yield before and after removing oxygen from 

the solution, as is calculated in the Masui method. However, this equation is based on the 

assumption that non-radiative processes from the triplet state are suppressed such that all of the 

triplet state density is converted into singlet density.119 This assumption may hold when PLQY are 
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approaching to one in oxygen free atmospheres. However, this assumption is not valid when the 

PLQY is not close to 1. As a result, inaccurate krISC estimations may be obtained. The same is true 

for the Masui indirect method for determining the krISC of chromophores with TADF 

characteristics. Consequently, there is a need for the direct determination of the krISC so the device 

performances can be estimated with more accuracy.45 Finding a new optical methodology for the 

direct determination of the krISC in chromophores with TADF characteristics is one of the focal 

points of this dissertation and will be discussed in further chapters. 

1.4 Energy Sources for Electricity Production and their Conversion Processes            

Humanity has exploited fossil fuels as their primary source of energy since the industrial 

revolution happened in the 18th century. Since their discovery, their demand has continued to 

increase exponentially. This is mainly attributed to the current world population, which is projected 

to reach 8 billion in the coming years and is expected to reach the 10-billion mark in 40 years from 

now (2059).121 With that growth, the energy demand and consumption will grow accordingly. It is 

projected that a 28 % rise in energy consumption will happen by 2040, as it is observed in Figure 

1.4.1.121 However, using fossil fuels as the main energy source to meet humanity demands has 

intrinsic inevitable repercussions. Fossil fuels are the product of long years of gradual flora and 

fauna decomposition under specific conditions such as high pressure and temperature. Ergo, they 

are a nonrenewable source over human timescales. In addition, fossil fuel extraction, processing, 

and combustion have immediate detrimental effects on the environment.121 Their harmful 

emissions are responsible for environmental pollutants such as sulfur dioxides, nitrous oxides, and 

carbon dioxide, which all together are protagonists of the devastating climate change that we are 

currently experiencing.122 These circumstances have prompted the search for sustainable and clean 

energy technologies that can fulfil the fossil fuel energy demands. Interest has been given to  
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alternative energies such hydroelectric, wind, nuclear, geothermal, biofuels, and solar (Figure 

1.4.2). 

Hydroelectric power generation is the idea of using water current as mechanical energy to 

prompt turbines and produce electrical current. This technique has shown some promise; however, 

its potential use is limited to areas with strong water flows. In addition, this technology is highly 

reliable in energy storage devices, which make them reliant and entangled to the development of 

energy storage technologies.123 The Eolic energy has seen a massive increase in production 

capacity in the past years.124 The principle of this form of energy generation is to use air current 

flows as mechanical energy to drive large rotating blades that prompt turbines for electricity 

generation. However, this technology is also limited to areas with high air current flows and highly 

depend on energy storage technologies.123,124 Nuclear power is the idea of fusing radioactive atoms 

to heat up water, so the steam produced by the water heating will prompt turbines.125 This 

technology offers a high-energy production to weight ratio. However, it depends on rare earth 

metals, which makes the waste generated to require sophisticated  

Figure 1.4.1. World energy consumption projections by energy source. 
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storage facilities for treatment. In addition, previous accidents have risen awareness on how hazard 

to humanity this technology may be if the proper safety requirements are not followed (Chernobyl 

disaster).125 Geothermal energy involves the conversion of thermal energy from the crust to of the 

earth to useful energy.126 Its similar to the nuclear energy, but we can think of this technology as 

the earth’s crust being a natural reactor for the decay of radioactive materials such as uranium to 

produce heat. However, this energy source can be hazardous to the environments due to potential 

migration of harmful gasses from the crust of the earth. Biofuels have recently drawn tremendous 

attention. This technology circles around the idea of using living organisms such as plants and 

micro-organism to extract energy.127 However, one major disadvantage is that some of the plants 

that are often used to generate biofuels also serves as a food sources, and the processing of biofuels 

can lead to the production of unwanted pollutants. In addition, its dependence on plant 

consumption may have an immediate impact on the food prices.  

 

Figure 1.4.2. World primary energy consumption projections. 
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One of the most promising energy sources comes from the sun. The sun represents a stable 

and quasi-infinite energy source for our entire solar system. It produces 3.828x 1026 J of energy 

every second in the form of electromagnetic radiation as it can be observed in Figure 1.4.3.128 This 

high-energy flux implies that the sun releases more energy from its core in one second than what 

we will need to meet the world demands for one decade.129 Some of that energy is lost because of 

absorption by the air mass in the atmosphere. However, the earth still receives over 100,000 TW 

of energy from the sun annually.122,128 This implies that an hour of electromagnetic radiation 

harvesting from the sun can supply enough energy to fulfill the world demands for one year. The 

energy from the sun could be harvested by using solar thermal electricity, solar architecture, 

artificial photosynthesis, and solar photovoltaics.130–135 However, solar energy is one of the most 

neglected energy sources due to a significant lack of knowledge in harvesting its electromagnetic 

radiation. 

The solar photovoltaic (PV) process is the most common and versatile method of 

harvesting electromagnetic radiation in the form of photons from the sun. This process offers the  

Figure 1.4.3. Solar electromagnetic energy distribution. 
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ability to directly convert solar energy into electrical current, which facilitates its usage in every 

place on Earth. Consequently, it offers flexibility for space installation (Figure 1.4.4A). Further 

flexibility and portability can be adopted if organic materials are used as the active layer in the PV 

process (Figure 1.4.4B).136 However, harvesting solar photons and converting them into useful 

energy such as electricity (photovoltaic) is not an easy task, as it can be observed in the timeline 

in Figure 1.4.4C. The PV was first reported back in the 19th century and it was not until the end 

of that same century that it was scientifically investigated.137 Albert Einstein revolutionized the 

A B 

C 

Figure 1.4.4. Advantages of PV technologies: Ease of space installation (A); Flexible 

and portable PV based on organic active layers (B). Timeline of the history of solar 

cells (C). (Extracted from www.nrel.gov) 
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20th century when he was able to described the photoelectric effect.138 Over 50 years later, the first 

silicon solar cell was developed in Bell Labs with an unprecedented 6% energy conversion 

efficiency.139 From that point forward, the possibility of converting electromagnetic radiation from 

the sun into electrical current became a possibility. However, materials with promising features 

for solar applications must meet some essential properties before they can be used for 

photovoltaics. We can divide these essential properties in two main categories; (1) The 

photovoltaic properties, namely  the (a) light absorption process over the solar flux spectral range, 

(b) good charge carrier generators, and (c) stability over time when subjected to illumination and 

(2) the fabrication properties, namely (a) cost-efficient, (b) high abundance of source materials, 

and (c) environmentally friendly technology. 

 The first step in the semiconducting photovoltaic process is the absorption of solar 

electromagnetic radiation, usually in the visible region. Therefore, the semiconductor materials 

must have excellent absorbing properties where the solar flux is.11,140 When the active layer 

absorbs a photon, an electron is excited to form a bound electron-hole state known as exciton. 

Organic semiconductors could possess absorption coefficients (105-6 M-1 cm-1) two orders of 

magnitude bigger than the ones for silicon (102-3 M-1 cm-1).141 After the exciton splits, generated 

charge carriers diffuse through the active layer to reach their respective electrodes. The holes 

diffuse to the anode while the electrons diffuse to the cathode. The active layer thickness plays an 

important role in the charge carrier generation and collection properties of the photovoltaic 

devices.11,141–143 In the case of silicon, its high dielectric constant allows it to have active layer 

thickness two magnitudes larger than the ones for organic semiconductors. In the case of organic 

semiconductors, the small dielectric constant hampers its exciton mobility and subsequent 

generation of charge carriers. As a result, active layers with thickness < 20 nm are required in 
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organic semiconductors solar cells technologies to have optimal charge mobility and collection. 

Hence, the architectural approach of designing thicker active layers in organic semiconductors 

solar cells to harvest more photons have detrimental effects in the device short-circuit current. 

Tuning its absorption properties via chemical structure modulation is a better approach to take 

advantage of the solar flux.129,144,145 It needs to be highlighted that a solar cell device must be stable 

over time upon constant illumination for real life applications. Presently, the silicon 

semiconductors are more durable than organic solar cells. This is mostly due to organic 

semiconductors oxidation when exposed to air and humidity and reactions with electrode 

material.146 The cost of production plays a major role on the commercial availability of solar cells. 

At the end, the $/watt should be comparable with those obtained from traditional fossil fuels. 

Silicon is abundant, but the need of extremely pure silicon sparks the cost of its device fabrication. 

Contrarily, organic semiconductors are soluble in most organic solvents. Thus, versatile techniques 

such as spin-coating, ink-jet printing, and roll-to-roll processing can be employed for its device 

fabrication. As a result, the device fabrication of organic photovoltaics is cost-effective relative to 

the one for silicon. 

1.5 Principles of Solar Energy Harvesting in Semiconductors  

The photovoltaic mechanism is an energy conversion process in where electromagnetic 

radiation from the sun is transformed into electrical current. To understand this conversion process, 

it is important to define the fundamental terminologies and parameters that governs it. The first 

step is the light harvesting process. The solar harvesting material must have strong absorption 

properties where the solar flux is.147 After a photon with the appropriate energy is absorbed, an 

electron-hole bound state will be formed (exciton). The next step involves the exciton ti diffuse 

throughout the light harvesting backbone for potential charge carrier generation via exciton 
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splitting, which this splitting will be the last fundamental step of the photovoltaic mechanism 

corresponding to the light harvesting material. The exciton binding energy and dielectric constant 

of the material plays a major role in both process.14 If the energy holding together the electron and 

hole is too high, they will recombine and no current will be generated. The fourth step involves 

the charge carrier’s diffusion through the active layer of the device. For these processes to be 

efficient, inhomogeneities in the active layer must not be present. Inhomogeneities in the material 

have a detrimental effect in the exciton migration distance of the material, trapping them and 

enhancing its probability of recombination. As a result, no useful current will be generated. The 

final and fifth step involves the charge collection. The cathode collects the electrons and the anodes 

collects the holes. All together, these steps control the photovoltaic process in semiconductors. 

Several factors dictate the conversion efficiency of the photovoltaic process, including the solar 

cell reflectance efficiency, thermodynamic efficiency, charge carrier separation and collection 

efficiency, and conduction efficiency.143,147,148 These parameters may be difficult to measure 

directly. Therefore, other parameters that account for them all together are measured instead. These 

parameters are the quantum efficiencies, open-circuit voltage (VOC), and fill-factor (FF).149  

The quantum efficiency of the device is a parameter used to characterize the conversion of 

incident photons into electrical current. The quantum efficiency can be split into two categories: 

external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) and internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE). In solar cells, the 

ηEQE measurement is the ratio of the charge carriers generated to the numbers of incident photons. 

In general, the number of absorbed photons by the material are less than the number of incident 

photons. Therefore, the ηIQE quantifies the amount of charge carriers generated by absorbed 

photons. Given that the ηEQE accounts for all the incident photons (Equation 1.5.1A), the ηIQE 
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is a good indicator of the number of charge carriers collected by the solar cells per the number of 

photons absorbed (Equation 1.5.1B).  

 

𝐸𝑄𝐸 =
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
                                             Equation 1.5.1A 

 

𝐼𝑄𝐸 =
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
                                              Equation 1.5.1B 

 

These efficiencies are useful to calculate the amount of current that the photovoltaic device will 

produce upon solar irradiation by integrating the whole ηEQE of the solar cell at standard solar 

cell illuminations.150,151 The short-circuit current (JSC) is the current generated by collection of the 

light-generated charge carriers and occurs when the voltage across the solar cell device is zero. 

Thus, the JSC is the maximum amount of current that can be obtained from a device and its 

measured in terms of current density. The short-circuit current could be limited by the absorption 

properties of the material. Photons that are not absorbed and instead are reflected are converted 

into heat and do not participate in the photovoltaic mechanism. In addition, the JSC may be affected 

by the charge carriers diffusion properties and mobility of the material.152 

The solar cell device efficiency is often characterized by considering the short circuit 

current density (JSC) per open circuit voltage curve (VOC).153 By definition, the VOC is the highest 

amount of voltage obtained by a solar cell device when there is not net current flow through the 

device. As it can be observed in Equation 1.5.2, the VOC is defined in terms of the temperature (T) 

in Kelvin, the ideality factor (n) which accounts for the recombination process, the Boltzmann’s 

constant (k) in C/K, the absolute value of charge (q) in Coulombs, the dark saturation current (I0), 

which tells you about the maximum current that can be generated without illumination, and the  
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photo-generated current (IL). Thus, the open-circuit voltage is determined by the thermal voltage 

(nkT/q), the maximum current that can be generated, I0, and the observed current generated by 

illumination, IL.154 The I0 is equivalent to the JSC, after small loss mechanism are adapted for JSC.           

       . 

𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇

𝑞
ln (

𝐼𝐿

𝐼0
+ 1)                                                                                          Equation 1.5.2                  

 

The JSC vs VOC  plot (Figure 1.5.1A) can simultaneously tell you the highest amount of 

current density that can be generated from the solar cell when the voltage is zero, and the maximum 

open-circuit voltage when the short-circuit current is zero.154 Ergo, when no energy conversion is 

occurring. This implies that the maximum theoretical power is compromised and cannot be 

achieved at simultaneous optimal JSC and VOC. However, it helps you realize the optimal power 

achievable by the photovoltaic device. The level of quality of the theoretical power extraction from 

the photovoltaic device is measured by the fill factor (FF).155 The FF is defined by the 

experimental power (JSC*VOC) extracted from the photovoltaic device divided by the available 

power at the maximum power point (theoretical Pmax). These parameters can be obtained from the 

A B 

Figure 1.5.1. Current density vs open-circuit voltage plot (A). Quality of the 

photovoltaic device determined by the fill-factor (B). 
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JSC vs VOC plot (Figure 1.5.1B). The quality of the solar cell, namely the FF, is mostly affected by 

the resistance of the photovoltaic device.156 Specifically, by the shunt (RSH) and series (RSR) 

resistances. The RSR is attributed most of the time to the semiconductors charge carrier properties. 

The RSH is mostly due to the inhomogeneities of the solar cell. Because of the inhomogeneities in 

the active layer, the charge carriers must travel higher distances, which will eventually result in 

energy loss. Therefore, having high crystallinity in the active layer will reduce the RSH. Shunt 

resistance is mostly characterized at lower illuminations because it is highly dependent to the light-

generated current.   

The end goal of characterizing the JSC, VOC, and FF is to obtain the power conversion 

efficiency (PCE) of the solar cell (Equation 1.5.3). These factors will tell you the output power 

(Pout) of the solar cell. The PCE is the performance metric to evaluate the photovoltaic devices, 

and it is the percentage of the incident radiant energy from the sun that is converted into useful 

current. The input power (Pin) is determined by the intensity of the energy from the sun (E) in 

W/m2 and the surface area (s) in m2.157,158 This methodology is universal for all photovoltaic 

devices. Therefore, the PCE need to be measured under standard test conditions (STC) for the sake 

of comparison. The STC are: temperature of 25 oC, irradiance of 1000 W/m2, and an air mass of 

1.5 (AM1.5) spectrum.157,159–161 Ideally, the PCE of the solar cell should be 100 %. However, 

current materials have not been able to meet such a high efficiency. Further opportunities in 

enhancing the PCE % may be available by optimizing the photophysical and charge transport 

properties of the light absorbing materials, and optimize the architecture design of photovoltaic 

devices.162 

𝑃𝐶𝐸 =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=  

𝐽𝑆𝐶∗𝑉𝑂𝐶∗𝐹𝐹

𝐸∗𝑠
                                                                                Equation 1.5.3 
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1.6 Silicon-Based Photovoltaics Solar Cells 

The inorganic semiconductor materials for solar harvesting (such as silicon) presently have 

efficiencies (~ 25 %)142 almost as twice as the efficiencies for the organic semiconductor materials 

(14 %).163,164 The combination of the silicon higher efficiencies with its abundant silicon supply 

as a raw material makes the silicon-based solar cells to dominate the PV technologies and its 

market. Such high efficiency is possible due to the optimization of the semiconducting properties 

of silicone by a process called doping.165,166 Silicon has four electron in its valence shell, but upon 

adding small “impurities” (doping) of elements with 3 electrons (Group Ⅲ) in their valence shell, 

the conductivity of the crystal is greatly increased. This type of doping is referred as p-type doping, 

and is the result of creating a vacant orbital in the crystal lattice that can hold electrons (electron 

deficient; hole).166 As a result, the p-type silicon is responsible for the conduction of holes as its 

predominant charge carriers.167 Contrarily, n-type doping is when impurities of elements with five 

electrons (Group Ⅴ) in their valence shell are added to silicon. In this case, an excess of electrons 

is introduced into the crystal lattice. As a result, n-type doping of silicon is responsible for the 

conduction of electrons as its predominant charge carriers.139,142,167 Both of these doping processes 

play a major role in the fermi levels of silicon, which is the chemical potential for electrons in a 

A B 

Figure 1.6.1. Valence band and conducting band comparison diagram metals, 

semiconductors, and insulators materials (A). Basic device architecture of a silicon 

solar cell (B).  
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body.167 As a result, the fermi level comes closer to the conduction band so visible light can 

promote an electron from the fermi level to the conduction band easier, making silicone to have 

conductivity “like” metals (Figure 1.6.1A). 

           For metallic materials, the massive overlap between their valence band and conduction 

bands explains their conductivity. The bandgap of semiconducting materials (< 3 eV) lies between 

that  of conducting materials (neglectable) and insulators (3 eV).168 However, silicon represents a 

semi-conductive material with an indirect bandgap. This feature has massive implications in its 

absorbing and emissive properties. The indirect bandgaps nature is a solid-state phenomenon in 

were the crystal momentum (k-vector) in the minimum energy state of the conduction band differs 

from the one at the maximum energy state in the valence band. As a result, materials with an 

indirect bandgap nature can only emit photons via an intermediate state. These dynamics make the 

recombination process long, which results in enhanced exciton diffusion lengths. However, this 

indirect bandgap nature also implies that light must penetrate deeper in order to promote an 

electronic transition from the ground state to the excited state. As a result, thick active layers 

(>100µm) are required as active layers for solar cell applications.142 A typical active layer of 

silicon solar cells consist of an n-type layer together with a p-type layer to form a n-p junction 

(Figure1.6.1B). The different doping effect in these layers induce a gradient in which the electrons 

in the n-type layer migrate to the holes in the p-type layers, and vice-versa. This gradient causes a 

positive region in the n-type silicon and a negative region in the p-type silicon, resulting in an 

electric field. Eventually, this electric field induced by the massive migration of electron and holes 

will result in a depleted zone. Now, the photons with the appropriate energy are absorbed by the 

active layer to disassociate an electron-hole pair. After this disassociation happens, the created 

electric field will promote migration of the electrons and holes to their respective parent layers. If 
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a wire is connected between the n-type layer and p-type layer, the massive charge carrier migration 

will generate current (Figure 1.6.1B).  

To achieve optimal efficiencies, the silicon crystal needs to be extremely pure. 

Unfortunately, the purification process of pure silica is a time consuming and not cost-effective 

effort. In addition, silicon is brittle, which limit its application. All the above-mentioned features 

can be addressed by using amorphous silicon, but the efficiencies are ~ 14 %.  In addition, silicon 

solar cells with n-p junction as it active layers are near the maximum theoretical efficiency of 30%. 

This efficiency is predicted by the Shockley-Queisser limit and it hampers further improvements 

in silicon PV cost due to its very limited synthetic flexibility.169,170 Therefore, emerging market of 

thin-film materials for solar cell applications diverging from silicon have been explored with 

quantum dots, perovskites, and organic materials showing promising results.  

1.7 Organic Semiconductors for Photovoltaic Applications 

1.7.1 Organic Semiconductors for Solar Cell Applications and its Device Architecture 

The potential use of organic semiconductors as active materials for photovoltaics was first 

unlocked by Kallmann and Pope about 60 years ago by using a single layer of anthracene that was 

placed between the electrodes.162 The electron and hole would be drawn to the cathode and anode 

respectively, but the strong Coulombic interactions holding the exciton together prevented the 

exciton to split, and as a result, the PCE reported was ~0.1%. A one magnitude higher PCE % was 

reported almost 30 years later when Tang used a bilayer of p-type copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) 

and n-type 3,4,9,10-perylene tetracarboxylic-bis-benzimidazole (PTCBI) as the active layer of the 

photovoltaic process, which showed a 1 % PCE.171  Tang’s contribution was  
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fundamental from a device architectural standpoint and since that point, the second generation of 

solar cell architecture was developed and regarded as a bilayers active layer. This design improved 

the charge separation in organic active layers with a reported short-circuit density of 2.3 mA/cm2, 

open-circuit voltage of 0.24 V and fill factor of 0.65. However, the active layer of this architectural 

CuPc 

(Donor) 
Anthracene 

PTCBI 

(Acceptor) 

PCBM 

(Acceptor) 

MEH-PPV 

(Donor) 

A B C 

Figure 1.7.1. Fundamental device architectures of organic semiconductors solar cells 

with their respective breakthrough active materials. Monolayer (A), bilayer (B), and 

bulk-heterojunction (C). 
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design was 100 nm, while the exciton diffusion length of organic materials is ~ 10-20 nm. As a 

result, massive exciton recombination due to its inability to arrive to the bilayer interface hampered 

the charge carrier generation.  

Almost a decade later, the third generation solar cells were discovered when Alan Heeger 

introduced the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) architecture as an active layer in organic solar cells using 

a polymer, namely poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PVV), as 

the donor and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as the acceptor.172 In the BHJ, the 

electron rich (donor) and electron deficient (acceptor) materials are mixed to form interpenetrating 

networks. This design architecture limited the active layer thickness to ~20nm. This thickness will 

ensure that the generated exciton arrives to the donor-acceptor interface to generate charge carriers 

before the exciton recombines. Until this day, this design is the most common active layer used 

when constructing organic solar cells. This architectural design offers the flexibility of bandgap 

engineering between the light harvesting materials and acceptor material for complementary offset 

matching. Recent progress in BHJ has shown that these bandgaps offset matching may control the 

short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage of the photovoltaic device. Since then, a plethora of 

light harvesting materials, as well as acceptor materials, for active layer BHJ applications have 

been synthesized. The evolution of OSC active layer for photovoltaic applications can be observed 

in Figure 1.7.1. 

1.7.2 Organic Semiconductors as Light Harvesting Materials (donors) 

When organic semiconductors absorb light, an electron is promoted from the highest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) to 

form a bound state called exciton.163,173–175 The HOMO and LUMO orbitals represent the region  
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in the molecule were the probability of finding an electron is highest. The former is equivalent to 

the valence band and the latter is equivalent to the conduction band of inorganic semiconductors. 

In organic systems, these molecular orbitals are formed by the hybridization of independent 

orbitals (σ and π-orbitals) between the atoms that forms the molecule, with the π-orbitals playing 

a major role in the photovoltaic process.11,140,164,176  The energy between the HOMO and LUMO 

is called the bandgap energy and is defined as the minimum energy required to promote an 

electronic transition from the ground state to the excited state. Systematic modifications of the 

independent atoms plays a role in tuning the HOMO and LUMO energy levels, which is usually 

given in electron volts (eV) and it has to be in the region of 1.1-1.5 eV for taking maximum 

advantages of the solar flux.177,178 This bandgap energy will allow for photons from the near 

infrared and higher energies to promote the electronic transition and create an exciton. In addition, 

it will match the bandgap energy that is needed to satisfy the Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit, 

which predicts the maximum theoretical efficiency of a solar cell (Figure 1.7.2.1B)170,179  

 

 

A B 

Figure 1.7.2.1. Solar photon flux in electron volts (A). Shockley-Queisser efficiency 

limit for a p-n junction solar cell (B). 
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Since Alan Heeger’s BHJ discovery over 20 years ago, the development of suitable light 

harvesting polymers to couple with PCMB has been a focal point in the OSC photovoltaics 

mechanism, with poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) homo-polymer being one of the most 

investigated systems.180–182 Studies conducted in P3HT revealed how the systematic addition of π-

orbitals simultaneously enhance the light absorbing properties of the materials and reduce its 

bandgap.183 This served as a synthetic strategy for the fine-tuning of the energy bandgap of light 

absorbing materials. In addition, P3HT showed enhanced crystallinity, which resulted in higher 

conductivity and light harvesting properties than the previous homo-polymers, mostly attributed 

to the influence of the sulfur heteroatom to the photochemistry of the polymer.184 However, the 

bandgap modulation of P3HT plateaus at  ~1.9 eV, which limits its ability to absorb photons in the 

near-infrared region.185,186 In addition, its high HOMO level (-5.19 eV) makes P3HT susceptible 

to oxidation.187 Scharber et al. contributes in the fundamental understanding of how the bandgap 

offsets between the materials in the BHJ (donor-acceptor) may play a role in the power conversion 

efficiency of the devices.188 Specifically, how the energy difference between the HOMO energy 

level of the polymer and the LUMO energy level of the PCBM may control the open-circuit of the 

A B 

Figure 1.7.2.2 Open-circuit voltage dependence on the donor-HOMO and the 

acceptor-LUMO energy level offset in the BHJ active layer(A).188 Energy bandgap 

hybridization of the donor-acceptor light harvesting polymer (B).221    
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OSC photovoltaic device (Figure 1.7.2.2A). Despite that these seminal findings provided 

fundamental understanding on the importance of the energy levels offset in the BHJ, the homo-

polymers faces similar limitations as the P3HT homopolymer.187,188 

An advance in the energy gap modulation was made when electron rich moieties were 

coupled with electron deficient moieties to produce donor-acceptor conjugated polymers for light 

harvesting applications.189,190 These new class of light harvesting materials offers the ability to 

further modulate the energy bandgap depending on the electron donating or electron accepting 

strength of the independent moieties. The energy levels of the donor monomer and the acceptor 

monomer will be hybridized, with the HOMO of the new polymer closely resembling the HOMO 

energy level of the donor monomer and the LUMO energy level of the new polymer closely 

resembling the LUMO of the acceptor monomer (Figure 1.7.2.2B).129,177,191,192 This energy 

modulation allows for deeper understanding of how the LUMO offsets between the light 

harvesting polymer and the acceptor materials may play a role in the photovoltaic process. It is 

imperative that the LUMO-LUMO energy levels offset lies in the range of 0.1-0.5 eV between the 

active materials in the BHJ. In this way, the electrochemical potential gradient created in the BHJ 

will be sufficient to overcome the exciton binding energy of the light harvesting polymer and 

prevent its exciton recombination.193,194  

A breakthrough in the search for light harvesting polymers for photovoltaic applications 

was made when symmetric benzodithiophene (BDT) were synthesized to rapidly became one of 

the most successful donor building blocks in the synthesis of highly efficient light harvesting 

polymers.195 Properties such as its rigid and planar conjugated structure, makes BDT an attractive 

building block for achieving highly tunable molecular energy levels and optical band gaps, high 

crystallinity, and high hole motilities.196 Yu et al. was able to achieve PCE over 7 % when BDT 
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was coupled with thieno[3,4-b] thiophene (TT) subunits to develop the class of light harvesting 

polymers known as the PTB series.136 TT can support the quinoidal structure of the BDT subunit, 

resulting in enhanced crystallinity and reduced bandgaps. Side-chain engineering focused in 

introducing alkoxy group were explored for the BDT subunits while fluorination of the TT resulted 

in polymers with bandgap reduction down to 1.6 eV and hole mobilities between 2.6 × 10-4 and 

7.7 × 10-4 cm2/ (V s). The best performing polymer out of the PTB series is still poly[[4,8-bis[(2-

ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-bʹ]dithiophene-2,6-diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl) carbonyl] 

thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]] (PTB7), which once held the world record for PCE % at 7.4 %.  

Promising OSC device performances have been achieved by developing BDT derivatives 

with periphery and sidechain modifications, and by exploring electron withdrawing candidates to 

couple with the BDT derivatives. 197–202 Specifically, thiophene subunits have been located in 

places were alkoxy groups used to dominate under the premise that enhancing the conjugation 

length of the donor subunit may further stabilize the HOMO energy level of the polymer.203 It 

needs to be highlighted that the rational design of acceptor moieties to couple with the BDT 

derivatives has been instrumental in the development of conjugated polymers for light harvesting 

applications with thiophene acceptor derivatives showing superior performances.204–206 Other 

promising electron withdrawing subunits includes diketopyrrolopyrole (DPP), benzothiadiazole 

(BT), isoindigo (II), and naphthalene-diimide (NDI) with DPP being one the most promising 

moieties among them. DPP’s fused planar structure improves conjugations along the polymer 

backbone while exhibiting excellent photochemical, mechanical, and thermal stability over time. 

In addition, light harvesting polymers that have incorporated DPP into their backbones has been 

able to achieve PDCE > 10%.207,208 Example of light harvesting polymers based on BDT with 

different acceptors units can be observed in Figure 1.7.2.3. It is important to note that these  
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advances in light harvesting conjugated polymers have been done by bandgap engineering of the 

polymer with respect to the bandgap of PCBM (fullerene).136,151,209 However, recent progress in 

photovoltaic device performances using a BHJ architecture as the active layers have been made by 

replacing fullerene derivatives in the active layer, which are called low-bandgap materials.164 This 

field is known as the fullerene-free organic solar cells and it has attracted lots of attention in the 

past 5 years.210,211 

1.7.3 Organic Semiconductors Acceptor Materials 

The bulk heterojunction architecture for organic photovoltaic applications is still the most 

used active layer for device fabrication. For years, light harvesting polymers were engineered to 

meet the bandgap energy levels of different fullerene derivatives.150,176,212 These high-performing 

acceptor materials (n-type semiconductors) offers attractive properties such as photochemistry  

PDTB-EF-T PIPCP BDT-FBT-2T 

PTB7 PBDPP-T P3HT 

Figure 1.7.2.3. Molecular structure of highly efficient donor-acceptor conjugated light 

harvesting polymers. 
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stability213,214, low-lying LUMO levels (-3.5 to -4.5 eV)209,215, and fast charge transfer rates with 

low exciton binding energy.215 In addition, its absorption properties complement well those for the 

light harvesting polymers. However, fullerenes tends to forms crystal domains between themselves 

over time.216 As a result, the bulk heterojunction charge separation zone is reduced by a process 

called phase separation, which have a detrimental effect in the power conversion efficiency of the 

photovoltaic solar cell.216 Consequently, suitable candidates to replace fullerene derivatives in the 

BHJ have been explored.  

PCBM 

(Fullerene) 

PDI PDI-DPP-PDI 

ITIC 

ITIC-Me ITIC-2F 

Figure 1.7.3. Molecular structure of high-performance acceptor materials for bulk-

heterojunctions active layers.  
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          Non-fullerene acceptors (NFA) offer superior synthetic flexibility than the one that 

fullerene derivatives have. As a result, tunable absorption properties, tunable electron mobility, 

tunable solubility to enhance phase mixing between the donor and acceptor material can be 

achieved while lowering manufacturing costs.164,210,211,217 Derivatives of perylene-diimides (PDI) 

and naphthalene-diimides (NDI) have been explored as acceptor materials in the BHJ due to their 

high electron affinity.218 In addition, PDI units have been conjugated with ladder-type 

thienoacenes for enhancing their charge transfer properties.219 However, more work has been done 

in the development of other small molecules as suitable acceptor materials because the efficiency 

offered by the PDI derivatives is presently low. Recently, small molecules that significantly 

outperform fullerene‐based photovoltaics with respect to the power‐conversion efficiency was 

demonstrated for the first time.210 Since then, exploring 3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-

dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-tetrakis(4- hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-d’]-s-

indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene) (ITIC) derivatives for superior organic photovoltaic 

performances has been the focal point of the field. Furthermore, the indanone derivatives as the 

electro-windrowing group have been coupled to other thiophene derivatives to unlock bandgap 

narrowing below 1.35 eV, which is highly desirable for transparent solar cells applications.220 This 

feature, coupled with their high photovoltaic performances, represent the harvesting of photons in 

the NIR region, which is almost 50 % of the solar flux. Examples of high-performance acceptors 

materials for BHJ applications can be observed in Figure 1.7.3. 

1.8 Big Picture of the Dissertation and Outline 

The fundamental aspects of organic semiconductors (OSC) and their application to the 

electroluminescence and photovoltaic mechanisms has been explained in detail throughout this 

chapter. Their properties, active-layer development, and device architectures were discussed and 
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compared with the current leading technologies. There have been extensive improvements in the 

synthetic approaches and device architecture knowledge for developing highly efficient OSC for 

both energy conversion processes. In the case of organic photovoltaics, the bulk-heterojunction 

approach using light harvesting polymers and non-fullerene acceptors (NFA) as the active-layer is 

regarded as one of the most promising technologies for competing with traditional energy sources. 

This is because their efficiencies are approaching the 15 % PCE mark.163,206 In the case of OLEDs, 

which are governed by the electroluminescence mechanism, using purely organic emitters with 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) characteristics have shown promising efficiency 

while concurrently decreasing the cost by 2-3 times in comparison with phosphors emitters. In 

addition, the color display and device flexibility are superior to those offered by the liquid crystal 

display technologies. However, continuous design and energy conversion probing to optimize the 

efficiencies of these new organic materials requires significant efforts. Therefore, it is essential to 

elucidate the fundamental properties that photovoltaic and electroluminescence materials need in 

order to be able to fulfill their energy conversion process with high efficiency. 

In this dissertation, the work on the use of multiple spectroscopic techniques to elucidate 

the excited state dynamics governing materials for energy conversion process will be presented. 

Specifically, the excited state electronic transition of light harvesting polymers, low-band gap 

small molecules, intermolecular singlet fission (iSF) materials, and materials with TADF 

properties were investigated. Techniques such as steady-state spectroscopy, ultrafast time-resolved 

fluorescence spectroscopy, ultrafast two-photon absorption spectroscopy, ultrafast femtosecond 

and nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy, as well as quantum mechanical simulations 

(QCS), were used to elucidate the optical and electric properties of  materials for energy conversion 

with the hopes of giving insight into their structural-optoelectic property relationships. The steady-
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state spectroscopy gives insight into the time-independent absorption and emissive properties of 

the inquired systems. The two-photon absorption spectroscopy gives insight into the two-photon 

absorption (TPA) capabilities of the chromophores. These capabilities are expressed in terms of 

their TPA cross-section, which is proportional to the transition dipole moment and give insight 

into the charge transfer nature of the investigated materials. The ultrafast time-resolved 

fluorescence spectroscopy gives insight into the emissive decay and energy transfer dynamics 

using fluorescence emission as the analytical signal for detection. The nanosecond time-resolved 

fluorescence spectroscopy gives insight into longer timescale emissive decay processes in the 

investigated systems. The ultrafast femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy can give insight 

into the emissive and non-emissive electronic transitions happening within one nanosecond after 

photoexcitation. The nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy can give insight about the 

emissive and non-emissive electronic transitions happening in the long-lived excited state 

dynamics of the materials. The QCS were correlated with the experimental results. They were also 

used to have insight into the molecular structures responsible for the experimental results.  

In Chapter 2, the experimental techniques used to investigate the energy conversion 

processes in the investigated materials and described above will be discussed in detail. The theory 

of each technique as well as the practical aspects of these techniques will be discussed. 

In Chapter 3, the excited state dynamics of a highly efficient thermally activated delayed 

fluorescence (TADF) chromophore were probed. Its dynamics were compared with those for well-

known fluorescence and phosphorescence standards. The fluorescence up conversion, the time-

correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), and the ns transient absorption spectroscopy were the 

integral techniques for the excited state elucidation and comparison among the investigated 
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fluorescence, phosphorescence, and TADF chromophores. This work was accepted and published 

by the Journal of Material Science C (JMC C).  

In Chapter 4, a new optical methodology for the direct determination of the rate of reverse 

intersystem crossing (krISC) of organic materials with TADF characteristics is introduced. We 

focused in using the ns TAS to directly characterize the triplet state dynamics of TADF 

chromophores to get fundamental information about the rISC mechanism. Techniques such as the 

TCSPC are used in a complementary manner to validate this technique, but the ns TAS is the 

fundamental technique for the krISC determination.  

In Chapter 5, the influence of thiophene and/or furan as linkers on the optical and electronic 

properties of light harvesting donor-acceptor conjugated polymers was investigated. The exciton 

emissive lifetime and the two-photon absorption capabilities in respect to the heteroatoms were 

also explored. QCSs to understand how the heteroatom may affect the planarity of the polymers 

was also included. The light harvesting polymers presented in this chapter were synthesized by the 

group of Malika Jeffries-EL, who is a faculty at Boston University. The synthesis of the 

compounds was briefly summarized, and the photovoltaic studies were presented. This work was 

accepted and published by The Journal of Physical Chemistry C (JPC C). 

In Chapter 6, the synthesis, optical, and electronic properties of low-bandgap ladder-type 

non-fullerene acceptors (NFA) materials were investigated. Quantum mechanical calculations 

were used to offer further insight into the electronic structures responsible for the optical 

properties. The photophysical properties were investigated and an intense intramolecular charge-

transfer was observed proportional to the pi-conjugation length of the ladder-type NFA. The 

journal Chemistry of Materials (Chem. Mater.) accepted and published this work. 
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In Chapter 7, the feasibility of intramolecular singlet fission (iSF) and subsequent electron 

transfer mechanism to a suitable acceptor was investigated. Quantum chemical simulations as well 

as ultrafast spectroscopy such as fluorescence up-conversion and femtosecond transient absorption 

was used to characterize the electron transfer reactions and intermediates conformers present in 

the iSF mechanism. The Journal of American Chemical Association (JACS) accepted and 

published this work. 

In chapter 8, an overall summary of the research presented in this dissertation is presented 

and suggestions for future research endeavors on the investigated organic semiconductors for opto-

electric applications are suggested. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Techniques and Methods 

2.1 Overview 

The experimental techniques and methods utilized in the studies enclosed in this 

dissertation are discussed in this section. These techniques were used to probe the excited state 

dynamics of light harvesting polymers, low-bandgap small molecules, intramolecular singlet 

exciton fission (iSF) mechanism, and chromophores with thermally activated delayed fluorescence 

(TADF) characteristics. Understanding the theoretical background of the instrumentation will help 

in the elucidation and better understanding of the obtained optical properties of the investigated 

systems. In addition, the details are described such that the reader does not need to consult other 

sources of information for further clarification of the techniques discussed in here. 

2.2 Steady-State Spectroscopy 

Two fundamental steady-state spectroscopic techniques were used to investigate the basic 

light-mater interaction of the investigated materials. These techniques are UV-visible absorption 

spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy. The steady-state spectroscopic approach investigated 

the basic light mater interaction in function of a range of frequencies/wavelengths. The UV-Visible 

absorption is a technique that involves the measurements of absorbed electromagnetic radiation in 

function of its incident wavelength or frequency.1 This measurement can be carried out in solution 

or in film. Matter can absorb electromagnetic radiation in the form of discrete pockets known as 
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photon. For the sake of this study, we will focus this discussion in the visible electromagnetic 

radiation known as light. An electronic transition from the ground state to the excited state is 

promoted if a photon with the proper energy interact with the absorbing materials, a characteristic 

proper of the quantized nature of light-mater interactions.1,2 The electronic transition from the 

ground state to the excited state is a very fast process, it occurs over in sub femtoseconds timescale, 

which is much faster than the detector can resolve.3 This electronic transition is what measure the 

steady state absorption and is better explained by Beer-Lambert’s law.2 This law stated that the 

light absorbance (A) of a sample at a given wavelength is directly proportional to the concentration 

(C) of the sample for a given path length (L) and the molar absorptivity coefficient (E) that is 

intrinsic for each material and is measured in M-1cm-1 (Equation 2.2.1). 

 

 A = log(
𝐼0

𝐼 
) = 𝐸 . 𝐿 . 𝐶                                                                        Equation 2.2.1 

 

As it can be observed from Equation 2.2.1, the obtained absorption is highly dependent 

on the conditions that the measurement is taken, with the concentration (C) and the path-length 

(L) of the cuvette or film playing an integral role in the obtained optical density (A). However, it 

is imperative to explain how the instruments makes the absorption measurements. In practice, the 

spectrophotometer measures the ratio between the amount of input light (l0) before passing through 

the absorbing media and the attenuated light (l) after it passed through the absorbing media. The 

spectrophotometer is not able to distinguish between all the potential light-matter interaction such 

as diffraction, reflection, refraction, and scattering.2 Therefore, it is important to run a background 

measurement of the matrix (the medium in which the measurements is going to take place) to 

account for these other potential light mater interactions. In the case of the absorption 
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measurements in solution, concentration homogeneities are assumed within the cuvette dimension 

due to uniform dispersion of the sample throughout the solution. The case might be different when 

the measurement is taken in solid state. Therefore, the absorption at solid state are usually obtained 

for qualitative purpose only. Contrarily, the absorption measurement in solution is a quantitative 

method that gives you the molar absorptivity coefficient (E), which is a critical parameter for 

describing the absorption characteristics of organic light harvesting materials. The E represents the 

absorbing capabilities of a molecule at a given wavelength,4 with a typical molar absorptivity 

coefficients between 106-3 M-1cm-1 for conjugated light harvesting organic molecules are obtained.5 

Another important parameter that is intrinsic of a material and can be obtained from the E is the 

one photon absorption cross-section, σ in cm2, which is a measurement for the one photon 

absorption process and can be described by Equation 2.2.2 

 

σ =
2.303 .  𝐸 .  𝐶

𝑛
                                                                          Equation 2.2.2 

 

In Equation 2.2.2, the n is the number of absorbing molecules per cm2, E is the molar absorptivity 

coefficient obtained from Equation 2.2.1, and C is the concentration in mol/L. Analogous 

terminology will be employed to describe the two-photon absorption process in later sections.  

All the absorption measurements in this dissertation were carried out by an Agilent 8453 

UV-visible spectroscopic system and the data was collected with Agilent Chemstation software 

that was connected to the spectrophotometer. The incident light is produced by a combination of 

deuterium-discharge lamp and a tungsten lamp, which will result in electromagnetic radiation from 

the ultraviolet wavelength range (190 nm) to the short wave near-infrared region (1100nm).  
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Optical elements are used to collimate the light from the two lamps and direct it to pass through 

the shutter or stray light filter into the sample. Quartz cuvettes manufactures by Starna (1 cm x 0.4 

cm) were used to hold the solution samples. Optical lens is used once again to collimate the 

transmitted and attenuated light to pass through a slit. The light is then dispersed onto the diode 

array via a holographic grating. The Agilent 8453 UV-Vis spectrophotometer schematic can be 

seen in Figure 2.2.1B. 

 The second fundamental steady-state technique measures the emission spectra of the 

investigated materials, which is obtained with a fluorimeter. The steady-state emission is mostly 

used to investigate the quantum efficiency of an emissive materials, which is the ratio of absorbed 

A 

B 

Figure 2.2.1. Light-mater interaction in a sample (A).  Agilent 8453 UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer schematic (Agilent 8453 UV-visible Spectroscopy System Service 

Manual) (B). 
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photons to emitted photons at a wavelength. In addition, by knowing the quantum efficiency, or 

as it better known, the quantum yield (Φ), one can have insight into other non-emissive 

photophysical processes that may be taking place.6–8 The fluorescence intensity is given by 

Equation 2.2.3. 

 

                                 𝑰𝒇𝒍𝒖 = 𝑰𝟎. 𝜱. 𝒍 . 𝑬 . 𝒄                                                                    Equation 2.2.3 

 

In Equation 2.2.3, 𝑰𝒇𝒍𝒖 is the measured fluorescence intensity, which depends on the incident light 

intensity (𝐼0), the quantum yield (Φ), the path length of the medium (l), the molar absorptivity 

coefficient (E), and the concentration (c) in mol/L. The timescales in where the fluorescence 

process happens are usually magnitudes longer than the timescales in where the absorption process 

happens. The lifetimes of typical fluorescence chromophores can vary from hundreds of 

picoseconds to a couple of nanoseconds. Thus, the steady-state fluorescence can be explained and 

understood by its fluorescence lifetime.9 

 The fluorescence intensity is highly dependent on the Φ, which serves as a quantitative 

method of the chromophore’s emissive efficiency. However, the excited state energy dissipations 

in materials can happens via radiative or non-radiative deactivation process. The quantum yield of 

a material is governed by Equation 2.2.4.  

 

Φ = 
𝑘𝑓

𝑘𝑓+ 𝑘𝑖𝑠𝑐+𝑘𝑒𝑐+ 𝑘𝑖𝑐+ 𝑘𝑝𝑑+ 𝑘𝑑
                                                                     Equation 2.2.4 

 

In Equation 2.2.4, the Where kf is the fluorescence rate constant, ki is the intersystem rate constant, 

kec is the external conversion rate constant, kic is the internal conversion rate, kpd is the pre-
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dissociation rate constant, and kd is the dissociation rate constant. As mentioned before, the 

quantum yield can quantify the emissive and the non-emissive processes.10,11 The fluorescence 

quantum yield was determined by using the Williams comparative methods, which required the 

use of a well-known and highly emissive standards with very similar steady state properties than 

the ones under investigation. In this way, the limitations of the instrumentation are neglected. In 

order to minimize re-absorption effects, the optical densities of investigated systems and the 

standard were kept below 0.1 OD. Some of the standards used for these studies are Rhodamine 

B,12 Zinc Phtalocyanine,13 and Coumarin 307.14 The fluorescence quantum yield is calculated by 

Equation 2.2.5. 

 

𝜙𝑥 = 𝜙𝑆𝑇𝐷
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑥η𝑥

2

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐷 η𝑆𝑇𝐷
2                                                                         Equation 2.2.5 

 

In Equation 2.2.5, the 𝛷x is the inquired quantum yield, 𝜂 is the refractive index of the solvent, 

and 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the slope obtained from plotting the fluorescence area vs the optical density (OD). 

 The fluorescence spectra measurements were carried out by a Spex Fluoromax-2 and Spex 

Fluoromax-4 spectrophotometer, which a representative diagram can be observed in Figure 2.2.2. 

The excitation source in the spectrophotometer is a xenon lamp that can produce light from 190 

nm to 2000 nm. The excitation beam is focused on the entrance slit of an excitation monochromator 

with an elliptical mirror. The excitation and collection slits are adjustable in units of bandwidth 

that can go from 0 nm to over 20 nm and are determined mostly by the intensity of the investigated 

materials. Diffraction gratings in the excitation monochromator is responsible for enabling single 

wavelength excitation of samples placed in the sample chamber. Due to the radial nature of the 

fluorescence, the photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector is placed with a 90o angle relative to the  
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excitation source to eliminate background signal and minimize noise due to stray light. The radial 

fluorescence from the samples enters the slits to an emission spectrometer. These slits can be 

controlled in order to prevent saturating the detector. Gratings are also placed in front of the 

emission spectrometer to ensure efficient collection of each emission wavelength. The signal is 

then amplified by a photon counting amplifier which is then recorded by a computer. Similar 

cuvettes than those used for the absorption measurements were used for the emission spectra and 

quantum yield characterization.  

2.3 Two-Photon Absorption Spectroscopy 

            It is possible that a two-photon light-matter interaction promotes an analogous electronic 

transition from the ground state to the exited than those described in the previous section by linear 

absorption. Two-photon absorption (TPA) is a non-linear phenomenon that happens when two 

photons with supplemental frequency than the one for the one photon in linear absorption are 

absorbed. In synthesis, the difference between the energy of the ground and excited states is the  

 

Figure 2.2.2. Genera schematic for a Fluoromax-2 and Fluoromax-4. 
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sum of the energy of the two photons that are absorbed almost simultaneously (Figure 2.3.1).15,16 

The TPA phenomenon was originally predicted by Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1931,10 but the it was 

first reported experimentally until the invention of lasers thirty years later from its prediction.17  

 The non-linear nature of this technique is better understood by the two-photon excited 

fluorescence (TPEF) method, in which the polarization density (P) of the absorbing material have 

a non-linear response to the electric field (E) induced by two-photons.18 This technique use the 

TPA-fluorescence, which have a square dependence on the incident power of the laser, to 

determine the TPA cross-section of the material. The TPEF set up use spectra physics mode-locked 

Ti:Sapphire laser, which is tunable from 700 to 900 nm delivering 110 fs output pulses at a 

repetition rate of 80 MHz and pumps an OPAL optical parametric oscillator (OPO) lithium borate 

(LBO) crystal which allows for 1.3 and 1.5 μm output excitations with output power of 200 mW.  

Emission scans can be performed at the preferred excitation wavelength, while the emission is 

collected in the visible region. After optimizing the excitation and determining the right detection 

wavelength, the beam is directed to a variable neutral density wheel by using set of mirrors in the 

set-up. The variable neutral density wheel will control of the power of the excitation beam. An 

optical glass is used to reflect a very small portion of the excitation source into a high-speed silicon 

photodiode connected to a multimeter, which monitors the excitation beam power. The  

Figure 2.3.1. Jablonski diagram for two-photon absorption and fluorescence processes. 
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fluorescence is collected at right angle to the excitation beam to avoid the excitation beam finding 

its way into the photomultiplier tube (PMT). A monochromator is used to select the fluorescence 

wavelength of interest which is then detected by a photomultiplier tube (R152P, Hamamatsu, 

Hamamatsu City, Japan) connected to a computer via a photo-counting unit. 

The TPA cross-section were calculated by the fluorescence method by using well-known 

two-photon active standards such as Coumarin 307 and Rhodamine B.19 Input power from the laser 

was varied using a variable neutral density filter. Two-photon power-dependent fluorescence 

intensity was utilized to determine the two-photon absorption cross section through the TPEF 

method described in Equation 2.3.1. 

 

In Equation 2.3.1, the F(t) is the emissive photons collected per second, ղ is the quantum yield of 

the material, δ is the TPA cross-section of the sample,  [c] is the concentration, n is the refractive 

Equation 2.3.1 

Figure 2.3.2. Nonlinear optical set-up for the two-photon absorption measurements. 
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index of the solvent, gp is the shape factor of the pulsed laser (0.66 for Gaussian shape), f is the 

frequency of the laser, λ is the excitation wavelength, τ is the pulse durations, ϕ is the collection 

efficiency, and 〈P(t) 〉 is the input intensity. Some of the parameters that dictate Equation 2.3.1 

are associated with the laser, therefore, can be assumed to be constant between measurements if 

the excitation wavelength remains the same. Consequently, it is possible to establish a comparative 

method between a well-known standard and the inquired sample by knowing the standards 

quantum yields, the concentrations, and the refractive index of the solvents in where the 

measurements are conducted. By taking the logarithm of Equation 2.3.1, it is possible to express 

the equation as a linear regression (y = mx + b) as given in Equation 2.3.2. 

 

  

In Equation 2.3.2, the logarithmic approach of the data sets of the fluorescence intensity and the 

power dependence of the incident excitation source to have a quadratic response (slope of 2), which 

corroborate the two-photon activity of the investigated system. For logarithmic plots of 

fluorescence intensity versus the input power for both the sample and the standard having slopes 

of 2, Equation 2.3.2 will hold for the same input power for both the sample and the standard as it 

can be observed in Equation 2.3.3. 

 

In Equation 2.3.3, b represents the intercept on the vertical axis but is defined as observed in 

Equation 2.3.4. Further manipulation of Equation 2.3.4 will result in an exponential relationship 

Equation 2.3.2 

Equation 2.3.3 
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between the fluorescence intensity of the compared chromophores and their respective intercept, 

as it can be observed in Equation 2.3.5 

 

If the logarithmic of input power for both investigated samples are assumed to be zero, Equation 

2.3.1 simplifies, and Equation 2.3.5 turns into Equation 2.3.6. As mentioned before, the laser 

parameters are independent of the sample and therefore they cancel out in Equation 2.3.7.  

With Equation 2.3.7, the TPA cross section of an inquired material can be investigated via a 

comparative method that relies in the quantum yield of the systems (ղ), the cross-section of the 

standard (δSTD), the concentration [c] of the samples, the slope (b) obtained from the Keithley plot 

(Log (power) vs log (Counts)), and the refractive index of the solvents (n). 

2.4 Time-Resolved Fluorescence Up-Conversion (UpC) 

The time-resolved fluorescence up-conversion (UpC) technique is a well-known approach 

used to characterize the emissive lifetime of chromophores from hundreds of femtoseconds to 

Equation 2.3.6 

Equation 2.3.7 

Equation 2.3.4 

Equation 2.3.5 
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hundreds of picosecond.15 This technique can also help to investigate energy transfer process using 

fluorescence as the analytical signal.20 To understand how the time-resolved fluorescence emission 

is detected, we need to understand the instrumentation that build the UpC setup. The UpC setup 

comprises two lasers, the Spectra Physics Millennia and Spectra Physics Tsunami lasers systems. 

The Spectra Physics Millennia laser is powered by a continuous wave laser diode, which can 

deliver up to 5 W CW power at 532 nm. This laser has a gain medium of neodymium-doped 

yttrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4), and the 532 nm CW is generated through frequency doubling by the 

nonlinear optics in the Millennia laser. This beam serves as input to the Spectra Physics Tsunami, 

which has a Ti-Sapphire gain medium.  

The Tsunami laser is capable of generating < 80 fs pulses at wavelengths between 780 and 

820 nm at a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The output of this laser has a power that fluctuates between 

680-720 mW at optimal performance. The sub 80 fs pulsed photons are generated through a 

process called mode-locking, which is a technique in optics used to generate pulses of sub 

picosecond durations.21 The optimal operating wavelength of the Tsunami laser is 800 nm, and 

was the excitation wavelength used for the measurements enclosed in this dissertation. The 800 

nm beam is passed through a series of focusing elements on to a second harmonic generation made 

of β–barium borate (BBO) crystal to convert part of the 800 nm fundamental beam into a 400 nm 

beam.22 A dichronic mirror splits the fundamental beam and the 400 nm beam. The residual 

fundamental 800 nm beam that pass through the dichroic mirror goes into an optical delay line 

with step size of 6.25 fs. The 400 nm beam is reflected towards the sample by the dichroic mirror. 

A berek compensator is used to control the polarization of the beam so that the beam exciting the 

sample is plane-polarized (parallel). The sample is placed in a 1 mm cuvette that rotates to 

eliminate and minimize the potential photo-degradation and damage of the sample. The  
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fluorescence from the sample is collected by an achromat and directed through several focusing 

elements and mirrors into a nonlinear sum-frequency generator crystal made of β–barium borate, 

where it is recombined with the fundamental beam gate pulse. The fundamental beam gate pulse 

and the fluorescence must overlap in space and time for maximum and efficient fluorescence up-

conversion detection.23 

 The overlapping arrangement of the fluorescence beam and the gate pulse is optimized to 

be collinear between them by focusing elements and subtle mirror alignments in the upconversion 

set up. The sum frequency beam generated from the combination of the fluorescence beam and the 

gate pulse fundamental beam is usually in the wavelength range of 300-400 nm. The gate pulse 

has a step size of 6.25 fs; therefore, the sum-frequency generation intensity will be dependent on 

the steps (each step 6.25 fs) that the detection is taken. As a result, intensity in function of steps is 

obtained. The sum frequency beam pass through focusing lens and is directed into the 

Figure 2.4.1. Fluorescence up-conversion set up diagram.  
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monochromator, which picks out the desired wavelength from the up-converted beam and then 

send it into the photomultiplier tube (R152P, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan) for detection. 

The excitation beam used for the study varied between 20 mW and 30 mW. Standard dyes of 

Coumarin 30, and cresyl violet were used in the process of alignment of the laser systems. The 

choice of which standard to use for alignments depends on the operating fluorescence wavelength. 

The absorption spectrum of the sample is measured before and after conducting the experiments 

to confirm that there is no photo-degradation in the course of the fluorescence measurement, 

especially for long experimental scans. In cases where photo-stability is a concern, fresh samples 

are used for each experimental run. The fluorescence lifetimes characterization of the investigated 

systems is obtained by fitting the experimentally determined fluorescence decay curve to the best 

exponential function fit using the fitting function in Origin 8. If needed, more rigorous 

deconvolution fitting procedure in an in-house developed program on the platform of MATLAB 

is used for extremely small fluorescence lifetimes in the order of femtosecond.  

2.5 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) 

 Our time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique is a common method to 

characterize the time-resolved emission of materials. This setup used for this dissertation is able 

to characterize the emissive lifetime of chromophores from the nanosecond to the microsecond 

timescale. The TCSPC sample excitation approach is like the one for the UpC technique in terms 

of how a second harmonic generator is needed to convert 800 nm to 400 nm. The TCSPC setup 

consists of a Kapteyn Murnane (KM) Laboratories Ti-sapphire femtosecond laser pumped by a 

Millenia V Nd:YVO4 (Spectra Physics). The pump beam is a 4W continuous green light at 532 

nm, but its power is adapted to optimize the mode-lock procedure. The output from the KM laser 

is capable of being tuned between 780 to 830 nm. For the experiment conducted in this study, the 
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output from the KM laser was set at 800 nm wavelength with pulse duration of ~ 30 fs and a 

repetition rate of 90 MHz. As with the UpC technique, the fundamental beam from the KM laser 

was frequency-doubled through the second harmonic generation by using a β-barium borate crystal 

to obtain a 400 nm pulsed beam. However, the rest of the 800 nm bean is not used in this 

experimental technique. In addition, the time-resolved emission collection is very different. 

The time-resolved emission measurement using the TCSPC setup is unique because of the 

method of collection of the fluorescence beams. The principle of TCSPC is creating a histogram 

by detecting and resolving for the arrival time of single photons in respect to a triggering signal, 

which is usually the excitation source. Therefore, the TCSPC requires a high repetitive light source 

to accumulate a enough photonic events for the creation of the high precision histogram. After the 

chromophore is excited, the emissive signal is passed through a constant function discriminator 

(CFD), which accurately correlate the arrival time of the beam with the triggering signal. Then, 

the emissive signal is passed to a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) which converts the signal to 

a voltage ramp. The voltage ramp continues to increase until the emission pulse arrives at the 

detector and stops the ramp-up process. Therefore, this technique is considered an electrical 

technique. The voltage signal is amplified (by a programmable gain amplifier) and converted to a 

numerical value by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), thanks to the bin numerical value which 

depends on the time delay between the excitation beam and the emission. 

The time-resolved emission of the chromophores is collected perpendicular to the 

excitation source to avoid electrical interference. A monochromator is placed in front of the 

photomultiplier (PMT) to filter any potential external photon that can be converted into signal. The 

PMT detect the signal and send it to the computer through an interface card, namely TimeHarp200. 

The computer displays the created histogram using PicoQuant, a specialized software. The IRF is  
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measured using the Rayleigh scattering of a scattering medium and is used on the decay function 

in order to verify the significance of the decay process. The IRF has a full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of 330 ps. The experimental fitting process is carried out in Origin 8, using the best 

mono/multi-exponential decay fitting. To ensure that the sample is stable in the course of the 

fluorescence measurements, the absorbance of the sample is measured before and after each 

measurement. The TCSPC set-up is shown in Figure 2.5.1. 

2.6 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS) 

 Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) is arguably one of the most powerful time-

resolved spectroscopic techniques. It offers you the opportunity to characterize the photoinduced 

emissive and non-emissive excited state electronic transitions of materials.24–26 It also can be 

utilize to elucidate electron transfer reactions, chemical species involved in transitions, vibrational 

cooling, bleach recovery, and singlet to triplet conversion.27,28 For this dissertation, two different  

 

Figure 2.5.1. Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup. L1-4 

corresponds to focusing lenses. 
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setups were used. One with resolution from femtosecond to nanosecond timescales (fs TAS) and 

the other with resolution from the nanosecond to the millisecond timescales (ns TAS). 

 The transient absorption is a pump-probe set-up. That means that a fundamental beam, the 

pump, oversees exciting the chromophores to the excited state, while the probe beam (usually 

white light) is used to characterize the molecule while it is at its excited state. In this way, we 

create multiple absorption snapshots of the investigated system while is in its excited state. These 

absorption snapshots are compared to the initial absorption snapshot measurements of the probe, 

which is analog to the system steady state absorption spectrum. As a result, the TAS technique 

produces a spectrum of the change in absorption ΔA in function of wavelengths. The electronic 

transition relating the chromophores steady-state properties, such as absorption and emission 

(including stimulated emission), will be detected as a – ΔA bands, while the transient intermediates 

states will be detected as a + ΔA bands. In Figure 2.6.1, a schematic representation of the transient 

absorption process can be observed. The pump excites the inquired sample from the ground state 

Figure 2.6.1. Diagram for the occurring excited state transition that the TAS can probe. 
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(S0) to the excited state (Sn). From the Sn, the molecule can dissipate its energy via multiple non-

emissive process such as such as:  internal conversion (Sn → S1→S0), intersystem crossing (S1 → 

T1), 3), and internal conversion from the triplet (T1 → S1). As mentioned before, other processes 

of energy dissipation may occur, and its excited state characterization depends on the time 

resolution capabilities of the systems. 

 The fs TAS setups uses a diode pumped neodymium-doped yttrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4) 

Millennia (Spectra Physics) CW laser to generate a 532 nm beam of up to 4.2W of power. This 

CW laser pumps a Ti-Sapphire Tsunami (Spectra Physics) which produces laser pulses of 20 fs 

between 790 to 810 nm of up to 300 mW with a repetition rate of 100 MHz. The Ti-sapphire 

pumped by the CW laser generates the ultrafast pulses through a technique called passive mode-

locking, which produced an 800 nm fundamental beam used for the experiments in this 

dissertation. The pulse energy of the seed beam is a few nJ. These pulses are amplified inside a 

regenerative amplifier (Spitfire Pro, Spectra Physics) in three stages. The first stage stretches the 

seed pulse. A retro-reflecting mirror assembly slows the shorter end (blue) of the spectral pulse 

relative to the longer part of the spectral pulse (red), which results in a negative Group Velocity 

Dispersion (GVD) stretching the pulse temporally. Then the temporally stretched pulse is 

regenerative amplified. A Ti:Sapphire crystal is pumped by a 532 nm Nd: YLF laser (Empower, 

Spectra Physics) at power > 7.5W to cause a population inversion of the gain medium. The 

stretched seed pulse then is injected into resonator via a Pockels cell. After a single pass through 

the crystal, the pulse energy of the seed is amplified by a factor in the 3 to 4 range. But in order to 

get enough gain for the stretched pulse, the pulse is oscillated through the gain to elevate the pulse 

energy level until they are high enough to eliminate the population inversion of the gain medium. 

Another Pockels cell allows the amplified stretched pulse to exit the resonator. The pulse 
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compression constituted the final step inside the amplifier. A retro-reflecting mirror assembly 

slows the long end (red) of the spectral pulse relative to the shorter part of the spectral pulse (blue), 

which compress the pulse back into a 130-fs pulse. The resulting output from the amplifier is a red 

beam (800nm) with properties of 1 kHz and ~100 fs pulse width, with an average power of 1 W 

and a pulse energy on the order of µJ. 

A beam splitter splits the resulting output from the amplifier with a 20% of the pulse 

directed into the Helios box (for white beam probe generation), while 80% of the beam is directed 

into the Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) for pump generation. The OPA uses multiple sum-

frequency generation crystal and processes to modulate frequency and achieve a spectral range 

from 350 nm to 2000 nm. The white light in the Helios box is generated by a Ti:Sapphire plate 

and is focused onto the main BBO Crystal (BBO1). The optical parametric generation (OPG) is 

coupled to amplify the specific wavelengths of the white light inside BBO1. The preamp beam 

passes through a delay stage before arriving at BBO1, which eventually will modulate the time gap 

between the pump and probe. The preamp beam is spatial and temporally overlapping the white 

light on BBO1 and will result in having a signal and idler beam. The signal is removed using 

dichroic mirrors and the idler beam is aligned to be collinear in space and time with remaining 

85% of the fundamental red beam. The idler beam is then passed through BBO2 and BBO3, where 

a spectral range of 300 nm to 2000 nm could be generated as will by controlling the angles of the 

BBOs. 

The Helios box uses the output beam from the amplifier and directed into the optical delay 

line. The pulse is focused onto a Ti:Sapphire plate after the delay line to generate the probe (440 

nm to 750 nm). The white light is then aligned to be collinear in space with the pump in a cuvette 

with the inquired sample, but the time in where it overlaps with the pump is controlled with a  
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delayed line. The cuvette is a made of quartz and have dimension of 1 cm x 0.2xm. A CCD detector 

(Ocean optics 2000) collects the change in absorption of the probe beam. The software from 

Ultrafast Systems Inc oversees collecting the data. The typical operational powers are ~ 10 Jcm-1 

and 1000 Jcm-1 for the probe beam and pump beam, respectively. A magic angle polarization is 

maintained between the pump and probe beam using a wave-plate. In this way, potential anisotropy 

contributions due to polarization will be avoided. The sample is stirred with a rotating magnetic 

stirrer to prevent degradation. In addition, the absorption spectra are measured before and after 

carrying out the experiments to prevent degradation of the sample. 

For the ns transient absorption set-up, A LP980 (Edinburgh) system, which contains the 

photomultiplier (PMT-LP), was coupled with a Spectra-Physics QuantaRay Nd:YAG nanosecond 

(ns) pulsed laser and a GWU Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) tunable from 250 nm to 2600 

nm for the excitation source. The probe source comes from a xenon lamp within the/ The 150 W 

Figure 2.6.2. Ultrafast fs transient absorption diagram.  
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ozone-free, xenon arc lamp produces 6 ms pulses of a continuous spectrum from 190 nm to 2000 

nm. The probe pulse excites the sample perpendicular to the laser excitation which maximizes the 

change in absorption while minimizing scattering and fluorescence. As with the fs TAS, the 

excited state probing only when the pump and probe are overlapping among them. After passing 

through the sample at a right angle to the excitation beam, the light is directed to a monochromator. 

Eventually, the selected wavelength will be measured by a PMT (Hamamatsu R928) with a 

spectral range from 185 to 870 nm. Other detectors may be adapted to take advantage of the long-

range probe lamp. The transmission response of the sample before, during, and after the excitation 

pulse is converted by the PMT into electrical signals that are measured by a TDS3052B Model 

oscilloscope, while the Edinburgh supplied software converts the electrical signal into change of 

optical density. The kinetic analysis was conducted in Origin 8. 

2.7 Quantum Chemical Simulations (QCS)  

       Correlating experimental and theoretical results have been proven to be a powerful technique 

for the elucidation of the electronic properties of materials. In addition, carrying out quantum 

chemical simulations (QCS) are rapidly becoming more popular for solving more complex due to 

advantages such as computer memory, speed, multiprocessing, threading, and recent 

improvements in computer theory.29 We used multiple computational methods to investigate 

electronic properties such as molecular orbital distribution, energy levels, excited state structures 

and their electronic transitions, and dipole moments. 

For the light harvesting polymers, the ground state geometry of each monomer was 

obtained by computations using density functional theory (DFT). The ωB97X-D functional basis 

sets are employed. The ground state calculations were conducted using Q-Chem 4.0. Excited state 

simulations using time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) were performed to analyze the trend of lifetime. 
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The same functional used in the ground state calculations and smaller basis sets, 3-21G*, were 

employed for the geometry optimization of the first singlet excited state (S1) in the gas phase. 

Single-point energy calculations to evaluate the electronic property (Fluorescence emission energy 

and corresponding transition dipole moment) were performed using 6-31G* basis sets, and the 

medium effect is included using polarizable continuum. The dielectric constant of 

dichloromethane is 8.91. All excited state calculations were conducted using Q-Chem 4.0. 

For the chromophores with thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) 

characteristics, the ground state (S0) geometries were optimized using density functional theory 

(DFT). The B3LYP functional, which has successfully predicted the ΔEST of a variety of TADF 

materials, was used along with the 6-31G* basis set.30 The first excited singlet state (S1) geometry 

of BCC-TPTA was obtained with a restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham (ROKS) approach and 6-

31G* basis sets. ROKS is known to improve the deficiency of semilocal linear response time-

dependent DFT (LR−TD−DFT) and offers a good alternative for investigating charge transfer 

states.31–35 The first triplet (T1) geometry was predicted with spin unrestricted DFT. Single point 

energy calculations to evaluate the fluorescence emission energies, spin−orbit coupling elements, 

and adiabatic energy gap (ΔEST = ETDDFT S1 at min S1– EUDFT T1 at min T1) were conducted, and the solvent 

environment effect is treated using a polarizable continuum model. The dielectric constant of 

chloroform of. All quantum chemical calculations were performed using Q−Chem 5.0.29 The rate 

constant of ISC and rISC, were estimated via Fermi’s Golden rule, as described in Equation 

2.7.136,37 

𝑘ISC =
2𝜋

ℏ
𝜌FC|〈𝑆1|𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝑇1〉|2                                                                          Equation 2.7.1  
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where 〈𝑆1|𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝑇1〉 is the spin−orbit coupling element between S1 and T1, ρFC denotes the 

Franck−Condon weighted density of states, and ℏ is the reduced Planck constant of 6.582×10-16 

eVs. ρFC is evaluated with Marcus−Levich−Jortner theory, as described in Equation 2.7.2 38,39 

 

𝜌FC =
1

√4𝜋𝜆M𝑘𝐵𝑇
∑ exp(−𝑆)

𝑆𝑛

𝑛!
exp [−

(Δ𝐸ST+𝑛ℏ𝜔eff+𝜆M)2

4𝜋𝜆M𝑘𝐵𝑇
]∞

𝑛=0                                    Equation 2.7.2 

 

where λM is the Marcus reorganization energy associated with the intermolecular and 

intramolecular low−frequency vibrations, kB is for Boltzmann constant of 8.6173×10-5 eV/K, T is 

the temperature (in this study, 298.15 K), ℏωeff represents the effective energy of a mode 

representing the non-classical high−frequency intramolecular vibrations. Huang−Rhys factor 

associated with these modes are given as S. The rate constant of the rISC process was described 

by parameters generated at the T1 geometry, and the kISC estimation with parameters relevant to 

the S1 geometry. 

One recent computational study on TADF mechanism discussed the rate of rISC within the 

same framework used in this work.40 They computed the contribution of non-classical 

intramolecular vibrations and estimated the Marcus reorganization energy due to low frequency 

intramolecular vibrations and the medium-induced relaxation effects to be in the range of ~0.1-0.2 

eV.,39–41 Also, they assumed the Huang-Rhys factors can be neglected without significant changes 

to the results for large molecules. The approximation setting λM to 0.1 or 0.2 eV reproduced 

available experimental kRISC values on the same order of magnitude. The close examination 

revealed that use λM value of 0.2 eV gave better quantitative agreement with the available 

experimental kRISC dta. Therefore, λM value is set to 0.2 eV in this study.        
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The fluorescence emission rate (kF) was approximated by the product of the oscillator 

strength and the square of the wavenumber.42 The observed kF values of anthraquinone-based 

intramolecular charge transfer compounds, one class of TADF materials reported by the Adachi 

group, could be reproduced with this simple calculation.42 
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Chapter 3 

Using ultra-fast spectroscopy to probe the excited state dynamics of a reported highly 

efficient thermally activated delayed fluorescence chromophore 

3.1 Original Publication Information 

The work in this chapter was accepted by The Journal of Material Chemistry C (JMC C) 

with the title: 

“Using ultra-fast spectroscopy to probe the excited state dynamics of a reported highly efficient 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence chromophore” Ricardo Javier Vazquez, Hyungjun Kim, 

Paul M. Zimmerman, and Theodore Goodson III. J. Mater. Chem. C, 2019,7, 4210-4221 

Modifications were conducted to the manuscript to adapt it to the style of the content of this 

dissertation. References and supporting information of the manuscript are included in this chapter. 
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3.2 Abstract 

Multiple ultrafast spectroscopic techniques and quantum chemical simulations (QCS) were 

used to investigate the excited state dynamics of BCC-TPTA. This organic chromophore is 

believed to possess excited state dynamics governed by a thermally activated delayed fluorescence 

(TADF) mechanism with a reported internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE) of 84 %. In addition, a 

significant enhancement in its quantum yield (𝛷) in solution after purging oxygen has been 

reported. This 𝛷 enhancement has been widely accepted as due to a delayed fluorescence process 

occurring in the μs time-scale. The spectroscopic measurements were carried out both in solution 

and blended films, and from fs to μs time-scales. The excited state dynamics of Rhodamine B and 

Ir(BT)2(acac) were also probed for comparison. Investigations in the absence of oxygen were also 

carried out. Our time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) measurements revealed a lack 

of long-lived emissive lifetime for BCC-TPTA in any of the medium tested. Our ns transient 

absorption spectroscopy (ns TAS) experiments revealed that BCC-TPTA does not possess triplet 

transient states that could be linked to a delayed fluorescence process. Instead, the evidence 

obtained from our spectroscopic tools suggest that BCC-TPTA has excited state dynamics that of 

a typical fluorescence chromophore and that just comparing the 𝛷 difference before and after 

purging oxygen from the solution is not an accurate method to claim excited state dynamics 

governed by a delayed fluorescence mechanism. Consequently, we believe that previous studies, 

in which the photo-physics of organic chromophores with TADF characteristics are reported, may 

have overlooked the influence of the host materials on the obtained optical properties in blended 

films.  
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3.3 Introduction 

         There is still a great need for more efficient green and blue organic materials for light 

emitting diode (OLEDs) applications.1,2 While phosphorescent materials have shown some 

success, their short lived lifetimes, high cost, and poor stability, impart several limitations.3,4 The 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) mechanism has been proposed as a cost-efficient 

alternative to get higher efficiencies and longer device lifetimes and there has been great success 

regarding the synthesis of novel TADF chromophores. Some of these materials have reported 

internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE) values approaching 100 %.2,5–7 This very high internal quantum 

efficiency was suggested as due to the harvesting of triplets in the chromophore in a reverse 

intersystem crossing process (rISC).3,8–10 Unfortunately, the high turnover of new TADF scaffolds 

has not allowed for the necessary and intricate spectroscopic measurements for each new molecule 

to be elucidated individually in order to fully understand the mechanism. The previous reports 

have utilized primarily steady-state and μs spectroscopy to illustrate the thermally activated rISC 

process,11 however, these time-resolved measurements can be convoluted with the parallel existing 

phosphorescence in the chromophore.2,6,11 One of the best TADF chromophores, 9'-[4-(4,6-

diphenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)phenyl]-9,3':6',9''-ter-9H-carbazole (BCC-TPTA), was reported to 

have an ηIQE of ~ 84 %.2 This material is believed to represent the basic motif of an impressive 

TADF system and its efficiency sets a standard as to what other materials seek to attain. However, 

the details of its excited state dynamics have not been elucidated with the proper spectroscopic 

tools. 

        One way to characterize the contribution between singlet or triplet emission is to carry out 

time-resolved measurements with the appropriate time-resolution, as well as oxygen quenching 

measurements to distinguish between the contributions of the singlet and triplet emission.6,12–14 It 
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is interesting to note that while there have been reports of studies investigating the emission of 

highly efficient and very well-known TADF structures, there have not been any detailed time-

resolved fluorescence and time-resolved fluorescence lifetime quenching studies of these 

promising materials.15 Moreover, many previous studies were conducted in the solid state using 

TADF chromophores as the guest material in blended films. Recent publications have highlighted 

the potential influence of exciplex formation of the guest, and between the host and the guest 

materials (host:guest) on the obtained solid state photoluminescence decay lifetime of 

chromophores with TADF charasteristics.16–19 Aditionally, the steady state optical properties of 

the most common materials used as hosts overlaps with ones of the materials used as guests, which 

could give rise to Föster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and Dexter energy transfer (DET) 

mechanisms among the chromophores.18,19 Therefore, optically inert hosts should be used to 

elucidate the photoluminescence decay lifetime and excited state dynamics in film of 

chromophores with TADF character. 

        In this report, ultrafast spectroscopic methods, with an emphasis in the ns TAS, are coupled 

with quantum chemical simulations (QCS) to elucidate the excited state dynamics in the well-

known BCC-TPTA chromophore. For the measurements conducted in film, we selected poly 

methyl methacrylate (PMMA) as the host material. PMMA possess high transmission properties 

in the range of wavelengths used in this study and is also highly impermeable to oxygen.20  

Specifically, PMMA is optically inert, and cannot be excited by any of the excitation wavelengths 

used in this study, unlike most of the common hosts used in previous studies.18,19,21 This prevented 

any convolution between the host and the guests excited state dynamics. In addition, previous 

studies conducted with similar organic chromophores with TADF characteristics doped in PMMA 

films have reported emissive lifetimes in the µs regime. The long-lived emissive lifetime in these 
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chromophores has been ascribed to a delayed fluorescence process.15,19 As a comparison, we 

investigated a metal-containing primary phosphorescence chromophore Ir(BT)2(acac) and a well-

known fluorescence chromophore Rhodamine B. Also, we investigated the emissive dynamics of 

these systems in a range of temperatures. In all cases, emission quenching from purging oxygen 

from the solution was carried out. 

3.4 Experimental Techniques 

3.4.1 Steady-State Measurements 

 The absorption spectra were measured on an Agilent 8341 spectrophotometer. The 

emission spectra were collected on a Fluoromax-4 fluorimeter with slits set at 1 nm and an 

integration time of 0.100 s. Quartz cells with 10 mm path lengths were used for all the steady-state 

measurements. All optical measurements were carried out at ambient conditions. The fluorescence 

quantum yields (𝛷) measurements were conducted by using the Williams comparative method. 

The optical density was set to be ~ 0.10 or below to avoid reabsorption and internal filter effects. 

The absorption and fluorescence were measured for four samples with decreasing concentrations. 

The 𝛷 for BCC-TPTA dissolved in toluene and for Ir(BT)2(acac) dissolved in THF were measured 

using Coumarin 30 (𝛷 = 0.67)22 dissolved in acetonitrile as the standard. The same is true for the 

𝛷 measurements after purging out oxygen (10 minutes).  Rhodamine B is a well-known standard 

and the 𝛷 value can be found elsewhere. The 𝛷 of Rhodamine B after purging out oxygen (10 

minutes) were measured as well and compared to itself (𝛷 = 0.67)23 before purging.  The low 

temperature emission (phosphorescence) spectrum were obtained by using a Photon Technologies 

International (PTI), QuantaMaster 400 scanning spectrofluorimeter. The emission spectrum of the 

samples at low temperature (77K) were obtained after a delay of  > 100 µs between the excitation 

beam and emission detection. 
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3.4.2 Time-Resolved Fluorescence and Phosphorescence Measurements 

The ultra-fast fluorescence upconversion (UpC) setup was used to measure the 

fluorescence with ps time resolution as it has been previously described.14 A mode-locked Ti-

sapphire femtosecond laser (Spectra-Physics Tsunami) was used to generate 80 fs pulses at 800 

nm with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. This Ti-sapphire mode-locked laser was pumped by a 532 

nm CW laser (Spectra-Physics Millennia), which has a gain medium of neodymium-doped yttrium 

vanadate (Nd:YVO4). After the 800 nm pulsed beam is generated, a second harmonic (β- barium 

borate crystal) generates a 400 nm excitation pulse. The residual 800 nm beam was directed to 

pass through a computer-controlled motorized optical delay line. A Berek compensator controlled 

the polarization of the 800 nm excitation beam power varied between 33 to 40 mW. The 

fluorescence emitted by the sample was upconverted by the residual 800 nm beam by a nonlinear 

crystal of β-barium borate. It is important to mention that the 800 nm beam is passed by the optical 

delay line with a minimum gate step of 6.25 fs. The monochromator is used to select the 

wavelength of the up-converted beam of interest, and the selected beam is detected by a 

photomultiplier tube (R152P, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). The photomultiplier tube 

(PMT) converts the detected beam into photon counts, which can be read from a computer. 

Coumarin 30 was used for calibrating the laser for the range of emission wavelengths in this study. 

The instrument response function (IRF) has been determined from the Raman signal of water to 

have a width of 110 fs.24 Lifetimes of fluorescence decay were obtained by fitting the fluorescence 

decay profile to the most accurate fit. The time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 

technique, which has been described previously,14 was used to study the fluorescence and 

phosphorescence of the investigated chromophores. The laser used for the TCSPC measurement 

was a Kapteyn Murnane (KM) mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser. The output beam from the KM laser 
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was at 800 nm wavelength has a pulse duration of ∼30 fs. The 800 nm output beam was frequency-

doubled using a nonlinear barium borate crystal to obtain a 400 nm beam. Focus on the sample 

cell (quartz cuvette, 0.4 cm path length) was ensured using a lens of focal length 11.5 cm. 

Collection of fluorescence was done in a direction perpendicular to the incident beam into a 

monochromator, and the output from the monochromator was coupled to a photomultiplier tube, 

which converted the photons into counts. 

3.4.3 Nanosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy Measurements  

         The absorption and lifetime of emissive and non-emissive transient species can be probed by 

using transient absorption spectroscopy, which has been previously described.25,26 These 

measurements were done in diluted solutions and in the same solvents in which the other 

photophysical characterization were carried out. A LP980 (Edinburgh) system, which contains the 

photomultiplier (PMT-LP), was coupled with a Spectra-Physics QuantaRay Nd:YAG nanosecond 

(ns) pulsed laser and a GWU Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) tunable from 250 nm to 2600 

nm for the excitation source. For this investigation, a 415 nm excitation beam was used to pump 

the molecules and a pulsed xenon lamp white light continuum was used for probing the excited 

state.   

3.4.4 Quantum Chemical Simulation 

            The ground state (S0) geometries of BCC-TPTA and Rhodamine B were optimized using 

density functional theory (DFT). The B3LYP functional, which has successfully predicted the 

ΔEST of a variety of TADF materials, was used along with the 6-31G* basis set.2 The first excited 

singlet state (S1) geometry of BCC-TPTA was obtained with a restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham 

(ROKS) approach and 6-31G* basis sets. ROKS is known to improve the deficiency of semilocal 

linear response time-dependent DFT (LR−TD−DFT) and offers a good alternative for 
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investigating charge transfer states.27–31 Rhodamine B is a symmetric molecule and has a positive 

unit charge on one nitrogen atom. Due to a closed manifold of low lying states, however, excited 

state geometry optimization of Rhodamine B using TDDFT and ROKS did not easily lead to a 

symmetry broken state. Therefore, S1 of Rhodamine B was targeted using configuration interaction 

single (CIS) geometry optimization, which had no issue distinguishing the two states. The single 

point energy of S1 is refined using TD-DFT based on ROKS BCC-TPTA geometry and CIS 

Rhodamine B geometry. 

          The first triplet (T1) geometry was predicted with spin unrestricted DFT. Single point energy 

calculations to evaluate the fluorescence emission energies, spin−orbit coupling elements, and 

adiabatic energy gap (ΔEST = ETDDFT S1 at min S1– EUDFT T1 at min T1) were conducted, and the solvent 

environment effect is treated using a polarizable continuum model. The dielectric constant of 

chloroform and ethanol of 4.31 and 24.3 is used to describe the solvent medium of BCC-TPTA 

solution and Rhodamine B solution, respectively. All quantum chemical calculations were 

performed using Q−Chem 5.0.32 The rate constant of ISC and rISC, were estimated via Fermi’s 

Golden rule,33,34 

𝑘ISC =
2𝜋

ℏ
𝜌FC|〈𝑆1|𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝑇1〉|

2 

where 〈𝑆1|𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝑇1〉  is the spin−orbit coupling element between S1 and T1, ρFC denotes the 

Franck−Condon weighted density of states, and ℏ is the reduced Planck constant of 6.582×10-16 

eVs. ρFC is evaluated with Marcus−Levich−Jortner theory, 35,36 

𝜌FC =
1

√4𝜋𝜆M𝑘𝐵𝑇
∑exp(−𝑆)

𝑆𝑛

𝑛!
exp[−

(Δ𝐸ST + 𝑛ℏ𝜔eff + 𝜆M)
2

4𝜋𝜆M𝑘𝐵𝑇
]

∞

𝑛=0

 

where λM is the Marcus reorganization energy associated with the intermolecular and 

intramolecular low−frequency vibrations, kB is for Boltzmann constant of 8.6173×10-5 eV/K, T is 
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the temperature (in this study, 298.15 K), ℏωeff represents the effective energy of a mode 

representing the nonclassical high−frequency intramolecular vibrations. Huang−Rhys factor 

associated with these modes are given as S. The rate constant of the rISC process was described 

by parameters generated at the T1 geometry, and the kISC estimation with parameters relevant to 

the S1 geometry. 

         One recent computational study on TADF mechanism discussed the rate of rISC within the 

same framework used in this work. They computed the contribution of non-classical intramolecular 

vibrations and estimated the Marcus reorganization energy due to low frequency intramolecular 

vibrations and the medium-induced relaxation effects to be in the range of ~0.1-0.2 eV.,36–38 Also, 

they assumed the Huang-Rhys factors can be neglected without significant changes to the results 

for large molecules. The approximation setting λM to 0.1 or 0.2 eV reproduced available 

experimental kRISC values on the same order of magnitude. The close examination revealed that 

use λM value of 0.2 eV gave better quantitative agreement with the available experimental kRISC 

dta. Therefore, λM value is set to 0.2 eV in this study.        

The fluorescence emission rate (kF) was approximated by the product of the oscillator strength 

and the square of the wavenumber.39 The observed kF values of anthraquinone-based 

intramolecular charge transfer compounds, one class of TADF materials reported by the Adachi 

group, could be reproduced with this simple calculation.39      

3.5 Results 

3.5.1. Steady-State Measurements: UV-Vis Absorption 

         The UV-Vis (steady-state absorption) spectra at ambient conditions for Rhodamine B, 

Ir(BT)2(acac), and BCC-TPTA were taken in a diluted solution of ethanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF),  
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and toluene, respectively. Their absorption spectra are shown in Figure 3.5.1.1B and data is 

summarized in Table 3.5.2.1. All the investigated chromophores absorb in the visible region. The 

absorption spectra of Rhodamine B is perfectly in agreement with what is previously reported in 

the literature as well as is the absorption spectra of the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex.40,41 For BCC-TPTA, 

two main absorption bands are present as is typical for chromophores with donor-acceptor 

configuration.14 The high-energy band (<300 nm) is attributed to the localized excitations of the 

chromophore, while the lower energy band (300-400 nm) is consistence with absorption of the 

charge transfer state of BCC-TPTA.14 

 

 

 

C 

BCC-TPTA Ir(BT)2(acac) Rhodamine B A 

B 

Figure 3.5.1.1 (A) Molecular structure of the investigated chromophores; steady-

state absorption (B) and emission (C) of the investigated chromophores. All 

measurements were carried out in solution. 
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3.5.2. Steady-State Measurements: Fluorescence and Phosphorescence Spectra 

           The emission spectrum under ambient conditions of Rhodamine B, Ir(BT)2(acac), and 

BCC-TPTA were taken in diluted solutions of ethanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF), and toluene, 

respectively. The emission spectra are shown in Figure 3.5.2.1C while the data is summarized in 

Table 3.5.2.1. All the investigated chromophores emit in the visible region and their emission 

spectra are in agreement with the ones previously reported in the literature. The quantum yield (𝛷) 

of the investigated chromophores was measured before and after the oxygen purging process 

(Table 3.5.2.1). This allowed us to evaluate the potential contribution from the triplet state to the 

emissive characteristics of the investigated chromophores. There was a very small difference in 

the 𝛷 of Rhodamine B after the solution was purged of oxygen (67 % to 69 %) that is within the 

margin of error for the Williams method.42 As expected for phosphorescence chromophores, the 

𝛷 measured for the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex increased from 1% to 15 % after oxygen purging.11,43 

For BCC-TPTA, our measurements showed a 15 % 𝛷 enhancement (from 58 % to 67 %) after the 

solution was purged of oxygen. This 𝛷 enhancement after the oxygen purging process has been 

widely ascribed to a delayed fluorescence process occurring somewhere in the μs timescale.2,6,15  

 

 

Chromophores 

 

Extinction 

Coefficient 

 

λmaxEm 

 

𝛷 % 

 

𝛷 % 

Purged 

 

ΔEst 

(eV) 

Theo 

 

ΔEst 

(eV) 

Exp 

Stern-Volmer 

Quenching 

Rates  

M-1s-1 

Rhodamine B 

(Fluorescence) 

105,000 cm-1M-1 

at 545 nm 

575 

nm 

67 40 69 * * 1.4 x 1010 

Ir(BT)2(acac) 

(Phosphorescence) 

51,000 cm-1M-1 

at 328 nm 

560 

nm 

1 15 * * 2.31 x 109 

BCC-TPTA 

(TADF) 

17,362 cm-1M-1 

at 342 nm 

450 

nm 

58 67 0.1142 0.34 2.82  108 

Table 3.5.1.1. Steady state measurements relevant data. (*) This molecule has a 

ΔEst > 0.3 eV.  
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         Moreover, we investigated the influence of the temperature and the solvent polarity on the 

emission spectra of BCC-TPTA. As can be observed in Figure 3.8.5.1, the emission intensity of 

BCC-TPTA is inverse proportional to the temperature. Similar behavior was obtained for 

Rhodamine B and for the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex. According to the Lippert-Mataga model, the 

charge transfer character of emitting species can be probed by evaluating how the emission λmax 

changes due to solvent polarity (f).44,45 As could be observed from the plot of the Stokes shift (va – 

vf) in function of the (f), we obtained a linear relationship between va – vf   and  f with a large slope 

of 15,360 cm-1 (Figure 3.8.5.14). This implies that the emission dynamics of BCC-TPTA is highly 

sensitive to the solvent polarity while its absorption spectra is unaffected. The large slope obtained 

from the Lippert-Mataga model correlates well with the charge transfer state assignment from the 

steady state absorption of BCC-TPTA (Figure 3.5.2.1B). Therefore, we can rule out the possibility 

of any exciplex formations in this study. 

          In order to evaluate the differences in energy levels between the S1 and T1 state (ΔEst), the 

phosphorescence spectrum of the investigated chromophores was also probed. Their spectra are 

shown in Figure 3.8.5.2 and the data is summarized in Table 3.5.2.1. For Rhodamine B, we were 

not able to get a phosphorescence spectrum at any of the concentrations tested. Likely, the 

phosphorescence emission of the Rhodamine B was too low to be detected.46 A sharper emission 

spectrum at 77 K than the one taken at RT was obtained for the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex. This 

sharpening in the emission spectrum can be explained by to the lack of molecular vibrations 

promoted by room thermal energy.47,48 A red-shift in the phosphorescence spectrum of BCC-TPTA 

at 77 K was observed relative to its fluorescence spectrum taken at the same temperature (Figure 

3.8.5.12) We noticed that the fluorescence spectrum of BCC-TPTA at 77 K was blue shifted 

relative to the one obtained at RT (Figure 3.8.5.3). We calculated the ΔEst to be 0.34 eV from the 
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fluorescence and phosphorescence spectrums obtained at 77 K. A slightly smaller value was 

obtained if the fluorescence spectrum at RT was used for the calculation.2,15 These small ΔEst give 

hints of a potential excited state mixing between the S1 and T1 state, and if correct, it should be 

observed as long-lived emissive lifetime in the µs timescale.6,18,19 

3.5.3. Time-Resolved Emissive Lifetime Measurements 

          The time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique were carried out to evaluate 

the emissive lifetime from the ns to the µs timescales of the investigated chromophores. 

Measurements were done before and after the oxygen purging process, at low temperature (77 K), 

and in doped film and are shown in Figure 3.5.3.1 while the data is summarized in Table 3.5.3.1. 

In Figure 3.5.3.1A, the fluorescence decay profile for the Rhodamine B chromophore at ambient 

conditions can be observed. The decay profiles were obtained with a 400 nm excitation and 

emission detection at 575 nm. A mono-exponential fit to the decay profile illustrates the 2.92 ns 

relaxation time. This relaxation time matches previously reported fluorescence lifetimes of 

Rhodamine B in the literature.40 Also shown in Figure 3.5.3.1A is the result of purging the solution 

of oxygen. As can be observed, the oxygen removal has no effect on the fluorescence decay profile 

of Rhodamine B. A longer fluorescence lifetime at low temperature and in film was obtained for 

Rhodamine B. This lengthening in the fluorescence lifetime of xanthene derivatives at low 

temperatures and in PMMA matrixes has been previously documented and can be ascribed to the 

lack of energy dissipation via chromophore-solvent interaction and by the massive molecular 

motion suppression induced by the PMMA matrix, respectivly.49–51 
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Shown in Figure 3.5.3.1B are the emissive characteristics of the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex 

excited at 400 nm and the emission was detected at 560 nm. The phosphorescence decay profiles 

for the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex at RT could be fitted to a mono-exponential expression, with a decay 

time of 97 ns. Also notable in Figure 3.5.3.1B is the decay profile of emission after purging oxygen 

from the Ir(BT)2(acac) solution. As can be seen from the curve, the decay is drastically lengthened  

Figure 3.5.3.1. The emissive lifetime of the chromophores was investigated by 

using the Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) technique: (A) 

Rhodamine B, (B) Ir(BT)2(acac), and (C) BCC-TPTA. Measurements were taken 

at different temperatures and matrixes. 
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and a mono-exponential expression yielded a phosphorescence lifetime of 1.62 μs. This 

lengthening in the phosphorescence lifetime of Ir(BT)2(acac) explains its 𝛷 enhancement after the 

oxygen purging process. This value is in agreement with reported values by Lamansky and 

others.41 For such materials with a heavy metal atom in the core, the intersystem crossing (ISC) is 

expected to be on the order of ps.11,43  

           Also shown in Figure 3.5.3.1B is the phosphorescence lifetime of the Ir(BT)2(acac) 

complex at low temperature and in film. As can also be observed, the phosphorescence lifetime of 

the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex is drastically lengthened at low temperature (4 μs) and in film (1.25 μs). 

Sajoto and others have previously documented this lengthening in the phosphorescence lifetime at 

low temperatures for similar iridium-based complex, and it has been attributed to the lack of 

thermally activated non-radiative decay channels at low temperatures.52 Kwon and others have 

reported a lengthening in the phosphorescence lifetime in chromophores when they are doped into 

PMMA films, which has been ascribed to the suppression of molecular motions induced by the 

PMMA matrix.49  

          Shown in Figure 3.5.3.1C are the emissive dynamics for the BCC-TPTA chromophore. The 

decay profiles were obtained with 400 nm excitation and 450 nm emission detection wavelength. 

As can be seen from the curve, a mono-exponential fluorescence decay on the order of 6.4 ns was 

 

Chromophores 

Emissive 

lifetime 

(Ambient) 

Emissive 

lifetime 

(Purged) 

Emissive 

lifetime 

(77K) 

Emissive 

lifetime 

(Film) 

Rhodamine B 2.92 ns 2.96 ns 3.97 ns 3.78 ns 

Ir(BT)2(acac) 97 ns 1.62 µs 4 µs 1.25 µs 

BCC-TPTA 6.4 ns 7.8 ns 4.66 ns 5.47 ns 

 

Table 3.5.3.1. Summary of the emissive lifetime measurements of the investigated 

chromophores. These measurements were taken with the Time-Correlated Single 

Photon Counting (TCSPC) technique. 
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detected at ambient conditions which corresponds well to a singlet (S1) decay profile. The decay 

of 6.4 ns suggests a relatively efficient fluorescence process in BCC-TPTA. Also noted in Figure 

3.5.3.1C is the result of the oxygen quenching experiment with the BCC-TPTA chromophore. One 

observes a slightly longer fluorescence decay (7.8 ns) after the removal of oxygen from the 

solution. Interestingly, no long-lived emissive lifetime in the µs region was detected for BCC-

TPTA after the oxygen purging process (Figure 3.5.3.1C and Figure 3.8.5.10). This was also true 

in all the solvents in which the emissive lifetime of BCC-TPTA was investigated (Figure 3.8.5.6, 

Table 3.8.5.1). The emissive lifetime characterization of BCC-TPTA was also probed with the ns 

TAS technique (Figure 3.8.5.11). The decay profiles were obtained with 415 nm excitation and 

450 nm emission detection wavelength. Our ns TAS emissive characterization results are in 

agreement with the ones obtained by the TCSPC technique and no long-lived emission component 

in the µs timescale was observed. Measurements were conducted up to 5 µs. The lack of a long-

lived emissive lifetime is intriguing. For a reported TADF chromophore with 𝛷 enhancement of  

~ 15 % (from 58 % to 67 %) after the oxygen purging, one would expect to observe a long-lived 

emissive lifetime spanning the µs timescale as evidence of delayed fluorescence.53  

          Also shown in Figure 3.5.3.1C is the emissive lifetime of BCC-TPTA at 77 K (4.66 ns) and 

in film (5.47 ns). In both cases, a shorter fluorescence lifetime was obtained for BCC-TPTA 

relative to the ones taken in solution. However, the phosphorescence spectrum of BCC-TPTA 

taken at 77 K suggests triplet emission at detection wavelengths higher than 470 nm (Figure 

3.8.5.2). We detected a long-lived emissive component for BCC-TPTA at 77 K when the emission 

lifetime characterization was conducted at detection wavelengths > 470 nm (Figure 3.8.5.5). This 

long-lived emission component vanished when the temperature was raised, and no long-lived 

emission component was detected at any other temperatures tested (Figure 3.8.5.4and Figure 
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3.8.5.5). Consequently, this long-lived emissive component at 77 K is attributed to the 

phosphorescence shown in Figure 3.8.5.2. Interestingly, we did not observe a long-lived emissive 

lifetime at the µs timescale in film (Figure 3.5.3.1 and Figure 3.8.5.10). A previous study reported 

a long-lived photoluminescence decay for BCC-TPTA in blended film. This long-lived emissive 

lifetime was ascribed to a delayed fluorescence process owing to the excited state dynamics of 

BCC-TPTA.2 We did not observe long-lived emissive lifetimes indicative of a delayed 

fluorescence process for BCC-TPTA at any of the medium tested. Therefore, further spectroscopic 

techniques were used to characterize the excited state dynamics of BCC-TPTA.   

           The fluorescence up-conversion (UpC) is a high-time resolution technique with high 

sensitivity from the fs to the ps regime.14 We performed it to evaluate the faster emissive 

characteristics that could not be investigated by the TCSPC technique. The measurements were 

done before and after the removal of oxygen from the solution and are shown in Figure 3.5.3.2. 

The data is summarized in Table 3.5.3. In Figure 3.5.3.2A, the fluorescence lifetimes of 

Rhodamine B before and after oxygen purging can be observed. As expected, there is no effect on 

the fluorescence lifetime after oxygen purging. In Figure 3.5.3.2B, a rise time in the ps regime 

was observed for the Ir(BT)2(acac) chromophore. Similar behavior was previously observed for 

iridium-based phosphorescence chromophores and it was attributed to the ISC process.43 

Interestingly, our data shows that the rise-time is sensitive to O2. The idea of [O2] affecting the kisc 

of chromophores has been suggested.54 These results illustrate a very long lifetime for 

Ir(BT)2(acac). 
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         In Figure 3.5.3.2C, the fluorescence lifetime of BCC-TPTA can be observed. In contrast to 

Rhodamine B, the fluorescence lifetime of BCC-TPTA shows a bi-exponential decay profile. We 

ascribed this behavior to the donor-acceptor charge transfer nature of BCC-TPTA. Similar multi-

exponential behavior has been observed at this timescale in other donor-acceptor chromophores 

with charger transfer charasteristics.14,55 The multi-exponential behavior by BCC-TPTA observed 

by the UpC also suggests that the lifetime measured by the TCSPC is the second and long 

Figure 3.5.3.2. Emissive lifetime of the investigated chromophores probed with 

the Fluorescence up-conversion technique. All the measurements were done in 

solution, and before and after the oxygen purging process. 
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component of its fluorescence decay (τ2). If we compare the UpC of the BCC-TPTA to the 

Ir(BT)2(acac) chromophore, the UpC measurements suggest no ISC occurring for BCC-TPTA in 

the ps regime. This was expected. The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) of similar organic chromophores 

with TADF characteristics are three orders of magnitude smaller than the ones reported for 

Iridium-based phosphorescence chromophores or copper-based TADF chromophores.38,41 Given 

that no evidence of ISC was observed by the UpC, the ns TAS was carried out to evaluate if BCC-

TPTA possesses triplet transient states that are characteristic of excited stated dynamics governed 

by a delayed fluorescence mechanism. 

3.5.4. Nanosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

          In order to further investigate the dynamics governing the excited state of BCC-TPTA, the 

ns TAS technique was also done (Figure 3.5.4.1), and the data is summarized in Table 3.8.5.2. 

Our system possesses the ability and sensitivity to see any non-emissive transient states from the 

ns to the µs regime.26,56 In Figure 3.5.4.1A, we observed the time-resolved absorption spectrum 

of Rhodamine B in ethanol at ambient conditions. We only obtained one negative optical density 

(OD) signal from the ns TAS measurement. This negative OD band overlaps with the emission 

spectrum of Rhodamine B (Figure 3.5.2.1C). As expected, the kinetic traces of the negative OD 

band for Rhodamine B correlates well with its fluorescence lifetime obtained by the TCSPC 

(Table 3.8.5.2). Therefore, this negative OD signal is due to the overwhelming fluorescence of 

Rhodamine B (S1 → S0) detected as has been previously reported.40 As is typical for fluorescence 

chromophores, no significant change or evidence of a transient triplet states was observed before 

or after oxygen purging at the investigated timescales (Figure 3.8.5.7). 
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         In Figure 3.5.4.1B, we observed the time-resolved absorption spectrum of the Ir(BT)2(acac) 

complex in THF at ambient conditions. For the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex we detected both, positive 

(excited state absorption, ESA) and negative OD signals, which is in agreement with previous 

reported time-resolved absorption spectrums for similar iridium-based chromophores.57 These 

transient ESA signals detected by the TAS technique in iridium-based complexes have been 

previously attributed to spin-forbidden metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) processes and 

ligand centered (LC) transitions, which are all related to spin-orbit interactions and singlet to triplet 

electronic transitions.43,57 As expected, the kinetic traces obtained from the observed negative OD 
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Figure 3.5.4.1. Time-resolved absorption spectra of Rhodamine B (A), 

Ir(BT)2(acac) (B), and BCC-TPTA (C), obtained by ns TAS. These measurements 

were conducted in solution and at ambient conditions. 
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band correlates well with the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex phosphorescence lifetime obtained by the 

TCSPC (Table 3.8.5.2). Therefore, this negative OD signal can be attributed to its overwhelming 

phosphorescence (T1 → S0) detected as has been previously reported for similar iridium-based 

chromophores.43,57 The time-resolved absorption spectrum of the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex and the 

kinetic traces of its bands before and after the oxygen purging process can be observed in Figure 

3.7.5.8. As observed, the time-resolved absorption spectrums of the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex is 

highly sensitive to the removal of oxygen. As a result, longer kinetic traces of the time-resolved 

absorption bands are obtained after oxygen removal. This sensitivity to oxygen is in agreement 

with the emissive profile obtained by the TCSPC technique and is indicative of Ir(BT)2(acac) 

excited state triplet nature. 

      In Figure 3.5.4.1C and Figure 3.5.4.1D, we observed the time-resolved absorption spectra of 

BCC-TPTA in toluene at ambient conditions for the ns and µs timescales, respectively. 

Interestingly, we detected only one signal as a negative OD band for BCC-TPTA at any of the 

investigated timescales. This band perfectly overlaps with the emission spectrum of BCC-TPTA. 

In addition, its kinetic trace correlates well with the fluorescence lifetime obtained by the TCSPC 

(Table 3.8.5.2). Therefore, as with the Rhodamine B, the only signal obtained for BCC-TPTA is 

attributed to its overwhelming fluorescence (S1 → S0) detected. No significant effect in the time-

resolved absorption spectrum of BCC-TPTA was observed after the removal of oxygen from the 

solution at any of the investigated timescales (Figure 3.8.5.9). This was intriguing. Given the 15% 

(58 % to 67 %) 𝛷 enhancement after the removal of oxygen from the solution, we expected to see 

triplet transient signals in the form of ESA bands for BCC-TPTA. These ESA bands should be 

observed from the ns to the µs timescale, as it has been documented in similar organic 

chromophores with TADF characteristics.53  
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3.5.5. Quantum Chemical Simulations.  

         Quantum chemical simulations (QCS) were carried out to gain a deeper understanding of the 

key differences between BCC-TPTA and Rhodamine B. Specifically, the rate of fluorescence (kF), 

the rate of intersystem crossing (kISC), and the rate of reverse intersystem crossing (krISC) of these 

chromophores were determined by using a Fermi-Golden rule rate based on spin-orbital couplings 

from time-dependent density functional theory and are reported in Table 3.5.5.1.32,59 BCC-TPTA 

has kISC and krISC values that are significantly larger than those for Rhodamine B, and these are 

comparable with the rate constant for fluorescence decay. The large kISC and krISC of BCC-TPTA 

Figure 3.5.5.1. Energy diagram of the fluorescence, intersystem crossing, and 

reverse intersystem crossing rates for (a) BCC-TPTA and (b) Rhodamine B.  

 

Table 3.5.5.1. Calculated rate constants of fluorescence (kF), ISC (kISC), and rISC 

(krISC), and available experimental values. (The ratio of the quantity to kF is given in 

the parenthesis) 

 

Dynamic 

Process 

BCC-TPTA Rhodamine B 

Calc k (s-1) Calc τ 

(ns) 

Expt.2 Calc k (s-1) Calc τ 

(ns) 

Expt.58 

Fluorescence 1.6×108 

(1.00) 

6 9.6×107 7.5×108 (1.00) 1 N/A 

ISC 2.9×107 

(0.18) 

34 4.2×107 1.4×104 (1.9×10-5) ~ 105 5.3×105 

RISC 6.9×106 

(0.04) 

146 N/A < 0.01 (10-11) > 1011  N/A 
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originated from small ΔEST (0.34 eV) and indicate efficient population transfer between singlet 

and triplet, which is a distinct property of BCC-TPTA. On the other hand, for Rhodamine B, a 

typical fluorescent chromophore, the relevant rate constants follow the pattern: kF >> kISC >> krISC. 

The kF of Rhodamine B is four orders of magnitude larger than its kISC and ten orders of magnitude 

larger than its krISC. For BCC-TPTA chromophore, the calculated rate constants suggest that the 

fluorescence, ISC, and rISC processes all occur on a ns timescale. With these findings, it is 

suggested that this system exhibits a dynamic equilibrium between the kf, the kISC, and the krISC, 

which is important for a delayed fluorescence process. Yet, no experimental evidence of a delayed 

fluorescence process was observed for BCC-TPTA with any of our spectroscopic tools before or 

after the purging of oxygen experiments nor in film. 

3.6 Discussion  

         In this study, we used high-time resolution ultrafast spectroscopy, with an emphasis on the 

ns TAS, to probe the excited state dynamic of a TADF chromophores with a reported ηIQE of 84 

%.2 Also, two well-known fluorescence and phosphorescence standards, Rhodamine B and 

Ir(BT)2(acac), respectively, were used for comparison. The steady state measurements showed 

optical activity in the UV-Vis region for all the investigated chromophores. The 𝛷 measurements 

showed that BCC-TPTA has a higher sensitivity to oxygen than Rhodamine B but not as much 

sensitivity as the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex. This BCC-TPTA sensitivity to oxygen was observed as 

an enhancement in the 𝛷 after the removal of oxygen from the solution, and has been ascribed due 

to a delayed fluorescence process happening in the µs timescale.2,6,11,38,60,61 This delayed 

fluorescence process implies multiple electronic transitions in the excited states that are quantum 

mechanically forbidden. The probability of these transitions happening has been ascribed to the 

nature of their spin-orbit coupling (SOC), their small exchange energy (ΔEst), and the existence of 
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locally excited triplet state (3LE).38,53 Therefore, several ultrafast spectroscopic techniques were 

coupled with QCS to evaluate the excited state dynamics governing in BCC-TPTA.  

           Our emissive lifetime characterization measurements showed a lengthening in the 

fluorescence lifetime for BCC-TPTA after the removal of oxygen, which correlates well with its 

𝛷 enhancement. However, this lengthening was only about ~ 2 ns and no evidence of a long-lived 

emissive lifetime characteristic from a chromophore with excited state dynamics governed by a 

TADF mechanism was observed by any our spectroscopic tools (Figure 3.5.3.2C, Figure 3.8.5.6, 

Figure 3.8.5.10, and Figure 3.8.5.11). Literature shows extensive evidence of studies trying to 

understand the molecular oxygen quenching mechanism in a repertoire of organic chromophores 

with similar fluorescence lifetimes to the ones reported in this study.12,62 Those studies have 

highlighted the fluorescence (S1) sensitivity to oxygen even at ambient conditions.62 The Stern-

Volmer equation was used to evaluate the quenching mechanism in which oxygen affects the 

excited state dynamics of the investigated chromophores. This equation would help us to calculate 

the emissive quenching rates of the investigated chromophores. After solving the equation (Table 

3.5.3.1), it showed that the quenching rate constant for BCC-TPTA in toluene is about the oxygen 

diffusion limit in toluene.62 This implies that oxygen can significantly quench the fluorescence 

(S1) of BCC-TPTA via a collisional mechanism. This explains the lengthening in the fluorescence 

lifetime and the 𝛷 enhancement of BCC-TPTA after the removal of oxygen from the solution. 

This oxygen quenching effect was not observed for Rhodamine B. This is due to its significantly 

faster fluorescence lifetime compared to the ones obtained for BCC-TPTA. In the case of the 

Ir(BT)2(acac) complex, it is well known that the robust lengthening in the phosphorescence 

lifetime after the removal of oxygen is due to the triplet emissive nature of its excited state.41,62 In 

addition, the fluorescence UpC measurements suggests that the emission detected by the TCSPC 
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comes from BCC-TPTA second and long component of its fluorescence decay (Figure 3.8.3.2C). 

The comprehensive study on the emissive lifetimes obtained from the UpC and the TCSPC 

techniques suggests that BCC-TPTA have emissive dynamics as that of a typical fluorescence 

chromophore with charge transfer nature.  

         Studies have highlighted the effect of the dielectric constant of the medium and polarity of 

the solvent on the ΔEst of molecules with TADF character.63,64 Therefore, we probed the emissive 

lifetime of BCC-TPTA in different solvents to evaluate if the long-lived emissive lifetime was 

characteristic of a particular environment. As can be observed in Figure 3.8.5.6, no long-lived 

emissive lifetime was obtained in any of the solvents tested. In Table 3.8.5.1, we observed a 

proportional relationship between the fluorescence lifetime of BCC-TPTA and the solvent polarity 

in which the measurement was done. When we conducted the emissive lifetime characterization 

of BCC-TPTA at 77 K, we thought that the low temperature would prevent energy dissipation via 

non-radiative pathways, which should result in a longer fluorescence lifetime. Interestingly, we 

observed a faster fluorescence lifetime at 77 K relative to the one taken at RT. We also detected a 

long-lived phosphorescence emission for BCC-TPTA at detection wavelengths > 470 nm. This 

long-lived emissive component vanished when the temperature was raised (Figure 3.8.5.14 and 

Figure 3.8.5.5). These observations highlighted the lack of a long-lived emissive components for 

BCC-TPTA at higher temperatures than 77 K. This lack of a long-lived emissive component at 

high temperatures is not consistent with excited state dynamics governed by a TADF 

mechanism.2,6,9,53 In Figure 3.8.5.3, the fluorescence spectra at 77 K showed a blue-shift relative 

to the one taken at RT. A blue-shift in the emission spectra and faster fluorescence lifetimes in 

film relative to the one taken in solution were also observed for BCC-TPTA (Figure 3.8.5.13). In 

all cases, a lower energy in the emission spectra of BCC-TPTA was correlated with a longer 
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fluorescence lifetime.63,64 These results shows the effect of the medium on the S1 stabilization of 

BCC-TPTA, which implies that the molecular conformation of BCC-TPTA is highly dependent 

on the medium. Yet, no evidence of a long-lived emissive lifetime for BCC-TPTA was observed 

at RT in any of the medium tested.  

          We would like to reiterate that we did not observe any long-lived emissive lifetime spanning 

the µs timescale for BCC-TPTA at any of the conditions tested with any of our spectroscopic tools. 

This lack of long-lived emissive lifetime was intriguing. A previous study reported a long-lived 

emissive lifetime in the µs timescale for BCC-TPTA in blended film, which was ascribed to a 

delayed fluorescence process owing to the excited state properties of BCC-TPTA.2  We noticed 

that the emissive decay reported in solid state was conducted by using bis[2-

(diphenylphosphino)phenyl] ether oxide (DPEPO) as the host material. The problem with  using 

DPEPO as the host material is that it has steady-state optical properties in the same range of 

wavelengths that BCC-TPTA does.2,21,65 Furthermore, emissive lifetime in the µs timescale has 

been reported for DPEPO and its derivatives.21  This overlap in the steady-state optical properties 

and the long-lived emissive character of DPEPO could give rise to excited state mechanisms such 

as FRET transfer and DET among the chromophores.2,21,65 In contrast to the electroluminescence 

process, the excited state and bandgap optimization between the guest:host is detrimental for the 

photoluminescence process. This is due to the ambitious nature of deconvoluting and quantifying 

the influence of the host in the obtained emissive properties of the film.65–67 In this study, the 

selection of an optically inert host such as PMMA showed that BCC-TPTA seems to have emissive 

lifetimes characteristics of a fluorescence chromophore. 

          We carried out the ns TAS technique to further investigate and compare the excited state 

dynamics of the investigated chromophores. Correctly, we were probing for triplet transient state 
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signals that could be linked to a delayed fluorescence mechanism in BCC-TPTA. Previous studies 

have reported transient absorption measurements for similar organic chromophores with TADF 

characteristics.15,53,68 Specifically, they have reported ESA between 500-700 nm in blue and light-

blue TADF chromophores.53,68 This ESA has been linked to the 3LE state, which is believed to be 

an integral state for the rISC facilitation.38,53 Interestingly, the time-resolved absorption spectrum 

of BCC-TPTA behaves similar to the one obtained for Rhodamine B and no ESA was detected by 

the ns TAS techniques at any of the investigated timescales. Long-lived ESA was observed for the 

Ir(BT)2(acac) complex at the investigated timescales. These transient species detected on the 

Ir(BT)2(acac) complex have been linked to MLCT and LC transitions, which are all related to spin-

forbidden electronic transitions.43,57 In contrast to the ESA observed for the Ir(BT)2(acac) complex 

and with similar ns TAS conducted in similar organic chromophores with TADF characteristic, no 

evidence of the 3LE state nor any triplet transient state at all was observed for BCC-TPTA. Studies 

conducted in similar organic chromophores with TADF characteristics have been able to correlate 

the presence of this 3LE state with their observable long-lived µs emissive lifetimes after 

photoexcitation.15,53 Furthermore, Kuang et al reported the detection of robust long-lived triplet 

transient states in chromophores with TADF characteristics despite of their limited long-lived 

emissive profile in solution.68 Still, that study highlighted the transient triplet state as the focal 

point of the TADF mechanism.53,68 Despite our quantum chemical simulations suggesting a 

dynamic equilibrium between the kF, the kISC, and the krISC in the ns timescale for BCC-TPTA, our 

transient absorption experiments are highlighted by the lack of the 3LE state or any triplet transient 

state. This lack of the 3LE state could also explains why we do not observe long-lived emissive 

lifetime at in any of the medium tested by our multiple spectroscopic tools. Herein, the 

experimental evidence presented in this report suggests that BCC-TPTA has excited state 
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dynamics of a typical fluorescence chromophore. As a result, we believe the influence of the 

electronic and optical properties of the host materials has been overlooked in previous studies 

intended to report the photophysical properties of organic chromophores with TADF 

characteristics. 

6.7 Conclusions 

        Herein, we report the first study in which multiple time-resolved spectroscopic techniques, 

with an emphasis in the ns TAS, were coupled with QCS to elucidate the excited state dynamics 

of a reported chromophore (BCC-TPTA) with highly efficient blue TADF characteristics. We 

carried out a comparison of this chromophore with two well-known fluorescent and 

phosphorescent chromophores. The BCC-TPTA chromophore showed some sensitivity to the 

removal of oxygen but not as strong as the phosphorescent Ir(BT)2(acac) chromophore and not as 

small as the fluorescent Rhodamine B chromophore. The sensitivity to oxygen from BCC-TPTA 

was observed as an enhancement in the 𝛷 after purging oxygen from the solution, which has been 

previously attributed to a delayed fluorescence process occurring in the µs timescale.2 The 

evidence obtained by our spectroscopic tools showed that: (1) BCC-TPTA does not have a long-

lived emissive lifetime that could be linked to a delayed fluorescence mechanism in any of the 

medium tested; (2) BCC-TPTA does not have any triplet transient state that could be linked to an 

excited state dynamic governed by a delayed fluorescence process. Therefore, the 𝛷 enhancement 

of BCC-TPTA after the oxygen purging process is ascribed to the lack of oxygen-collisional 

quenching of the fluorescence (S1) rather than due to a delayed fluorescence process. These results 

imply that just comparing the 𝛷 difference before and after purging oxygen from the solution is 

not an accurate method to claim excited state dynamics governed by a delayed fluorescence 

mechanism. Consequently, the development of a better and more accurate method with a focus in 
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probing and characterizing the triplet state is in need. We believed that the ns TAS technique 

should be integral in the triplet characterization of rational designed chromophores with TADF 

characteristics. 

         Despite that the phosphorescence spectrum measurements on BCC-TPTA may have showed 

hints of a small ΔEST, our study suggests that BCC-TPTA has excited state dynamics such as 

typical fluorescence chromophores. Furthermore, this study suggests that previous studies in which 

the optical properties of organic chromophores with TADF characteristics are reported may have 

overlooked the influence and impact of the host electronic transitions on the obtained optical 

properties. 
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3.8 Supporting Information 

3.8.1 Materials: All the chromophores in this study were obtained from commercial 

suppliers and used without further purification. BCC-TPTA was purchased from Luminescence 

Technology Corporation and dissolved in toluene. The Ir(BT)2(acac) was purchased from Sigma 

and was dissolved in THF. And, the Rhodamine B was purchased from Sigma and dissolved in 

ethanol. 

             3.8.2 Sample Preparation and Experimental Sample Handling: A stock solution (10-4 

M) were prepared by mixing each sample in the corresponding solvent. Toluene, THF, and Ethanol 

were the solvent used for BCC-TPTA, Ir(BT)2(acac), and the Rhodamine B, respectively. 

Consequent dilutions from the stock solutions were made on each sample to run the different 

experiments conducted in this report. A 400 nm excitation wavelength were used in all 

experimental set-ups and for all the chromophores while their emissive lifetime were measured at 

their respective emissive λMAX. In all cases, including the temperature dependence measurements, 

emission quenching from purging oxygen is carried out. Specifically, the oxygen free atmosphere 

was created by bubbling N2 thought the solution for at least 8 minutes. The 8 minutes criteria was 

based on the reproducibility of the emission spectrum and emissive lifetime characterization of the 

Ir(BT)2(acac) system. After 6 minutes on average, the emission intensity was at its higher counts 

for the Ir(BT)2(acac), meaning that oxygen was not quenching its triplet state.  

       3.8.3 Quantum Yield Calculation: The fluorescence quantum yields measurements were 

conducted by using the Williams comparative method. The optical density was measured to be ~ 

0.10 or bellow to avoid reabsorption and internal filter effects. The absorption and fluorescence 

were measured for four samples with decreasing concentrations. The quantum yield was calculated 

using the following equation:  
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              𝜙𝑥 = 𝜙𝑆𝑇𝐷
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑥η𝑥

2

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐷η𝑆𝑇𝐷
2                           Equation 3.8.3.1 

 

were 𝛷x is the calculated quantum yield, 𝜂 is the refractive index of the solvent, and 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the 

slope obtained from plotting the fluorescence area in function of the optical density (OD). The 

quantum yields for BCC-TPTA dissolved in toluene and for Ir(BT)2(acac) dissolved in THF were 

measured using Coumarin 30 (𝛷 = 0.67)1 dissolved in acetonitrile as the standard. The same is true 

for the 𝛷x measurements after purging out oxygen (10 minutes).  Rhodamine B is a well-known 

standard and the 𝛷 value can be find elsewhere. The 𝛷 of Rhodamine B after purging out oxygen 

(10 minutes) were measured as well and compared to itself (𝛷 = 0.67)2 before purging.  The 

emission spectra were collected on a Fluoromax-4 fluorimeter with slits set at 1 nm and an 

integration time of 0.100 s. Quartz cells with 10 mm path lengths were used for all the steady-state 

measurements. All optical measurements were carried out at STP. 

         3.8.4 Stern-Volmer equation handling: The emission of a chromophore can be quenched 

in the presence of a quencher, which is explained elsewhere.3–5 The two main intermolecular 

process are responsible for this emission quenching are: quenching of the S1 due to collisions 

between the chromophore and the quencher, or energy transfer from the T1 state of the 

chromophore to the quencher. When the quencher is oxygen, energy transfer from the triplet of the 

chromophore to oxygen has been reported. The Stern-Volmer equation allow us to investigate the 

kinetics of these intermolecular quenching processes in function of the concentration of the 

quencher. For this analysis, the emissive lifetimes, before and after the quencher is added, are 

correlated with the ambient concentration of the oxygen in an equation expressed by:  

 

                 
𝑡𝑜

𝑡
= 1 + 𝐾. 𝑡𝑜 . [𝑄}                                     Equation 3.8.4.1 
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In which the to correspond to the chromophore lifetime before the quencher is added, the t 

correspond to the chromophore lifetime after the quencher is added, the K correspond to the 

quencher rate coefficient, and the Q correspond to the quencher’s concentration. It is well known 

that oxygen is an excellent triplet state quencher. Therefore, this equation was used in to 

understand the possible intermolecular quenching processes. The quencher rate constant is 

compared with the rate of diffusivities of the quencher to understand if the quencher can quench 

the chromophore via collision. 
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3.8.5 Steady-State and Ultrafast Spectroscopy  
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Figure 3.8.5.1. Raw emission spectrum of the investigated chromophore at RT 

(black), 273 K (red), 195 K (green), and at 77K (blue): Rhodamine B (A), 

Ir(BT)2acac (B), and BCC-TPTA in toluene (C). 
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Figure 3.8.5.2. Normalized emission spectrum of the investigated chromophore 

at RT and at 77K: Rhodamine B (A), Ir(BT)2(acac) (B), and BCC-TPTA (C).   
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Figure 3.8.5.3. Normalized emission spectrum of the investigated chromophore 

at RT and at 77K: Rhodamine B (A), Ir(BT)2acac (B), and BCC-TPTA (C).  No 

delayed between the excitation beam and the detection was done in these 

measurements. 
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Figure 3.8.5.4. Emissive lifetime characterization at different temperature 

obtained with the TCSPC technique. Rhodamine B was diluted in ethanol (A), 

Ir(BT)2(acac) in THF (B), and BCC-TPTA in toluene (C).  
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Figure 3.8.5.5. Emissive lifetime characterization at different temperature and 

different detection wavelengths of BCC-TPTA obtained with the TCSPC 

technique. Measurements were taken in toluene solutions with a 400 nm excitation 

wavelength. RT (A), 273 K (B), 195 K (C), and 77 K (D). 
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Figure 3.8.5.6. The emissive lifetime of the chromophores was investigated 

by using Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) technique: 

BCC-TPTA in toluene (A), BCC-TPTA in hexane (B), BCC-TPTA in 

cyclohexane (C), and BCC-TPTA in chloroform (D).  
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Sample Emissive lifetime Emissive lifetime (Purged) 

Rhodamine B  2.97 ± 0.03 ns 2.99 ± 0.04 ns 

BCC-TPTA in Hexane 2.69 ± 0.02 ns 3.9 ± 0.1 ns 

BCC-TPTA in Cyclohexane 3.4 ± 0.1 ns 4.2 ± 0.1 ns 

BCC-TPTA in Toluene 6.4 ns 7.8 ns 

BCC-TPTA in Chloroform 10 ns 13 ns 

 

Table 3.8.5.1. Fluorescence lifetime of BCC-TPTA in different solvents 

before and after the oxygen purging process. This measurements were done 

with the TCSPC technique. 
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Figure 3.8.5.7. Time-resolved absorption spectra of Rhodamine B after the 

oxygen purging process (A) and the kinetic trace of its time-resolved 

absorption spectrum bands before and after the oxygen purging process (B).  
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Figure 3.8.5.8. Time-resolved absorption spectrum of the Ir(BT)2acac 

complex after the oxygen purging process (A). The kinetic traces of the 380 

ns ESA (A), 565 nm SE (B), and 780 nm ESA (C) of Ir(BT)2(acac) before 

and after the oxygen purging process. 
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Figure 3.8.5.9. Time-resolved absorption spectra of BCC-TPTA after the 

oxygen purging process. 
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Chromophore Emissive 

Lifetime 

(TCSPC) 

Emissive 

Lifetime  

Purged 

(TCSPC) 

Negative OD 

Kinetic Trace 

(ns TAS) 

Negative OD 

Kinetic Trace 

Purged 

(ns TAS) 

 

ESA Kinetic 

Trace 

(ns TAS) 

Purged Kinetic 

trace 

(ESA) 

ns TAS 

 

Rhodamine B 2.92 ns 2.96 ns < 8 ns < 8 ns n/a n/a 

Ir(BT)2(acac) 97 ns 1.62 µs 103 ns > 1 µs 93 ns (350 nm) 

112 ns (760nm) 

> 400 ns (350 nm) 

> 500 ns (760nm) 

BCC-TPTA 6.4 ns 7.8 ns 10 ns 13 ns n/a n/a 

 

Table 3.8.5.2. Emissive lifetime and kinetic traces comparison of the 

investigated chromophores. The emissive lifetimes where done by the 

TCSPC technique while the kinetic traces were obtained from the ns TAS 

measurements. 
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Figure 3.8.5.10. The emissive lifetime of the investigated chromophores 

probed with the TCSPC technique: Ir(BT)2(acac) (A), BCC-TPTA and 

Rhodamine B (B), BCC-TPTA in PMMA films and 77K (C).  
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Figure 3.8.5.11. The emissive lifetime of the investigated chromophores 

probed with the ns TAS technique: Rhodamine B (A), Ir(BT)2(acac) (B), 

BCC-TPTA (C) in toluene. 
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Table 3.8.5.3. Emissive lifetime measurements taken with the fluorescence 

Up-Conversion. (a)Not measurable emission decay from this excited state. 

 

Chromophores Emissive Lifetime Emissive Lifetime (Purged) 

A1 τ1 (ps) A2 τ2 (ps) A1 τ1 (ps) A2 τ2 (ps) 

Rhodamine B 0.35 > 4000  ~ ~ 0.35 > 4000  ~ ~ 

Ir(BT)2(acac) a a a a a a a a 

BCC-TPTA 0.14 27 0.65 1040 0.09 21 0.68 1070 
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Figure 3.8.5.12. Integrated Area in function of their Optical Density. The 

slope/gradient of these graph were used for the Quantum Yield 

calculations. 
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Figure 3.8.5.13. Steady state properties of the investigated chromophores 

measured in PMMA inert films. 
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Figure 3.8.5.14. Steady state properties of the investigated chromophores 

measured in different solvents. From these steady state measurements was 

extracted the information for the Lippert-Mataga model. 
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Table 3.8.5.4. Spin−orbit coupling, energy gap between S1 and Tn (ΔEST), 

and rate constant of ISC process in Rhodamine B. (a) Results in ethylene 

glycol. 

 S1 →T1 S1 →T2 S1 →Tn Expt.a 

Spin−orbit coupling (cm-1) 0.053 0.381 N/A 

ΔEST (eV) -1.369 -0.623 N/A 

kISC (s-1) 2.3×10-23 1.4×104 5.3×105 
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Chapter 4 

New Direct Approach for Determining the Reverse Intersystem Crossing Rate in Organic 

TADF Emitters 

4.1 Abstract 

             We developed a new optical method to determine the rate of reverse intersystem crossing 

(krISC) in thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) organic chromophores using transient 

absorption spectroscopy. The krISC rates determined by our method are in agreement with those 

estimates from quantum chemical calculations. We correlated the krISC of the TADF-

chromophores with their device performance, with an emphasis in evaluating their efficiency roll-

off. It is believed that obtaining a high krISC is critical for reducing the triplet-triplet annihilation 

(TTA) mechanism that deteriorates their external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) at high brightness 

levels, an effect known as efficiency roll-off. We found that those chromophores with a high 

krISC have reduced efficiency roll-off.  This is beneficial for superior device performance. In 

addition, we found that if the chromophore has a krISC of  ≤ 103s-1 its device ηEQE will be ≤ 5%. 

This suggests that if a chromophore have krISC ≤ 103s-1 it becomes TADF-inactive. These 

observations between TADF active and inactive chromophores based on their krISC are not possible 

by using the traditional Masui method. The Masui method revealed krISC that suggested efficient 

triplet harvesting despite of device ηEQE ≤ 5%. Our method brings a higher level of accuracy for 
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determining the krISC and predicting the device performance of organic chromophores with TADF 

characteristics that were not achieved before by traditional methods.      

4.2 Introduction 

Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) based on chromophores with thermally activated 

delayed fluorescence (TADF) characteristics have captivated the attention of the scientific 

community as a potential replacement to the organometallic-based phosphorescence light emitting 

diodes (PHOSPHO-LED).1–6 This is due to improvements including the devices’ processability 

and fabrication, synthetic flexibility for optical tuning, and cost-efficiency.1,7,8 In addition, these 

TADF-based OLEDs are able to emulate the high internal quantum efficiencies (ηIQE) offered by 

their PHOSPHO-LED counterparts (~ 100 %).1,4,9 However, the key challenge hampering their 

commercialization is their poor device efficiency at high brightness levels, an effect known as 

efficiency roll-off.10,11 

         The very high ηIQE has been ascribed to the conversion of non-emissive triplets into emissive 

singlets (T1 → S1) in a reverse intersystem crossing process (rISC), which is prompted by the 

combination of thermal energy with the small energy gap between the singlet-triplet manifolds 

(ΔEST).2,12 The field has primarily used steady-state measurements and microsecond spectroscopy 

to illustrate and calculate their rate of rISC (krISC), under the premise that the krISC may help to 

predict their device performance.
1,7,13,14

 Specifically, it is believed that obtaining a high krISC is 

critical for reducing the triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) mechanism that cause ηEQE roll-off.3,13,15 

However, these indirect methods require a combination of selected tools and do not exclude the 

parallel coexistence of phosphorescence in the chromophore nor the influence of the host material 

if the measurements are conducted in solid state.3,16–20 As a result, inaccurate calculations of the 

krISC have led to inaccurate predictions of their device performances.11,13,19,21 
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New methodologies, such as nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ns TAS), can 

provide a powerful tool to examine the photophysical properties of organic chromophores with 

TADF characteristics. It is interesting to note that while there have been reports of studies 

investigating the quenching effect of oxygen (O2) in the emissive properties of highly efficient and 

well-known TADF structures, there have not been any detailed ns TAS O2 quenching studies of 

these promising materials. O2 has been used for decades as a fundamental molecule for triplet state 

sensitization, as singlet oxygen is generated by energy transfer from the long-lived triplet state of 

the excited chromophore to the ground state of O2.
22–24 The ns TAS is a time-resolved 

spectroscopic technique that can detect and resolve the dynamics of non-emissive intermediate 

contributing to the excited state of these chromophores.25–27 These non-emissive conformers 

(singlets or triplets) are detected as positive Δ absorption bands, namely excited state absorption 

(ESA).28–33 By coupling O2 with the ns TAS technique, we aim to identify and characterize the 

ESA bands with a higher O2 sensitivity, which should be observed in a significant ESA decay 

Figure 4.2.1. Molecular structure of the investigated system. 

BCC-TPTA BTAcTR BFAcTR 

4CzIPN 4CzPN 2CzPN BFAcPN 
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lifetime lengthening (triplets). In this publication, we present the first results of ns TAS 

spectroscopy to determine the krISC in organic chromophores with TADF characteristics. A series  

of chromophores with diverse molecular structures were investigated to demonstrate our 

methodology (Figure 4.2.1). The well-known Masui method for calculating the krISC was included 

for comparison. 

4.3 Results and Dicsussion 

To demonstrate our methodology, the well-known CzPN and BCC-TPTA were used as 

standards. These chromophores are believed to represent the basic motif of impressive TADF 

systems and their efficiency set a level of quality for what other materials seek to attain.1,2,17 Two 

ESA bands were detected for the CzPN system, which have been previously reported and attributed 

to triplet state (Figure 4.3.1A).21,27 Similar bands were detected when the measurements were 

conducted in chloroform (Figure 4.5.2.7). As we previously reported, we did not detected ESA 

bands consistent with triplet state conformers for BCC-TPTA in toluene.31 This is also true when 

the measurement was conducted in chloroform (Figure 4.5.2.7). This may indicate poor density 

of triplets. Contrarily, similar ESA bands like the ones obtained for the CzPN system were found 

for the rest of the investigated systems. Therefore, oxygen sensitization experiments were further 

carried out to characterize the relaxation pathways of these ESA bands.  

            As it can be observed for CzPN in Figure 4.3.1B, a lengthening in its ESA relaxation 

dynamics was obtained when the measurements were conducted in O2-free atmospheres. A very 

similar mono-exponential decay constant of ~ 1.7 µs (rate = 5.8 x 105 s-1) were obtained for both  

ESA bands, suggesting that they are the same species. Similar behavior was obtained when the 

measurements were conducted in chloroform. It is important to note that the lengthening in these 

ESA bands correlates well with CzPN ΦTADF enhancement and its long-lived emissive lifetime  
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lengthening carried out under similar conditions (Figure 4.3.2). These observations suggest that 

these ESA bands are critical for the delayed fluorescence process in CzPN.    

In the case of BTAcTr, the ESA 2 band showed a higher sensitivity to the presence of O2 

than the ESA 1 band have, and it was observed as a larger lengthening in its relaxation lifetime. 

This may indicative of the triplet state character for the ESA 2.24,34 Specifically, a mono-

exponential decay with time constant of 310 ns (rate = 3.2 x 106 s-1) was obtained for the ESA 2 

conformer in toluene (Figure 4.3.1B) and 183 ns (rate = 5.6 x 106 s-1) in chloroform (Figure 

4.5.2.8) at O2-free atmosphere (Table 4.3.1). The lengthening in these ESA bands of BTAcTr 

correlates well with its ΦTADF enhancement and its long-lived emissive lifetime lengthening carried 

out under similar conditions (Figure 4.3.2). These observations highlight the importance of these  
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ESA bands on the emissive properties of BTAcTr, and its O2 sensitivity suggest that this 

intermediates belongs to a conformer with triplet state nature.24 Similar behavior was obtained for 

the BFAcTr system in chloroform (Figure 4.5.2.7 and Figure 4.5.2.8). A mono-exponential decay 

with time constant of 244 ns (rate = 4.2 x 106 s-1) was obtained for the ESA 2 band at O2-free 

atmospheres. As with the CzPN and BTAcTr systems, the ESA bands relaxation lengthening of 

BFAcTr in O2-free atmospheres correlates well with its ΦTADF enhancements and with its long-

lived emissive lifetime lengthening carried out under similar conditions (Figure 4.3.2). Under 

these circumstances, we can attribute the ESA 2 band to triplet state conformers. This assignment 

became more evident when a lack of ESA bands is observed for BFAcTr in toluene solution 

CzPN BTAcTr 

BFAcPN BFAcTr 

Figure 4.3.2. (A) Emissive lifetime characterization of the investigated 

system at RT in PhMe and ChCl3. 
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(Figure 4.5.2.7). This lack of ESA bands correlates well with its very small long-lived emissive 

component carried out under similar conditions and correlates well with our findings in the pristine 

BCC-TPTA. 

            In the case of BFAcPN (Figure 4.3.1), three ESA bands were detected with ESA 2 and 

ESA 3 showing similar sensitivity to the presence of oxygen. Interestingly, a very similar time 

constant of ~ 1.1 µs (rate = 9.1 x 105 s-1) was obtained for them in chloroform and with a very 

similar time constant of ~ 1.07 µs (rate = 9.3 x 105 s-1) was obtained for them in toluene. This 

observation may indicate that these ESA bands (ESA 2 and ESA 3) corresponds to the same excited 

state conformer. As with the CzPN, BTAcTr, and BFAcTr systems, the ESA bands relaxation 

lengthening of BFAcPN in O2-free atmospheres correlates well with its ΦTADF enhancements and 

with its long-lived emissive lifetime lengthening carried out under similar conditions (Figure 

4.3.2). These results further highlight how critical are these ESA bands to the delay fluorescence 

process in these systems. 

The overwhelming evidence of (1) ESA bands relaxation lengthening of the investigated 

systems in O2-free atmospheres correlating well with (2) their ΦTADF enhancements, and with (3) 

their long-lived emissive lifetime lengthening carried out under similar conditions suggest that part 

of the non-emissive triplet state density is converted into emissive singlets, namely via a rISC 

mechanism. To quantify its rate conversion (krISC) we use the deactivation rates of these O2 

sensitive ESA bands at O2-free atmospheres and multiply them by its emissive factor, the ΦTADF 

(krISC = ΦTADF*kESA). A rate of 1.0x104s-1, 7.2x105s-1, 4.6x105s-1, and 9.8x104s-1 were obtained in 

chloroform solutions for 2CzPN, BTAcTr, BFAcTr, and BFAcPN systems, respectively. These 

rates and their trends are in good agreement with those obtained by quantum chemical simulations  
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(QCS) in this study and those published by Brédas (Table 4.3.1).5 We used the krISC determined 

by our methodology and correlated them with their device performances under the same device 

architectures. We were not surprised to see a proportional relationship between the krISC and ηEQE 

(Figure 4.3.3), and those TADF chromophores with the larger krISC showed the higher ηEQE. 

Specifically, ηEQE of 9%, 21.8%, 20.4%, and 13.2% for 2CzPN, BTAcTr, BFAcTr, and BFAcPN 

systems were reported, respectively. We further use our methodology to determine the krISC of 

TADF chromophores from the limited TAS data available in the literature to further validate our 

methodology. A proportional relationship between the krISC and the ηEQE were obtained for 4CzIPN 

and 4CzPN, and a krISC of 2.2x105s-1 and 6.9x104s-1 correlating well with ηEQE of 19.3% and 16.5 

were observed, respectively.2,35 It is interesting to note that if the chromophore (o-CzBN, m-CzBN, 

p-CzBN) possess a krISC ≤ 103s-1, an ηEQE ≤ 5% is obtained (Table 4.5.2.1). This indicates the 

minimum krISC that a TADF chromophore must possess to be able to harvest triplet-excitons via a 

rISC process and be a TADF-active emitter. 

           

Figure 4.3.3. Correlating the Device EQE with the krISC 
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It is believed that TADF emitters with a large krISC may reduce the TTA mechanism that 

induce the ηEQE roll-off in OLEDs.1,3,15,25 In the case of the chromophroes with triazine as the 

acceptor, a reduced ηEQE roll-off was observed for BTAcTr (5%) while the higher ηEQE roll-off 

was observed for BCC-TPTA (76%), which its lack of ESA bands suggest minimal triplet exciton 

conversion to singlet excitons (Figure 4.5.2.2).31 In the case of the TADF chromophores with 

benzonitrile functionalities as the acceptor, reduced ηEQE roll-offs were found for BFAcPN (2.1%), 

4CzIPN (6%), and 4CzPN (10%) in comparison with that of 2CzPN (55).2,35 These observations 

are also consistent with obtaining a large krISC and reducing the ηEQE roll-offs (Figure 4.5.2.2). 

The Masui methodology of calculating the krISC was included for comparison purposes.17 

Rates of 6.0x105s-1, 7.7 x107s-1, 1.0x107s-1, and 1.5x107s-1 were obtained in chloroform solutions 

for 2CzPN, BTAcTr, BFAcTr, and BFAcPN, respectively. This trend correlates well with those 

obtained by our method and follows the trend in device efficiencies. However, this method fails to 

Table 4.3.1. Photophysical properties and device performances summary 

of the TADF-active systems. The rate of rISC was calculated following 

the equation: krISC = ΦTADF*kESA. aEQEMAX = maximum EQE value, 

EQE1000 = EQE measured at 1000 cd.m−2. 

 

Chromophore krISC 

105 s-1 

(OS-TAS) 

(PhMe/ChCl3) 

krISC 

105 s-1 

(QCS) 

krISC 

105 s-1 

(Masui) 

(PhMe/ChCl3) 

 

EQEMAX/EQE1000 

(cd.cm-2) 

2CzPN 0.11/0.22 0.125 

 

0.8736,0.0621/

6.0 

9/4.0 

(55%) 

BCC-TPTA Poor 69 31 n/a 16.8/51,11 

(76%) 

BTAcTr 7.3/7.2 11.6 297/765 21/2037 

(5%) 

BFAcTr Poor/4.6 8.32 4100/103 20.4/1737 

(15%) 

BFAcPN 0.80/98 1.87 232/145 13.17/12.9 

(2.1%) 

4CzIPN  2.0 49.25 2721/14038 19.3/18 35 

(6.7%)   

4CzPN 0.69 n/a 4.65 16.5/16 35 

(10%) 
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explain the device prtormances when the krISC are obtained in toluene solutions. In addition, the 

krISC obtained by the Masui method could be at least two order of magnitudes larger than those 

obtained by our methodology and by QCS, which suggest that it can overestimate the krISC. This 

overestimation becomes more evident when we evaluate the literature evidence (Table 4.5.2.1). It 

is interesting to note that ηEQE ≤ 5 %, which implies TADF-inactive emitters,21 could be obtained 

for some chromophores (o-CzBN and p-CzBN) whose krISC determined by the Masui method were 

within the same order of magnitude (104s-1) as with TADF-active emitters including 2CzPN and 

BFAcPN. In contrast, our methodology showed consistency in obtaining large krISC with high ηEQE, 

large krISC with reduced ηEQE roll-offs, and in obtaining krISC ≤ 103s-1 with ηEQE ≤ 5%. These 

observations suggest superior accuracy for the rISC illustration and direct krISC determination by 

our methodology over the well-known Masui methodology.          

4.3 Conclusions 

             In summary, we developed a new optical strategy for the direct determination of the krISC 

in organic chromophores with TADF characteristics. Our methodology allowed us to: 1) directly 

characterize the triplet state dynamics for determining the krISC in organic TADF chromophores, 

2) highlight the importance of achieving a large krISC for obtaining a high ηEQE and for reducing 

the efficiency roll-off of TADF-OLEDs, and 3) highlight the importance of having krISC > 103s-1 

for obtaining  TADF-active molecules with ηEQE > 5%. These demarcations were not possible by 

the well-known Masui methodology. This work may facilitate the excited state characterization of 

organic chromophores with TADF characteristics and will help to demarcate the potential top 

TADF candidates for superior device performances before time-consuming device fabrication 

techniques are employed. 
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4.5 Supporting Information 

4.5.1 Materials and Experimental Techniques 

 The BCC-TPTA chromophore was purchased from Luminescence Technology 

Corporation. The BFAcTr, BTAcTr, and BFAcPN systems were synthesized according to the 

literature.36 

Sample Preparation and Experimental Sample Handling: A stock solution (10-4 M) were 

prepared by mixing each sample in the corresponding solvent. Toluene, THF, and Ethanol were 

the solvent used for BCC-TPTA, Ir(BT)2(acac), and the Rhodamine B, respectively. Consequent 

dilutions from the stock solutions were made on each sample to run the different experiments 

conducted in this report. A 400 nm excitation wavelength was used in all experimental set-ups and 

for all the chromophores while their emissive lifetime were measured at their respective emissive 

λMAX. In all cases, including the temperature dependence measurements, emission quenching from 

purging out oxygen is carried out. Specifically, the oxygen free atmosphere was created by 

bubbling N2 thought the solution for at least 12 minutes. The 12 minutes criteria was based on the 

reproducibility of the emission spectrum intensity, quantum yield, and emissive lifetime 

characterization of the investigated systems. 

Steady State Measurements: The absorption spectra were measured on an Agilent 8341 

spectrophotometer while the emission spectra were collected on a Fluoromax-4 fluorimeter with 

slits set at 2.5 nm and an integration time of 0.100 s. Quartz cells with 10 mm path length were 

used for all the steady-state measurements, including the quantum yield calculations. All steady 

state optical measurements were carried out at ambient conditions unless otherwise stated in the 

figure caption. The low temperature emission (phosphorescence) spectrum were obtained by using 

a Photon Technologies International (PTI), QuantaMaster 400 scanning spectrofluorometer. The 

emission spectrum of the samples at low temperature (77K) were obtained after a delay > 300 µs 

between the excitation beam and detection. 

Fluorescence Quantum Yield Calculation: The Williams comparative method was used to 

calculate the fluorescence quantum yields of the systems as described elsewhere.31,38,39 The optical 

density was maintained around 0.10 or below to avoid reabsorption and internal filter effects in 

the measurements. The absorption and fluorescence were measured for at least four samples with 

systematic decreasing concentrations. The quantum yield was calculated using the following 

equation:  
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𝜙𝑥 = 𝜙𝑆𝑇𝐷
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑥η𝑥

2

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑆𝑇𝐷 η𝑆𝑇𝐷
2                                                                  Equation 4.5.1.1 

 

were 𝛷x is the calculated quantum yield, 𝜂 is the refractive index of the solvent, and 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the 

slope obtained from plotting the fluorescence area vs the optical density (OD). The quantum yields 

for BFAcTr, BTAcTr, and BFAcPN were measured in toluene and chloroform solutions using 

BCC-TPTA (57 %)1,31 dissolved in toluene as the standard. The same is true for the 𝛷x 

measurements at oxygen free atmospheres. N2 bubbling was the method to remove oxygen from 

the solution (12 minutes). The emission spectra were collected on a Fluoromax-4 fluorimeter with 

slits set at 1.5 nm and an integration time of 0.100 s. Quartz cells with 10 mm path lengths were 

used for all the steady-state measurements. All optical measurements were carried out at STP. 

Masui method for the indirect krISC calculation: The rate of reverse intersystem crossing 

(krISC) was calculated followed by the equation: 

 

𝑘𝑟𝐼𝑆𝐶 =
𝑘𝑝𝑘𝑑𝜙𝑇𝐴𝐷𝐹

𝑘𝐼𝑆𝐶𝜙𝐹
                                                                             Equation 4.5.1.2 

 

were ϕF is the quantum yield at oxygen rich atmospheres, ϕTADF is the delayed fluorescence 

quantum yield (ϕOxygenFree – ϕF), kp is the rate of fluorescence (1/fluorescence lifetime), kd the rate 

of delayed fluorescence (1/DF lifetime), and kISC is the rate of intersystem crossing ((1- ϕF)*kp).
17  

Time-Resolved Fluorescence and Phosphorescence Measurements: The time-correlated 

single photon counting (TCSPC) technique was used to measure the time-resolved fluorescence 

and phosphorescence of the investigated systems. The laser used for the TCSPC measurement was 

a Kapteyn Murnane (KM) mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser with a beam at 800 nm wavelength, with 

a pulse duration of ∼30 fs. The output beam was frequency-doubled using a nonlinear barium 

borate (BBO) crystal to obtain a 400 nm beam as the excitation beam and a polarizer was used to 

vary the power of the excitation beam. The excitation light was focused on the sample cell using 

a lens of focal length 11.5 cm. Collection of fluorescence was done in a perpendicular direction of 

the excitation source. The incident fluorescence beam is focused into a monochromator, and the 

output from the monochromator was coupled to a photomultiplier tube, which convert the photons 

into counts. 
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Nanosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy Measurements: The absorption and 

lifetime of the emissive and non-emissive transient species can be fully characterizied by using 

this transient absorption spectroscopy technique, which has been previously described.31,33 These 

measurements were done in dilute solutions and in the same solvent in which the other 

photophysical characterizations were carried out, unless otherwise described in the caption. A 

LP980 (Edinburgh) system, which contains the PMT(PMT-LP), was coupled with a Spectra-

Physics QuantaRay Nd:YAG nanosecond pulsed laser and a GWU Optical Parameter Oscillator 

(OPO) tunable from 250 nm to 2600 nm for the excitation source. For this investigation, a 350nm 

and 415 nm excitation was used to pump the molecules to the excited state and a pulsed xenon 

lamp (300-800 nm) white light continuum source was used for probing the excited state.   

Quantum Chemical Simulation: The rate of reverse intersystem crossing (𝑘rISC) can be 

calculated via Fermi’s Golden rule,8,9  

 

𝑘rISC =
2𝜋

ℏ
𝜌𝐹𝐶|⟨𝑆|𝐻SO|𝑇⟩|2                                                              Equation 4.5.1.3 

 

where 〈𝑆|𝐻𝑆𝑂|𝑇〉 is the spin−orbit coupling element between singlet (S) and triplet (T), ρFC denotes 

the Franck−Condon−weighted density of states, and ℏ is the reduced Planck constant of 6.582×10-

16 eVs. The Franck−Condon−weighted density of states is evaluated with Marcus−Levich−Jortner 

theory,10,11 

𝜌FC =
1

√4𝜋𝜆M𝑘𝐵𝑇
∑ exp(−𝑆)

𝑆𝑛

𝑛!
exp [−

(Δ𝐸ST+𝑛ℏ𝜔eff+𝜆M)2

4𝜋𝜆M𝑘𝐵𝑇
]∞

𝑛=0           Equation 4.5.1.4 

 

where λM is the Marcus reorganization energy associated with the intermolecular and 

intramolecular low−frequency vibrations, kB is for Boltzmann constant of 8.6173×10-5 eV/K, T is 

the temperature (in this study, room temperature of 298.15 K), ℏωeff represents the effective energy 

of a mode representing the nonclassical high−frequency intramolecular vibrations. Huang−Rhys 

factor associated with these modes are given as S. ΔEST indicates singlet-triplet energy gap which 

can be calculated as E[T]-E[S] for rISC processes. One recent computational study on TADF 

mechanism discussed the rate of rISC within the same framework used in this work.12 They 

computed the contribution of nonclassical intramolecular vibrations, and estimated the Marcus 

reorganization energy due to low−frequency intramolecular vibrations and the medium−induced 
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relaxation effects to be in the range of ~0.1—0.2 eV.11,13 The approximation setting λM to 0.1 or 

0.2 eV reproduced available experimental krISC values on the same order of magnitude. The close 

examination revealed that use λM value of 0.2 eV gave better quantitative agreement with the 

available experimental krISC data. Therefore, λM value was set to 0.2 eV in this study. In addition, 

they assumed the Huang−Rhys factors can be neglected without significant changes to the results 

for large molecules. With these conditions, the krISC values could be estimated with quantum 

chemically computed ΔEST and HSO.  

Quantum chemical simulations were performed to understand the krISC of three 

chromophores. The ground state geometries were determined using density functional theory 

(DFT). The range-separated functional, ωB97X-D, was employed with 6-31G* basis sets. The first 

singlet excited state (S1) geometries were located with time-dependent DFT (TDDFT). The same 

functional and the basis sets employed in the ground state geometry optimization were used. The 

computational benchmark study reported by H. Sun, C. Zhong, and J.-L. Brédas showed that 

vertical singlet-triplet energy gaps obtained from nonempirically tuned range-separated 

functionals are highly reliable.14 The range-split parameter ω is tuned to minimize the square sum 

of the difference between HOMO energy (ϵHOMO) and ionization potential (IP), and LUMO energy 

(ϵLUMO) and electron affinity (EA), (ϵHOMO+IP)2+(ϵLUMO+EA)2. It is reported that the ω value is 

significantly affected by the environment such as the inclusion of solvent dielectric field effect.15 

The optimal values of ω are given as 0.008, 0.008, and 0.010 for BTAcTr, BFAcTr, and BFAcPN, 

respectively, when solvent (chloroform, dielectric constant of 4.31) is included using a polarizable 

continuum model. The nonempirically tuned ωB97X-D, ω*B97X-D, was employed to predict 

vertical excitation energies and spin-orbit coupling element between singlets and triplets at the S1 

geometries. For spin-orbit coupling element calculations, the one-electron Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian 

was used. All quantum chemical simulations were performed with Q-Chem 5.0.  
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4.5.2 Experimental and Theoretical Techniques 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5.2.1. Molecular structure of the TADF-inactive chromophores. 

Table 4.5.2.1. Rate of rISC comparison for the TADF-inactive 

chromophores. 

Chromophore  

ΦTADF 

 

(PhMe/ChCl3) 

krISC 

105 s-1 

(OS-TAS) 

(PhMe/ChCl3) 

krISC 

105 s-1 

(QCS) 

krISC 

105 s-1 

(Masui) 

(PhMe/ChCl3) 

 

EQEMAX  

O-3CzBN  1016/2117 0.066 n/a 0 16,17 /0.30 17 4.5 16  
M-3CzBN  216/1817 0.00512 n/a 0 16,17/0.064 17 3.116  
P-3CzBN  416/2517 0.0114 n/a 0.12016,17/ 0.20 17 4.5 16 
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Figure 4.5.2.2. Close up of the TADF-inactive correlation of the device 

EQE with the krISC determined by our methodology. 
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Figure 4.5.2.3. External quantum efficiency roll-off correlation with the 

krISC determined by our methodology for the TADF-active chromophores. 
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Figure 4.5.2.4. Steady State absorption and emission of the investigated 

system in Toluene (Column 1), Chloroform (Column 2), and PMMA 

(Column 3). Measurements were taken at ambient conditions.  
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Figure 4.5.2.5. Fluorescence at RT (Black), fluorescence at 77K (Blue), 

and phosphorescence at 77K (Green) of the investigated chromophores in 

toluene solutions. The phosphorescence spectra waere measured with the 

help of an electrical shutter with a 300 µs delayed between the excitation 

beam and the emission detection to avoid the fluorescence (S1) detection. 
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Figure 4.5.2.6. Fitting of the ESA decay of the investigated systems in 

diluted toluene solutions. 
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Figure 4.5.2.7. Time-resolved absorption spectra of the investigated 

system in chloroform solution unless indicated otherwise in the image. 
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Figure 4.5.2.8. ESA decay dynamics of the investigated chromophores in 

diluted chloroform solutions. 
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Figure 4.5.2.9. Fitting of the ESA decay of the investigated systems in 

diluted chloroform solutions. 
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Figure 4.5.2.10. Emissive lifetime fitting of the investigated 

chromophores in diluted toluene solutions by using the TCSPC. These 

measurements were done before and after the oxygen purging process.  
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Table 4.5.2.2. Emissive lifetime of the investigated chromophores 

measured by the time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 

technique. The ambient, purged and 77K measurements were taken in 

toluene as the solvent. The rate constants were obtained by the method 

published by Matsui et al.17 

 
 

Material 

In 

Toluene 

 

Emissive lifetime 

(Ambient/Purged) 

Emissive 

lifetime 

(iPMMA) 

Phospho 

Lifetime 

Φ 

(Rich/Fre

e) 

(%) 

Rate Constants 

(107 s-1) 

S1 (ns) T1 (ns) S1 

(ns) 

T1 

(ns) 

T1 

(µs) 

KP KR kISC krISC KDF 

BCC-TPTA 6.4/7.8 n/a 6.1 n/a 0 57/69 15 8.2 6.6 0 0 

BTAcTr 6/7 13/198 11 711 0.76 1.2/24 14 0.54 14 2.97 0.54 

BFAcTr 5/5 20/23 21 723 0.33 1.3/14 20 0.26 19 41 4.1 

BFAcPN 13/17 115/269 45 850 0.97 1.4/10 7.4 0.10 7.0 2.32 0.37 
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Figure 4.5.2.11. Emissive lifetime fitting of the investigated 

chromophores in diluted chloroform solutions by using the TCSPC. These 

measurements were done before and after the oxygen purging process.  
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Table 4.5.2.3. Emissive lifetime of the investigated chromophores 

measured by the time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 

technique. The ambient, purged and 77K measurements were taken in 

chloroform as the solvent. The rate constants were obtained by the method 

published by Matsui et al.17 
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Figure 4.5.2.12. Emissive lifetime characteristics of the investigated 

chromophores in iPMMA carried out with the time correlated single 

photon counting (TCSPC) technique (A). Phosphorescence lifetime of the 

investigated systems obtained with the ns TAS technique (B). 

 

 

Material 

In 

Chloroform 

Emissive lifetime 

(Ambient/Purged) 

Emissive 

lifetime 

(iPMMA) 

Φ 

(Rich/Free) 

(%) 

Rate Constants 

(107 s-1) 

S1 (ns) T1 (ns) S1 T1 KP KR kISC krISC KDF 

BCC-TPTA 10.1/13 n/a 6.13 n/a 25/37 10 2.5 7.5 0 0 

BTAcTR 7/8 116/169 11 711 1/14 8.3 0.08 8.6 7.65 0.52 

BFAcTR 7/7 31/758 21 723 1.5/11.5 41 0.62 41 1.03 0.13 

BFAcPN 17/24 198/544 45 850 1.6/12.4 3.3 0.05  3.2 1.45 0.18 

CzPN 21/34 100/1910 n/a n/a 6/12 4.17 0.25 3.92 0.06 0.05 
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Table 4.5.2.4.Spin−orbit coupling element, energy gap between S1 and Tn 

(ΔEST), and rate constant of rISC process ΔEST was estimated between 

adjacent singlets and triplets. T2 (T1) state energy was used for BTAcTr 

and BFAcTr (BFAcPN), respectively.  

 
 BTAcTr BFAcTr BFAcPN 

HSO (cm-1) 0.544 0.568 0.058 

ΔEST (eV) 0.120 0.134 0.019 

krISC 105 (s-1) 11.6 8.32 1.87 
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Figure 4.5.2.13. Device performances of the BFAcPN TADF emitter at 

different wt %. 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluating the Effect of Heteroatoms on the Photophysical Properties of Donor−Acceptor 

Conjugated Polymers Based on 2,6- Di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difuran: Two-

Photon Cross Section and Ultrafast Time-Resolved Spectroscopy 

5.1 Original Publication Information 

The work in this chapter was accepted by Journal of Physical Chemistry C (JPC C) with 

the title:  

“Evaluating the Effect of Heteroatoms on the Photophysical Properties of Donor−Acceptor 

Conjugated Polymers Based on 2,6- Di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difuran: Two-Photon 

CrossSection and Ultrafast Time-Resolved Spectroscopy” Ricardo J. Vázquez, Hyungjun Kim, 

Brandon M. Kobilka, Benjamin J. Hale, Malika Jeffries-EL, Paul Zimmerman, and Theodore 

Goodson. J. Phys. Chem. C, 2017, 121, 14382-14392. 

Modifications were conducted to the manuscript to adapt it to the style of the content of this 

dissertation. References and supporting information of the manuscript are included in this chapter. 
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5.2 Abstract 

We investigate the influence of the heteroatom on the electronic and photophysical 

properties of four conjugated polymers based on 3,7-didodecyl-2,6-di(thiophen2-yl)benzo[1,2-

b:4,5-b′]difuran (BDF) as the donor and 3,6- di(thiophen-2-yl)-1,4-diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole 

(TDPP) or 3,6-di(2-furanyl)-1,4-diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole (FDPP) as the acceptor. The 

polymers with a furan as the linker showed higher extinction coefficients than their thiophene 

counterparts. Ultrafast fluorescence decay showed that the exciton relaxation process is affected 

by the type of linker in these conjugated polymers. Theoretical calculations showed that the 

polymers with a furan as the linker are more planar than their thiophene analogues. Also, 

theoretical calculation showed that the polymers with a thiophene as the linker have larger 

transition dipole moments. The two-photon absorption cross sections (TPACS) of the polymers 

with a furan as the linker were larger than their thiophene polymer analogues. These results suggest 

that the polymers with a furan as the linker have higher charge transfer character than their 

thiophene polymers analogues. The photovoltaics performance for these polymers are correlated 

with their optical properties. These results suggest that furan-derivatives are good candidates for 

synthetic exploration for long-range energy transport materials in photovoltaic applications. 

5.3 Introduction 

          The development and use of organic materials is of great interest in the scientific and 

industrial community due to their potential optoelectronic applications. There has been a great deal 

of success for the polymers used in solar and light emitting devices.1,2 Organic polymeric systems 

such as PTB7 have reached power-conversion efficiencies (PCE) above 10%.3 Even greater 

accomplishments in light emitting diode devices has been reported when organic polymers are 

incorporated as the active material.4 However, the PCE of photovoltaic devices based on organic 
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polymers have not been able to achieve such a high efficiency as silicon-based photovoltaic 

devices.5 The use of conjugated polymers may offer further opportunities in order to enhance the 

solar cell efficiencies if one can understand the fundamental structure-function relationship which 

gives rise to the dynamics of the exciton in these systems.6−16  

There has been reports trying to unravel the electronic and exciton interactions of useful 

conjugated polymers for solar applications.17,18 For example, the processes of exciton diffusion 

(ED), charge transfer (CT), and excitation energy transport (EET) has been thoroughly 

investigated by a variety of optical and electronic techniques.19 In the case of ED, the absorption 

of a photon promotes an entangled interaction between the excited electron and the associated hole 

in a bound excited state.20 The interaction between the excited electron and the associated hole 

(exciton) needs to be broken in order to produce charge carriers that will result in electrical current. 

Therefore, the ability of the excitons to diffuse in order to arrive the respective interface for exciton 

splitting is fundamental in the photovoltaic process. This process is known as the exciton 

diffusion,21 and it can be studied by using ultra-fast spectroscopy (UFS) and time-resolved 

fluorescence (TRF) techniques.9,12,22−24 In electron donor−acceptor polymers, the electrons and 

holes are weakly localized between the donor-acceptor (D-A) interface, therefore, they are 

considered as CT excitons.25,26 The charge transfer character of a system can be evaluate by using 

nonlinear optics (NLO) such as two-photon absorption (TPA) techniques, which is proportional to 

the square of the dipole moment.27−30 Recently, studies have suggested that organic materials with 

a high dipole moment can prevent the exciton recombination process.31 It is also important to have 

insight into the exciton mechanism of delocalization away from the original absorbing point. The 

mechanism of delocalization depends on how strong the excitons are coupled within the 
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molecule.32-34 If the electronic interaction is strong a coherent mechanism dominates, while if the 

electronic interaction is weak an incoherent hopping-type mechanism dominates.34−36 

Thiophene derivatives have been widely used as active materials for optoelectronic 

applications.37 Recently, efforts to incorporate furan derivatives into main-chains where thiophene 

derivatives are normally used have emerged.37,38 In addition to the common isoelectric properties 

that furan has with thiophene, studies have shown that the incorporation of furan derivatives has 

an immediate impact in the polymer solubility. From a synthetic point of view, this could mean 

the possibility of synthesizing polymers with significantly higher molecular weights without the 

need to have a large or branched alkyl side chain.39  

In solar cell devices, studies have shown a slightly higher PCE (reaching 5%) for polymers 

that replace thiophene with furan derivatives in their main-chain.40 Specifically, for the polymers 

under investigation a 0.18% to 1.31% PCE increase for furan polymers over the thiophene polymer 

analogues was reported.39 The furan molecule contains a smaller size atom with a higher 

electronegativity. It also has been suggested that the less aromaticity of furan in comparison with 

thiophene could facilitate the formation of quinoidal structures, which could result in the 

stabilization of the HOMO levels and enhancing the planarity of the polymer.41 However, a deeper 

photophysical insight of the exciton behavior in these polymers should be established. By 

understanding these differences in the exciton dynamics one can explain the higher PCE % 

reported when a furan is incorporated into the mainchain. In this report we elucidate the 

photophysical processes occurring in a selected group of conjugated polymers based on 2,6-

di(thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difurans (BDF) as the donor and diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) 

as the acceptor. The resulting conjugate donor−acceptor polymers are shown in Figure 5.3.1. We 

are most interested in the electronic intermolecular and intramolecular interactions between the  
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donor-acceptor moieties. We investigated the steady state, time-resolved fluorescence, and non-

linear optical properties of these conjugated polymers. We also present electronic structure 

calculations regarding the electronic states and transition dipole moments in these polymers. 

5.4 Experimental Techniques 

5.4.1 Materials  

             The polymers investigated in this paper were synthesized via a Stille polycondensation 

reaction of (5,5′- (3,7-didecylbenzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difuran-2,6-diyl)bis(4-decylthiophene-5,2-

diyl))bis(trimethylstannane)42 and 3,6-bis(5-bromofuran-2-yl)-2,5-bis(2-ethylhexyl)pyrrolo[3,4-

c]pyrrole-1,4- (2H,5H)-dione, 3,6-bis(5-bromofuran-2-yl)-2,5-bis(tetradecyl)- pyrrolo[3,4-

c]pyrrole-1,4(2H,5H)-dione, 3,6-di(5-bromo-2- thienyl)-2,5-bis(2-ethylhexyl)pyrrolo[3,4-

c]pyrrole-1,4- (2H,5H)-dione or bis(5-bromothiophen-2-yl)-2,5-bis- (tetradecyl)pyrrolo[3,4-

Figure 5.3.1. Repeating unit of the investigated polymers. All of the polymers are 

constituted from a Benzodifuran (BDF) unit as the donor, a thiophene or a furan as the 

linker, and a diketopyrolopyrrolle (DPP) as the acceptor unit. 2-ethylhexyl or tetradecyl 

as a side chain groups were varied for solubility purposes. 
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c]pyrrole-1,4(2H,5H)-dione, respectively.39 The molecular weights of the polymers were 

determined using gel permeation chromatography (GPC) at 50 °C using THF as the eluent with a 

flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. Calibration was based on polystyrene standards. 

5.4.2 Steady-State Measurements  

All of the measurements were performed at room temperature. Concentrations ranging 

from 1.0 × 10−3 to 3.0 × 10−6 M were used for the measurements. The samples were placed in 4 

mm quartz cuvettes. Steady-state absorption spectra were measured using an Agilent 8432 

UV−visible absorption spectrophotometer. The emission spectrum measurements were performed 

with a Fluoromax-2 spectrophotometer. Absorption spectra measurements were taken before and 

after each measurement to ensure that there was no appreciable photodegradation during the 

fluorescence lifetime or two-photon absorption measurements. The fluorescence quantum yields 

(Q.Y.) of the samples were calculated using a known procedure,43,44 and zinc phthalocyanine in 

toluene (ϕ = 0.3) was used as the standard.45 The excitation wavelength for the Q.Y. calculation 

was 650 nm. 

5.4.3 Density Functional Theory Calculation   

            Theoretical investigation has been performed in order to analyze the experimental results 

of the two photon absorption cross-section. It is impossible to calculate the electronic structure of 

the full polymer; therefore, the polymer repeating units have been taken to approximate the 

polymer’s chemical property. The long alkyl chains are replaced by the short chains such as decyl 

groups (C10H21) to methyl groups and phenyl end groups to methyl groups. Also two side chain 

groups, 2-ethlhexyl and tetradecyl groups (C14H29), are simplified to 2-ethylpropyl and butyl 

groups, respectively, to save computational time without significant effect on the electronic 

properties. The ground state geometry of each monomer was obtained by computations using 
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density functional theory (DFT). The ωB97X-D functional basis sets are employed.46,47 The 

ground state calculations were conducted using Q-Chem 4.0.48 Excited state simulations using 

time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) were performed to analyze the trend of lifetime. The same 

functional used in the ground state calculations and smaller basis sets, 3-21G*, were employed for 

the geometry optimization of the first singlet excited state (S1) in the gas phase. Single-point 

energy calculations to evaluate the electronic property (Fluorescence emission energy and 

corresponding transition dipole moment) were performed using 6-31G* basis sets, and the medium 

effect is included using polarizable continuum. The dielectric constant of dichloromethane is 8.91. 

All excited state calculations were conducted using Q-Chem 4.0.48 

5.4.4 Time-Resolved Fluorescence Measurements.  

          The time-resolved fluorescence experiments were performed using an ultrafast fluorescence 

up-conversion setup that had previously been described.49 A mode-locked Ti-sapphire 

femtosecond laser (Spectra Physics Tsunami) was used to generate 80 fs pulses at 800 nm 

wavelength with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. This mode-locked laser was pumped by a 532 nm 

continuous light output from another laser (Spectra Physics Millennia), which has a gain medium 

of neodymium-doped yttrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4). A 400 nm excitation pulse was generated by 

a second harmonic β- barium borate crystal, and the residual 800 nm beam was made to pass 

through a computer-controlled motorized optical delay line. The polarization of the excitation 

beam was controlled by a berek compensator. The power of the excitation beam varied between 

33 to 36 mW. The fluorescence emitted by the sample was upconverted by a nonlinear crystal of 

β-barium borate by using the residual 800 nm beam, which had been delayed by the optical delay 

line with a gate step of 6.25 fs. By this procedure, the measurement of the fluorescence is enabled 

and can be measured temporally. The monochromator is used to select the wavelength of the up-
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converted beam of interest, and the selected beam is detected by a photomultiplier tube (R152P, 

Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). The photomultiplier tube converts the detected beam into 

photon counts, which can be read from a computer. Coumarin 30, Coumarin 153, and Cresyl Violet 

dyes were used for calibrating the laser at different collection wavelengths. The instrument 

response function (IRF) has been determined from the Raman signal of water to have a width of 

110 fs.30 Lifetimes of fluorescence decay were obtained by fitting the fluorescence decay profile 

to the most accurate fit. Mono and multi-exponential decay functions convoluted with IRF in 

MATLAB and Origin 8 were necessary for the data analysis. The time-correlated single photon 

counting (TCSPC) technique, which has been described previously, was used to study the long 

component of the investigated polymers.50 The laser used for the TCSPC measurement was a 

Kapteyn Murnane (KM) mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser. The output beam from the KM laser was 

at 800 nm wavelength, with pulse duration of ∼30 fs. The output beam was frequency-doubled 

using a nonlinear barium borate crystal to obtain a 400 nm beam. A polarizer was used to vary the 

power of the 400 nm beam that excites the sample. Focus on the sample cell (quartz cuvette, 0.4 

cm path length) was ensured using a lens of focal length 11.5 cm. Collection of fluorescence was 

done in a direction perpendicular to the incident beam into a monochromator, and the output from 

the monochromator was coupled to a photomultiplier tube, which converted the photons into 

counts.  

5.4.5 Two-Photon Excited Fluorescence Measurements 

          Two-photon spectroscopy was performed using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser which is 

tunable from 700 to 900 nm delivering 110 fs output pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. 

Emission scans were performed at 830 nm excitation while scanning 690−700 nm emission, but 

the exact emission detection wavelength during the power dependence scan was selected by the 
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emission wavelength that produced the highest number of counts at 415 nm excitation (by 

absorbing simultaneously two photons of half of the energy; 830 nm). Rhodamine B was used as 

the standard. Input power from the laser was varied using a variable neutral density filter. Two-

photon power-dependent fluorescence intensity was utilized to determine the two-photon 

absorption cross section through the two-photon emission fluorescence (TPEF) method.51 

5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Synthesis and Molecular Weight Determination 

           All of the four polymers used in this investigation are based on the electron-donating moiety 

3,7-didodecyl-2,6-di(thiophen-2- yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]difuran and the electron-accepting 

moieties 3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)-1,4-diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole or 3,6-di(2-furanyl)-1,4-

diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole. The composition of the conjugated monomers was varied to evaluate 

the impact of heteroatom substitution on the photophysical properties of the resulting polymers. 

The length of the side chain on each of the comonomers was also varied to improve the solubility 

and processabillity of the polymers. 

5.5.2 Steady-State Absorption and Fluorescence Emission 

Figure 5.5.2.1 shows the normalized steady-state absorption of the investigated polymers. 

The measurements were recorded from chloroform solutions, and their relevant data are 

summarized in Table 5.5.2.1. All of the four polymers exhibited two distinct absorption bands as 

is typical for such electron donor−acceptor polymers.39,52,53 The absorption maximum of the 

polymers (near 650 nm) can be attributed to the intermolecular charge transfer between the 

electron-donating and electron-accepting units, while the small peak (near 400 nm) can be 

attributed to the localized π−π* transition between the BDF and DPP units.54 A similar behavior 

has been documented in π-conjugated polymers having similar donor−acceptor interactions.55  
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Theoretical calculations of the first and second singlet excitation were conducted, and we were 

able to corroborate that the high energy transition (S2) correspond to a π-π* transition in the 

polymer backbone while the low energy transition (S1) correspond to the charge transfer state 

between the BDF and PDI units. The core of the absorption for all of the  
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Figure 5.5.2.1. Steady-state spectra of the investigated polymers in chloroform: 

normalized absorption spectra (A), molar extinction coefficient spectra (B), and 

normalized emission spectra at different excitation wavelengths (C). Panel C 

shows the emission spectra when both absorption bands are excited. Interestingly, 

the polymers show the same emission spectrum regardless of the absorption band 

that was excited (400 or 650 nm region). The specific excitation wavelength used 

is shown in the legend. 
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polymers extends in the visible region toward the NIR region, near the peak of the solar flux, 

making them suitable for photovoltaic applications.56 The molar extinction coefficient (Figure 

5.5.2.1B) is higher for those polymers containing a furan. This could contribute to the reported 

higher PCE for these polymers.39 

            The steady-state emission spectra at different excitation wavelengths for the investigated 

polymers are shown in Figure 5.5.2.1C. The measurements were recorded from chloroform 

solution, and their relevant data were summarized in Table 5.5.2.1. All of the polymers have a 

major emissive peak near 700 nm, but the thiophene-containing polymers showed another 

significant emissive peak near the 550 nm region. As it can be observed in Figure 5.5.2.1C, the 

emissive band near 700 nm can be accessed by exciting both the near 400 nm and the near 650 nm 

bands. To address the possibility of self-absorption, we conducted an easy experiment in which 

we evaluated the emission intensity as a function of wavelength at different concentrations for all 

of the investigated polymers (Figure 5.8.1). The reabsorption phenomena has been documented 

as a distortion in the emissive band when the emissive band overlap with the absorption band.57 

Table 5.5.2.1. Summary of the Steady-State and Solar Cell Performance of the 

Investigated Polymers 

Sample 

Molecular 

Weight 

(kDa) 

 

PCE 

(%)39 

Absorbance 

λMax (nm) ε 104   (Mˉ¹cm-¹) 

 

ε/repeating unit       

10^4 (Mˉ¹cm¹) 

Emission 

λMax (nm) 

Φ 

(%) 

HOMO/ 

LUMO 

(eV)40 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 

55.6 2.28 

397, 656 

113 at 397 nm  

313 at 656 nm 

2.75 at 397 nm    

7.6 at 656 nm 692 6.7 

-5.5/-3.7 

BDF-F-C14DPP 

44.2 2.77 

400, 656 

67 at 400 nm 

168 at 656 nm 

2.31 at 400 nm 

5.79 at 656 nm 692 3.6 

-5.5/-3.8 

BDF-T-2EHDPP 

24.0 2.10 

391, 660 

43 at 391 nm 67 

at 660 nm 

2.52 at 391 nm  

3.94 at 660 nm 525, 703 3.5 

-5.6/-3.8 

BDF-T-C14DPP 

8 0.97 

406, 670 

13 at 406 nm 24 

at 670 nm 

2.60 at 406 nm 

4.8 at 670 nm 560, 695 1.9 

-5.6/-3.7 
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As can be observed in Figure 5.8.1, there is no distortion of the emissive band (near 650 nm) upon 

increasing the optical density/concentration at the range of optical density/concentration in which 

the experiments were carried out. This experiment shows no evidence of reabsorption in the 

investigated materials at the range of optical density/concentration in which the experiments were 

carried out. In order to have a deeper insight into the absorption bands that contributes to these 

emissive states the excitation spectra were recorded. As expected, the excitation spectrum at near 

550 nm of the thiophene-containing polymers shows higher intensity than their furan analogues. 

The quantum yields (Φ) of the investigated polymers are shown in Table 5.5.2.1. The polymers 

that contain furan showed a relatively higher Φ than their thiophene analogues. It has been 

suggested that higher Φ values are detrimental to the photovoltaic efficiency due to enhanced 

radiative decay pathways of the exciton.36 On the other hand, low quantum yield has been 

correlated with enhanced non-radiative process. In these polymers, the systems with higher PCE 

also had higher Φ values. Therefore, other parameters such as exciton relaxation and TPA 

capabilities must be taken into considerations for the larger PCE obtained. 

5.5.3 Two-Photon Absorption 

          The two-photon excited fluorescence method was conducted in order to measure the TPA 

cross-section of the polymers. The results indicate that the polymers with a furan in the main-chain 

have one order of magnitude higher TPA cross-section than their thiophene analogs (Table 

5.5.3.1). The TPA cross sections have been strongly associated with the charge transfer character 

of the material.63 Also, studies have been suggested that the morphology of the materials 

(planarity) could be an important feature for the TPA nature.14,64,74 Under these circumstances a 

higher transition dipole moment suggests a better coupling/interaction between the donor-acceptor 

junctions. This subsequently will lead to a better energy transfer between the two moieties. These  
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connections were also made with the electronic structure calculations (see below). The DFT 

calculations showed that the polymers with a furan as the linker have lower dihedral angles 

between the donor-linker and linker-acceptor junction, thus making them more planar than the 

thiophene analogues. Our results agree with previous studies, and the TPA cross-section values 

have a linear relationship with the lower dihedral angles between the donor-linker-acceptor of the 

polymers. This indicates that the FDPP-containing polymers are more planar, have much better 

charge separation properties, and have a higher charge transfer character than their corresponding 

thiophene polymer analogues.13,27 The values of the TPA cross-section are reported by polymer 

and by repeating units.  

5.5.4 Time-Resolved Fluorescence Decay 

         Up-conversion measurements were carried out in order to investigate the fluorescence 

lifetime of the polymers. In order to study the fluorescence lifetime component of the donor part 

(BDT) the instrument was tuned up to detect the 525−560 nm emission wavelength. To study the 

fluorescence lifetime component of the acceptor part the instrument was tuned up to detect the 

693−700 nm emission wavelength. Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) experiments 

were also conducted in order to elucidate the long component of the fluorescence lifetime.58 A 

multi-exponential decay function was used to fit the fluorescence lifetime dynamics of the BDT  

Table 5.5.3.1. Two-photon absorption cross-section 

Polymer TPA Cross-Section (GM) TPA Cross-Section per 

monomer (GM) 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 2790.4 69.76 

BDF-F-C14DPP 2183.4 75.2 

BDF-T-2EHDPP 205.6 12 

BDF-T-C14DPP 109.9 24.00 
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unit while a mono-exponential decay function was used to fit the DPP exciton lifetime dynamics, 

and the relevant data are summarized in Table 5.5.4.1. The measured fluorescence lifetime of the 

polymers in this study are similar to previously reported fluorescence lifetime dynamics of 

conjugated polymers based on thiophene derivatives as the donor and DPP as the acceptor.36,58  
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Figure 5.5.4.1. Fluorescence life-time dynamics of the investigated polymers. 

TCSPC setup were used to investigate the long component dynamics of the acceptor 

at 690-700nm region (A) and the Fluorescence Up-Conversion set-up were used to 

investigate the short components of both, the donor at 525-560nm (B) and the 

acceptor 690-700nm (C) emission region. Using the BDF-F-2EHDPP and the BDF-

F-C14DPP polymers as an example of the difference between the excited state 

fluorescence lifetime decay profile between the donor and the acceptor (D). For the 

donors, the Fluorescence Up-Conversion data were collected at 525 nm for all of 

the investigated polymers but 560 nm emission were used for the BDF-T-C14DPP 

polymer instead. 
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Our measurements showed a slower fluorescence lifetime dynamics for the polymers with furan 

as the linker. If we evaluate the effect of the side chain in the acceptor’s fluorescence lifetime, the 

polymers with the 2-ethylhexyl as the side chains have almost two times slower decay dynamics 

than their analogs with the 14 carbons as a side chain. Specifically, the up-conversion data showed 

that the fast first decay relaxation process for the near 550 nm emissive band (coming from the 

donor) of the polymers was unaffected by the type of linker nor by the side chain type. Whereas, 

the polymers with furan as the linker showed a slower second components fluorescence decay 

lifetime than their thiophene analogs. The same trend was observed for the up-conversion 

measurements of the near 650 nm emission band (acceptor part). The polymers with a furan 

molecule as the linker showed a longer fluorescence lifetime. Theoretical calculations (see below) 

show that the polymers with a thiophene in their main-chain have a larger transition dipole 

moment.  

      The rate of radiative decay (Γ) for an isolated molecule is proportional to the cube of emission 

energy (ΔE) and the square of the corresponding transition dipole moment.61,62 Giving that they 

have almost identical band gap energies (emission energy), we attributed these shorter lifetime 

 Fluorescence Up-Conversion TCSPC 

 525-560 nm region 600-700 nm region 

Compound A1 T1 

(ps) 

A2 T2 

(ps) 

A1 T1 

(ps) 

Rise Time (fs) T1 (ps) 

BDF-F-EHDPP 0.73 4.33 0.49 296 0.95 233 500(Rise Time) 757 

BDF-F-C14DPP 0.97 4.87 0.29 250 0.82 119 n/a (IRF) 406 

BDF-T-EHDPP 1.0 4.35 0.29 178 0.80 220 250(Rise Time) 628 

BDF-T-C14DPP 0.84 6.36 0.29 174 0.83 160 n/a (IRF) 354 

 

Table 5.5.4.1. Emissive lifetime characterization of the light harvesting polymers. 
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dynamics by the polymers with a thiophene in their main-chain due to their larger transition dipole 

moment. Interestingly, only the polymers with the 2-ethylhexyl as a side chain exhibited a 

measurable rise time in the up-conversion profile. This is evidence of an energy transfer process 

from the donor moiety to the acceptor moiety. The lack of a rise time in the polymers with a linear 

side chain could be due to a faster energy transfer that overlaps with the IRF of the instrument. 

This result indicates that the donor is able to delocalize energy along the linkers which enhance 

energy transfer between the donor moiety and the acceptor moiety.59,70−73 The same trend was 

observed with the TCSPC data. A slower long-decay component for the polymers with furan as 

the linker was observed. The faster lifetime decay dynamics reported for the polymers with 

thiophene as the linker are in agreement with a higher transition dipole moment.60,61 The 

fluorescence lifetime of the investigated polymers were measured by using the fluorescence up-

conversion technique and the time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique. 

Fluorescence lifetime in the 525−560 nm (donor) exhibits a two component decay while the 

fluorescence lifetime dynamics in the 600−700 nm region (acceptor) exhibits a single component 

lifetime decay. The UPC and the TCSPC lifetime measurements of the 600−700 nm emissive band 

do not match in value but they match in the tendency of the lifetime. This is because the UPC 

resolution is in the short picoseconds range while the TCSPC goes to the microsecond range. Thus, 

the long component measurements by the TCSPC are more accurate. 

5.5.5 Density Functional Theory Calculations of the Investigated Polymers 

The optimized structures of the four repeating units and corresponding xyz coordinates are 

listed in the Supporting Information. The previous work of Pond et al.58 shows that the molecular 

planarity is very important to determine the TPA cross section.62 In this study, three dihedral angles 

are measured to quantify the planarity of optimized monomer structures: two dihedral angles 
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involving nitrogen atoms bonded to side chains in DPP (red and blue one in Figure 5.5.5.1) and 

one dihedral angle of donor/acceptor interface (green one in Figure 5.5.5.1). There is a noticeable 

difference in the dihedral angles depending on the type of linker on the polymer. For the polymer 

with the thiophene as a linker, the sulfur atom has a much larger atomic radius than the oxygen 

atom in the furan linker, and this causes severe steric hindrance with adjacent carbonyl groups in 

DPP. This results in relatively large distortion at the donor/acceptor interface for the thiophene 

linker, 28.3° and 23.6° for BDF-T2EHDPP and BDF-T-C14DPP, respectively. In contrast to that, 

polymers with furan as linkers remain almost planar with dihedral angle values of 3.5° and 4.7° 

for BDF-F-2EHDPP and BDF-F-C14DPP, respectively. The size effects are obviously observed 

in the other two dihedral angles, too. (see the Supporting Information)              

The type of linker as well as the type of alkyl side chains affects dihedral angles within the 

DPP group, especially for the thiophene linker. Compared to the linear chain tetradecyl groups, 

the branched alkyl groups, 2-ethylhexyl, induce high geometric restrain. The geometric effects of 

the 2-ethyl branch are measured to increase the dihedral angles by 13.2° and 7.4° than the chain 

groups for the dihedral angle in red and blue color, respectively. The effect of alkyl side chain on 

the planarity is negligible for the furan linker. The dependence of alkyl side chain effect on the 

type of linker group can be explained as follows. The breaking of planarity due to the large size of 

the sulfur atom causes repulsion between side chain and linker groups, and this repulsion enhances  
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the distortion more. The furan linker does not affect the planarity, and repulsion between side chain 

and linker groups is avoidable. We have found a linear correlation between the planarity of the 

polymers and the two photon absorption cross-section: the more planar (the smaller dihedral 

angle), the higher the cross section (Figure 5.5.5.1A). 

The rate of radiative decay (Γ) for an isolated molecule is proportional to the cube of 

emission energy (ΔE) and the square of corresponding transition dipole moment (μtr). The 

predicted emission energy of the four monomers is almost the same.61,62 This outcome is in line 

with the result of the electrochemical study which gives almost invariant HOMO/LUMO level 

depending on the type of monomer. The transition dipole moment of the thiophene linker, 

however, is larger than the one of the furan linker by more than 1 D. The analogy with a classical 

dipole moment model gives that the larger transition dipole moment of the thiophene linkers comes 

from the longer monomer length due to the widening at the donor/acceptor interface. The  
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approximated rates based on these predictions are listed in Table 5.5.5.1. The four data points are 

severely scattered, and no linear correlation is found. A closer examination, however, reveals that 

TDDFT simulations can explain the faster radiative decaying of the thiophene linker than the furan 

linker within the same alkyl side chain, with a similar driving force and a larger transition dipole 

moment. The reason why the simulations fail to give linear correlation might be due to the 

omission of non-radiative decay pathways. The comparison of quantum yield between side chains 

for the same linker group shows that the quantum yield of the tetradecyl side chain is almost half 

of the 2-ethylhexyl group’s one. This implies that the contribution of non-radiative decay is larger 

for the tetradecyl side chain. The consideration of a non-radiative decay pathway might be 

necessary to give a linear correlation. 

5.6 Discussion 

            The aim of this study was to probe and correlate the photophysical properties of four new 

conjugated polymers with their respective photovoltaic performance. The polymers, but those that 

have a furan as the linker between the donor and the acceptor moieties, showed higher molar 

extinction coefficients. Organic materials with high extinction coefficients are important for both 

Table 5.5.5.1. The predicted emission energy (eV), transition dipole moment 

(D), rate of radiative decay (arbitrary unit), and lifetime (ps) of four monomers 

of interest. 

 ΔE μtr Γ Lifetime 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 2.23 4.98 273.15 757 

BDF-F-C14DPP 2.15 4.74 222.03 406 

BDF-T-2EHDPP 2.19 6.05 386.0 628 

BDF-T-C14DPP 2.18 6.12 390.2 354 
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(1) the device fabrication and (2) creation of charge carriers.63 Organic materials with a higher 

extinction coefficient will promote the development of lightweight and more flexible devices.63 

Furthermore, harvesting more photons is proportional to the generation of free carrier 

concentrations which could result in higher PCE.36  

       It has been reported that BDF derivatives in either solution or in the solid state emit in the 

400−500 nm spectral region.64 Interestingly, our measured emission spectrum showed a more 

intense emission band near 550 nm for those polymers containing thiophene as the linkers. This 

increase in the emission intensity is likely due to a weaker electronic interaction between the BDF 

and the DPP than their furan analogues.58 On the other hand, the lower emission intensity near 

550 nm by the polymers with a furan as the linker suggests that a more efficient energy transfer 

process could be happening. The TPA cross-section was measured and the data shows a larger 

TPA cross-section by the polymer with a furan molecule in their main-chain. This data indicates a 

better communication between the donor and acceptor units for those polymers that have a furan 

as a linker in their main-chain. With the power of a pulsed laser, we can easily excite the materials 

and detect the near 550 nm emission band for all of the investigated polymer via the up-conversion 

fluorescence technique. As can be observed in Table 5.5.4.1, longer lifetime dynamics was 

measured for those polymers that have furan as a linker by detecting both near 550 nm and near 

650 nm wavelengths. The same trend was observed for the long component lifetimes measured by 

the time correlated single photon counting. This agreement in the fluorescence lifetime in both 

emissive band and by using two different instruments suggest that the emissive bands of the near 

550 nm are not artificial. The fluorescence quantum yields were measured and the furan-containing 

polymers have relatively higher quantum yields than the thiophene-containing polymers analogs. 

Studies have shown higher quantum yield values for monomers/molecules with a thiophene in 
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their backbone over their furan analogs. These monomers have shown triplet character and results 

have been explained by the possible heavy atom effect by the thiophene containing materials over 

the furan analogues.65 In this study, the polymer with a furan molecule in the main-chain showed 

higher quantum yield. We attributed these slightly higher quantum yields from the polymers with 

a furan molecule in their mainchain due to a better energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor 

over their thiophene analogs. Further studies in order to evaluate the charge transfer character of 

the materials were conducted and are discussed below. 

         Previous studies have tried to elucidate the exciton lifetime for thiophene and furan 

derivatives. A multi-exponential excitonic lifetime behavior has been documented for materials 

based on furan or thiophene derivatives.66 In the case of electron donor−acceptor systems, 

distyrylfurans have shown slower excitonic lifetimes than their distyrylthiophenes analogues.67 

We found longer fluorescence lifetime for the polymers with a furan molecule as the linker than 

their thiophene analogues. The rate of radiative decay (Γ) for an isolated molecule is proportional 

to the cube of emission energy (ΔE) and the square of corresponding transition dipole moment.61,62 

Our theoretical calculations showed that the polymers with a thiophene molecule in their main-

chain have a larger transition dipole moment than the furan analogues. As aforementioned, given 

that our polymers have almost identical ΔE, this data suggest that the fluorescence lifetime of the 

investigated polymers can be explained by the transition dipole moment. The polymers with a 

furan molecule in their main-chain have a longer fluorescence lifetime than their thiophene 

analogues due to their shorter transition dipole moment. This discrepancy in the exciton lifetime 

may play a role in the reported enhanced PCE by the polymers with a furan in their main-chain. In 

solar cell devices, the fluorescence lifetime is proportional to the exciton diffusion length.68 Longer 

fluorescence decay suggests more time for the exciton to reach the respective interface for 
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subsequent exciton splitting, resulting in the generation of more charge carriers for photovoltaic 

conversion.  

         The TPEF techniques allow us to determine the two-photon absorption cross sections of 

the polymers. The polymers with a furan molecule as the linker showed larger two-photon 

absorption cross sections compared to their thiophene polymer analogues. This indicates a better 

charge separation between the donor and the acceptor leading to a potential higher charge carrier 

generation.75,36 It has been documented that the morphology of a material may play an important 

role in the two photon cross-section value.11 The DFT calculations showed that the polymers with 

a furan as the linker have lower dihedral angles between the donor-linker and linker-acceptor 

junction, thus making them more planar than the thiophene polymer analogues. As mentioned 

above, under these circumstances a larger TPA cross section suggests a better 

coupling/communication between the donor−acceptor junctions. This subsequently will lead to a 

better energy transfer between the two moieties. Previous reports have demonstrated that an 

enhanced two photon absorption cross-section may play a role in preventing the exciton 

recombination process.69 We believe that the dipole moment of the molecule can interact with the 

entanglement of the exciton and decrease the Coulombic interactions. This will result in easier 

exciton splitting for subsequent charge carrier generation. 

5.7 Conclusions 

       We have investigated the photophysical properties of four conjugated polymers based on 

benzodifuran (BDF) as the donor and diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) as the acceptor by modifying 

the proximity of a furan or a thiophene as linkers to the DPP acceptor unit. All of the polymers 

absorb in the visible spectral region. The polymers with a furan molecule incorporated to the main-

chain showed a higher extinction coefficient than their thiophene polymer analogs. Ultrafast 
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spectroscopy showed that the polymers with a furan molecule in their main-chain have longer 

fluorescence lifetimes. The two photon excited fluorescence measurements showed that the 

polymers with a furan molecule in their main-chain have a larger TPA cross-section than their 

thiophene analogs. Theoretical calculation showed that the polymers with a thiophene molecule in 

their main-chain have a larger transition dipole moment than their furan analogues. The TD-DFT 

calculations were also correlated with the TPA cross-section, and there is a linear relationship 

between the TPA cross-section and the dihedral angles between the donor-linker-acceptor 

junctions of the investigated polymers, indicating that the planarity of the polymer plays an 

important role in the ability of a material to absorb subsequently two-photons and, consequently, 

in the charge transfer character of the polymer.  

         For the investigated polymers, our results further demonstrated that the incorporation of a 

furan molecule into polymers backbones that are typically dominated by thiophenes could have an 

impact in the photophysical properties of the polymers. The bigger extinction coefficient by the 

polymers with a furan as the linker could result in the creation of more charge carriers due to a 

higher excited state population. The longer fluorescence lifetime by the polymers with a furan as 

the linker can be beneficial for achieving a longer exciton diffusion length, which can result in 

more excitons arriving the interface for exciton splitting. The TD-DFT shows that the polymers 

with a furan as the linker have lower dihedral angles between the donor-linker acceptor junctions. 

These results agree with previous studies, and the polymers with a more planarity showed the 

bigger TPA cross section than their polymer analogues. The combination of the TD-DFT 

calculations and the TPA cross-section values demonstrate the importance of the morphology for 

the charge transfer character and the subsequence photovoltaic performance of a material. All of 

the aforementioned electronic processes could be contributing and can explain the slightly larger 
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PCE reported for those polymers with a furan as the linker, thus suggesting that furan derivatives 

could be advantageous for synthetic exploration in order to develop materials with long-range 

energy transport for photovoltaic applications. 

5.8 Supporting Information 
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Figure 5.8.1. Emission spectrum at different concentration for the investigated 

polymers. 
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Figure 5.8.2. Excitation spectrums of the investigated polymers. 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 

BDF-T-2EHDPP BDF-T-C14DPP 

BDF-F-C14DPP 

Figure 5.8.3. The optimized structure of four investigated monomers. 

Color scheme: carbon atom, cyan; hydrogen atom, white; oxygen atom, 

red; nitrogen atom, blue; sulfur atom, yellow. 
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Figure 5.8.4. Rise time of the investigated polymers at 693nm emission. 
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Figure 5.8.5. Two Photon Absorption (TPA) at an 860 nm incident 

wavelength. Logarithm of the emission intensity in function of the 

logarithm of the power of the investigated polymer. Using a comparison 

method, the intercept, quantum yield, refraction index and concentration 

of the sample and the standard (Rhodamine B) were used to calculate the 

TPA cross-section of the sample. 
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Monomer Color in Figure 3 Dihedral angle 
TPA Cross-section  

(Expt.) 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 

(Square) 

Red 3.0 

69.76 Green 3.5 

Blue 22.7 

BDF-F-C14DPP 

(Diamond) 

Red 3.6 

75.2 Green 4.7 

Blue 21.8 

BDF-T-2EHDPP 

(Circle) 

Red 38.5 

12 Green 28.3 

Blue 44.3 

BDF-T-C14DPP 

(Triangle) 

Red 25.3 

24 Green 23.6 

Blue 36.9 

 

Table 5.8.1. Dihedral angles between the donor-linker (Green), linker-

acceptor (Red), and acceptor-linker (Blue) junctions. 

BDF-F-C14DPP

LUMO+1

LUMO

HOMO

HOMO-1

HOMO-2

BDF-F-2EHDPP BDF-T-2EHDPP BDF-T-C14DPP

Figure  5.8.6. Molecular orbitals of the investigated polymers involved in 

the first and second singlet excitation. (See the main text for the detailed 

level of theory. (Isodensity=0.02) 
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Figure  5.8.7. Graphical description of the main transition for the first and 

second singlet excitation (S1 and S2), respectively, and corresponding 

energy diagram from TDDFT calculations. BDF-F-2EHDPP is selected as 

an example.   

 

 
Excitation 

Energy [eV] 
Character 

Transition 

Probability 

[%] 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 

S0 

→ 
S1 

2.66 
H → L 72.3 

H-1 → L 19.0 

S0 

→ 
S2 

3.51 

H → L+1 29.3 

H-1 → L 27.1  

H-2 → L 21.9 

BDF-F-C14DPP 

S0 

→ 
S1 

2.66 
H → L 73.4 

H-1 → L 17.9 

S0 

→ 
S2 

3.53 

H → L+1 29.5 

H-1 → L 26.2  

H-2 → L 21.2 

BDF-T-2EHDPP 

S0 

→ 
S1 

2.87 
H → L 56.1 

H-1 → L 34.2 

S0 

→ 
S2 

3.59 

H → L+1 38.8 

H-2 → L 21.2  

H-1 → L 11.7 

BDF-T-C14DPP 

S0 

→ 
S1 

2.74 
H → L 50.8 

H-1 → L 38.5 

S0 

→ 
S2 

3.44 

H → L+1 39.6 

H-2 → L 18.8  

H-1 → L 16.5 

    

    

 

Table 5.8.2. Excitation energy and character of main transitions from 

TDDFT calculation. HOMO and LUMO are represented as H and L, 

respectively.   
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Table 5.8.3. Cartesian coordinates of the 

optimized structures 

BDF-F-2EHDPP 

 S       7.0016695176    -2.8033631993    -

1.5616335329 

 C       8.3652211585    -2.7117559045    

-2.6249142392 

 C       8.3003475165    -1.5786661782    

-3.3803136625 

 C       7.1636413016    -0.7547318709    

-3.1222751686 

 C       6.3619210765    -1.2886634753    

-2.1412703405 

 C       5.1154533375    -0.7575191221    

-1.6192642252 

 O       4.3590539898    -0.0470726656    

-2.5240265695 

 C       3.2526308391     0.3812871925    -

1.8607299327 

 C       3.2887118501    -0.0715412967    

-0.5259363437 

 C       4.5243794766    -0.8053551017    

-0.3914544645 

 C       9.4243999870    -3.7708719421    

-2.6328866336 

 C       2.2573504077     0.2533522609     

0.3578969665 

 C       1.2489913550     1.0299406765    -

0.1819430524 

 C       1.2159906989     1.4864712249    -

1.5154092904 

 C       2.2446332864     1.1564405597    -

2.4011159778 

 C       5.0256567918    -1.4307009978     

0.8707804869 

 O       0.1509783014     1.4721968080     

0.4866581633 

 C      -0.5888516410     2.2073075683    

-0.4118168689 

 C      -0.0040617147     2.2469979898    

-1.6419376201 

 C      -0.4994469517     2.8958220609    

-2.8942635235 

 C      -1.8079811659     2.7901780797     

0.1195197784 

 S      -2.2740045473     4.4071591754    -

0.3278148183 

 C      -3.6724217874     4.3280682013     

0.6869897326 

 C      -3.7561341967     3.1243426416     

1.3375952653 

 C      -2.6911228800     2.2376318995     

1.0205649048 

 C      -2.5769153689     0.8575690125     

1.6055311110 

 H       9.0593927528    -1.3189715188    

-4.1119178804 

 C       6.9144758358     0.5353938973    -

3.8540868501 

 H       9.9037874341    -3.8727755998    

-1.6531782432 

 H      10.1970024034    -3.5079299187    

-3.3608274278 

 H       9.0189756224    -4.7503179953    

-2.9095466402 

 H       2.2421158910    -0.0740383154     

1.3914510110 

 H       2.2621485876     1.4884389584    

-3.4331906885 

 H       4.8191219776    -0.7768752565     

1.7253383482 

 H       6.1041800122    -1.6051278524     

0.8338335304 

 H       4.5356426494    -2.3918306504     

1.0669659161 

 H      -1.5632454506     3.1387397025    

-2.8284839155 

 H      -0.3572803669     2.2268237187    

-3.7502390652 

 H       0.0456988594     3.8227984706    

-3.1084985219 

 H      -4.5734152523     2.8887309233     

2.0135824572 

 H      -3.5538623911     0.5155143912     

1.9577143417 

 H      -1.8855025044     0.8469272474     
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2.4545169057 

 H      -2.1996117555     0.1408932928     

0.8710891476 

 H       7.8405832018     0.8994293013    

-4.3088731345 

 H       6.1740251397     0.4030710416    

-4.6497227182 

 H       6.5324639399     1.3100577665    

-3.1843279427 

 C      -4.6139718559     5.4152298488     

0.7882311545 

 O      -5.6872866194     5.1755095913     

1.5617661642 

 C      -6.4640892771     6.2899402678     

1.5829004670 

 C      -5.8739005632     7.2564635699     

0.8016368842 

 C      -4.6812530572     6.6908765523     

0.2870835191 

 C      -7.6386968341     6.1325816508     

2.3953657855 

 C      -7.9663357892     5.0236965813     

3.1481292194 

 C      -9.1997337411     5.2854588395     

3.8186293618 

 C      -9.6488629580     6.6190308487     

3.4579165699 

 O     -10.6138764378     7.2961181955     

3.7579198238 

 N      -8.6397561426     7.0768403106     

2.5579149516 

 C      -7.4974785667     3.7112290357     

3.5646623946 

 O      -6.5370350489     3.0156122975     

3.2797082292 

 N      -8.4943919644     3.2744482738     

4.4878253457 

 C      -9.4993878218     4.2197183823     

4.6281885599 

 C     -10.6347483885     4.0909957096     

5.5070524355 

 O     -11.7098219033     4.8480820813     

5.1605781305 

 C     -12.6486348935     4.7063326872     

6.1185972701 

 C     -12.1954096539     3.8601113144     

7.0881225544 

 C     -10.8881441893     3.4580109015     

6.6945308123 

 C     -13.9137828674     5.4582110429     

5.9158714470 

 H      -6.2247090082     8.2595455091     

0.6190163047 

 H      -3.9601462098     7.1682952030    

-0.3603423906 

 C      -8.7451336542     8.4109030343     

1.9995411407 

 C      -8.5001547230     1.8818176392     

4.9061194536 

 H     -12.7288951930     3.5671054756     

7.9806771709 

 H     -10.2141068050     2.8244023594     

7.2511027490 

 H     -13.7063766445     6.5213125324     

5.7592953766 

 H     -14.5587468122     5.3456447068     

6.7901791792 

 H     -14.4519444711     5.0899314680     

5.0357220354 

 C      -8.9775089519     0.8986826484     

3.8240789905 

 C     -10.3883333655     1.2404324812     

3.2985204129 

 C     -10.4097912038     2.1255040354     

2.0515949757 

 C      -8.9137265826    -0.5277138153     

4.3939415006 

 C      -8.9238810692    -1.6092392007     

3.3133842698 

 C      -8.3326056233     9.5347833466     

2.9678069320 

 C      -8.4692425747    10.8886149781     

2.2362530294 

 C      -9.1218372136    11.9885485715     

3.0739930485 

 C      -6.9392360334     9.3057728094     
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3.5664061255 

 C      -6.5259256088    10.3400101713     

4.6123205349 

 H      -9.7974573609     8.5528654267     

1.7350330528 

 H      -8.1714283111     8.4520229326     

1.0718674979 

 H      -9.1290256206     1.7816818796     

5.7918362229 

 H      -7.4740790031     1.6369114616     

5.1938312568 

 H      -8.2615957080     0.9629899587     

2.9938970363 

 H     -10.9700675343     1.7099085854     

4.1027837090 

 H     -10.9167285172     0.3088632431     

3.0622589415 

 H      -9.9137595498     3.0869235255     

2.2121758462 

 H     -11.4383189148     2.3353585179     

1.7398178471 

 H      -9.9003500002     1.6272138817     

1.2188877163 

 H      -9.7586043274    -0.6774687221     

5.0811344055 

 H      -8.0016723965    -0.6430383194     

4.9946906582 

 H      -9.8160845177    -1.5426142810     

2.6812990574 

 H      -8.9046939206    -2.6109162745     

3.7547162430 

 H      -8.0479440775    -1.5092756073     

2.6630045846 

 H      -9.0615384222     9.5082741665     

3.7888388965 

 H      -9.0695670126    10.7540560346     

1.3259670605 

 H      -7.4787869072    11.2182398811     

1.8928003490 

 H     -10.1322152095    11.6906374958     

3.3749388565 

 H      -9.2010151527    12.9228214063     

2.5082374786 

 H      -8.5535664443    12.1936983346     

3.9864770845 

 H      -6.1918653458     9.2937774183     

2.7613715939 

 H      -6.9098424255     8.3103266197     

4.0255777349 

 H      -6.4244473921    11.3396362224     

4.1763824887 

 H      -5.5621781283    10.0745126029     

5.0581098918 

 H      -7.2662847038    10.3977064710     

5.4184337959 

 

 

BDF-F-C14DPP 

 S       7.1586103549    -2.6927800278    -

1.8916443419 

 C       8.5050086012    -2.6154590348    

-2.9776045598 

 C       8.4452367094    -1.4762517974    

-3.7241254776 

 C       7.3268650747    -0.6357555719    

-3.4408728234 

 C       6.5337294005    -1.1636589460    

-2.4494115676 

 C       5.3059698847    -0.6170633330    

-1.9001170316 

 O       4.5501414869     0.1231802641    

-2.7810614903 

 C       3.4589766932     0.5555907527    -

2.0956922334 

 C       3.5040594231     0.0764705866    -

0.7703052846 

 C       4.7298042643    -0.6783814961    

-0.6656076335 

 C       9.5505839460    -3.6876144505    

-3.0059190730 

 C       2.4864895045     0.3971072704     

0.1308723922 

 C       1.4822734593     1.1966668845    -

0.3824011892 

 C       1.4414908320     1.6815860387    -

1.7057016987 
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 C       2.4567773176     1.3564854994    -

2.6086272188 

 C       5.2379445919    -1.3381535744     

0.5763134886 

 O       0.3933665328     1.6315148805     

0.3051116774 

 C      -0.3499668728     2.3891845939    

-0.5713605835 

 C       0.2257345738     2.4533355906    -

1.8046188731 

 C      -0.2792931871     3.1325053625    

-3.0368265333 

 C      -1.5694010151     2.9543447187    

-0.0210467910 

 S      -2.0344919433     4.5885066571    -

0.4011401875 

 C      -3.4412524518     4.4622285330     

0.5986940836 

 C      -3.5266842068     3.2301261621     

1.1935018527 

 C      -2.4578888928     2.3600203705     

0.8472913481 

 C      -2.3464636241     0.9561470242     

1.3729403386 

 H       9.1963793006    -1.2231362838    

-4.4661579943 

 C       7.0867144347     0.6629782786    -

4.1603121515 

 H       9.1269734661    -4.6628088149    

-3.2700015698 

 H      10.0506690312    -3.7925408107    

-2.0369311786 

 H      10.3097507434    -3.4365610061    

-3.7519836587 

 H       2.4770341226     0.0485523422     

1.1575592856 

 H       2.4672589163     1.7075118946    

-3.6344955783 

 H       5.0355098633    -0.7086121881     

1.4497725224 

 H       6.3165429781    -1.5099997839     

0.5289006695 

 H       4.7505587213    -2.3052008733     

0.7488138061 

 H      -1.3417117172     3.3767403358    

-2.9548732926 

 H      -0.1472072181     2.4834950203    

-3.9096420479 

 H       0.2664311107     4.0627180719    

-3.2349544600 

 H      -4.3487913524     2.9626509132     

1.8515426914 

 H      -3.3230053996     0.6038234610     

1.7157174275 

 H      -1.6504049556     0.9074499213     

2.2167003034 

 H      -1.9762429071     0.2686794809     

0.6074049933 

 H       8.0125757835     1.0179197114    

-4.6227819247 

 H       6.3359083887     0.5464804603    

-4.9487583257 

 H       6.7222454990     1.4375608040    

-3.4809103332 

 C      -4.3903553284     5.5373459563     

0.7501182162 

 O      -5.4758353365     5.2342485088     

1.4850774136 

 C      -6.2619753004     6.3375066958     

1.5689924227 

 C      -5.6692468131     7.3630125056     

0.8697770095 

 C      -4.4607211492     6.8449460277     

0.3395599017 

 C      -7.4513024276     6.1247095631     

2.3444815354 

 C      -7.8008439063     4.9752264984     

3.0191419212 

 C      -9.0549561324     5.1977492544     

3.6650327474 

 C      -9.4898537691     6.5554956380     

3.3777195132 

 O     -10.4513671865     7.2220439255     

3.7079260076 

 N      -8.4558241130     7.0590617090     

2.5286841627 
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 C      -7.3347006876     3.6473780909     

3.3803046106 

 O      -6.3595587865     2.9748250164     

3.0884703822 

 N      -8.3504790058     3.1610465961     

4.2558783548 

 C      -9.3737311888     4.0866314196     

4.4053468716 

 C     -10.5525936298     3.8893172828     

5.2116224313 

 O     -11.6085964795     4.6753779746     

4.8675954119 

 C     -12.6099555238     4.4384941445     

5.7393186855 

 C     -12.2166257583     3.5036332407     

6.6517724669 

 C     -10.8825652471     3.1444250349     

6.3120455762 

 C     -13.8638086933     5.2064986734     

5.5277289390 

 H      -6.0347961708     8.3720417126     

0.7562104025 

 H      -3.7313083834     7.3736300979    

-0.2567119683 

 C      -8.4769940787     8.4381617424     

2.0861117783 

 C      -8.3160286299     1.7633220814     

4.6560487350 

 H     -12.8079558642     3.1212309754     

7.4710426184 

 H     -10.2481152316     2.4568745422     

6.8498350481 

 H     -13.6680913845     6.2826788827     

5.5709062661 

 H     -14.5948346929     4.9469623545     

6.2967122528 

 H     -14.2959042600     4.9862017912     

4.5458904330 

 C      -8.8491863880     0.8122371326     

3.5822533124 

 C     -10.3288689119     1.0034717306     

3.2477375898 

 C     -10.8158498620     0.0065661594     

2.1975424878 

 C      -7.6130891471     9.3484854376     

2.9600779131 

 C      -7.5886465230    10.7897278560     

2.4534671924 

 C      -6.7234547515    11.6974641949     

3.3260076183 

 H      -9.5230017300     8.7508111015     

2.1420372461 

 H      -8.1755202766     8.4819274654     

1.0338970086 

 H      -8.8695896338     1.6413860239     

5.5869278568 

 H      -7.2670045391     1.5345393456     

4.8590007009 

 H      -8.2407372456     0.9359897607     

2.6783923399 

 H     -10.4953223679     2.0247436570     

2.8828383113 

 H     -10.9276063760     0.9027393936     

4.1623939739 

 H     -10.2500842381     0.1142675101     

1.2651001652 

 H     -11.8751424934     0.1586667808     

1.9669146800 

 H     -10.6924029944    -1.0256694978     

2.5451869637 

 H      -8.0084383157     9.3165570855     

3.9826399042 

 H      -8.6141679254    11.1794605710     

2.4161214073 

 H      -7.2144568977    10.8089018217     

1.4198499148 

 H      -7.0935165682    11.7154071735     

4.3571269429 

 H      -6.7197591215    12.7261183503     

2.9518598544 

 H      -5.6863439784    11.3439857789     

3.3509461132 

 H      -8.6822215692    -0.2144267514     

3.9353141466 

 H      -6.5895722533     8.9545200898     

3.0062564362  
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BDF-T-2EHDPP 

 S       8.2300554407    -1.5458991425    -

2.8320364034 

 C       9.3478822017    -1.1345914176    

-4.0880995051 

 C       8.8686931015    -0.0941021445    

-4.8272171227 

 C       7.5918147779     0.3914361547    -

4.4123152911 

 C       7.1062348781    -0.3106125645    

-3.3346976576 

 C       5.8616350182    -0.0934509160    

-2.6187397297 

 O       5.4380806442     1.2158965983    

-2.5752413747 

 C       4.2588786693     1.2252213604    -

1.9001282518 

 C       3.9298795522    -0.0832158361    

-1.4903507626 

 C       4.9923292894    -0.9282437846    

-1.9811774281 

 C      10.6301702548    -1.8866706730    

-4.2731079018 

 C       2.7507030069    -0.3251394058    

-0.7821701655 

 C       1.9729851167     0.7935085629    -

0.5459931830 

 C       2.2999739741     2.1006162063    -

0.9606697987 

 C       3.4831700347     2.3437723975    -

1.6627945799 

 C       5.0564307239    -2.4144761153    

-1.8304159678 

 O       0.7815153663     0.7976715072     

0.1085399734 

 C       0.3411459705     2.1020752681     

0.1160283304 

 C       1.2159503444     2.9393269365    -

0.5067203717 

 C       1.1240257162     4.4211265356    -

0.6807250610 

 C      -0.9434177901     2.3175320862     

0.7606936417 

 S      -2.1420330410     3.3370981994     

0.0239097170 

 C      -3.2849111899     2.9967584736     

1.2804488234 

 C      -2.7470727038     2.1443591118     

2.2091209971 

 C      -1.4103588548     1.7480026970     

1.9230329381 

 C      -0.6141643469     0.8180527758     

2.7953212891 

 H       9.4099204716     0.3225947590    

-5.6710498265 

 C       6.8990830899     1.5364860351    -

5.0987239076 

 H      10.4524813189    -2.9494940361    

-4.4699330717 

 H      11.2740913863    -1.8139573342    

-3.3897425080 

 H      11.1769978178    -1.4712530159    

-5.1240991825 

 H       2.4549113737    -1.3132190619    

-0.4478324814 

 H       3.7752147964     3.3308217441    

-2.0034956445 

 H       4.0634833831    -2.8534194007    

-1.9786765667 

 H       5.3976290198    -2.7053960399    

-0.8298243787 

 H       5.7349856470    -2.8643177801    

-2.5600116855 

 H       0.3627998331     4.8549001417    

-0.0267505965 

 H       0.8740602888     4.6893124218    

-1.7139251229 

 H       2.0836694133     4.8932820708    

-0.4422949900 

 H      -3.2983295031     1.7905833460     

3.0745332767 

 H      -1.0083918757     0.8170725139     

3.8156070259 

 H       0.4379867890     1.1128304173     

2.8321779121 

 H      -0.6510674740    -0.2080718444     
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2.4153347933 

 H       7.2858706754     1.6590371664    

-6.1148619418 

 H       5.8192062654     1.3797984530    

-5.1567630914 

 H       7.0607729653     2.4750847369    

-4.5582582014 

 C      -4.6077869793     3.5985651890     

1.2506882000 

 S      -5.4846622122     3.9048104286     

2.7110603411 

 C      -6.8153411410     4.5885270780     

1.8370949871 

 C      -6.5760242063     4.5688405150     

0.4832516731 

 C      -5.3237238200     4.0047754657     

0.1496805699 

 C      -7.9993997734     5.0508940158     

2.5372124425 

 C      -8.6461849323     4.4737988062     

3.5969736975 

 C      -9.7985926051     5.2555229109     

3.9144886159 

 C      -9.8375973298     6.3952663534     

3.0126095611 

 O     -10.5892062239     7.3453109302     

2.8987134522 

 N      -8.6988801076     6.1984122999     

2.1754164286 

 C      -8.6191686384     3.3214276210     

4.4822663224 

 O      -7.8631495501     2.3745290813     

4.5958806379 

 N      -9.7751173001     3.5004365712     

5.2980006990 

 C     -10.4672734826     4.6560192962     

4.9487581660 

 C     -11.6766419726     5.0955960609     

5.6224242484 

 S     -12.9941427779     5.7760030499     

4.7205602539 

 C     -13.9244550320     6.0386752163     

6.1532926836 

 C     -13.2346003703     5.6373733155     

7.2646461661 

 C     -11.9560206835     5.0996983195     

6.9663162028 

 C     -15.2975111962     6.6348164309     

6.0903904960 

 H      -7.2991503958     4.9025751922    

-0.2511732042 

 H      -4.9711707082     3.8744890667    

-0.8670854959 

 C      -8.2549397220     7.2860135806     

1.3188859215 

 C     -10.2215331307     2.4007733157     

6.1378196882 

 H     -13.6323011575     5.7265755225     

8.2694021483 

 H     -11.2518867150     4.7648724284     

7.7188799796 

 H     -15.2780475066     7.6501974925     

5.6804470951 

 H     -15.7230846083     6.6834753404     

7.0963836392 

 H     -15.9689169009     6.0353111146     

5.4664983016 

 C     -10.8506035691     1.2256947253     

5.3697033301 

 C     -12.0221537085     1.6623277903     

4.4655924672 

 C     -11.6325182155     2.0310400388     

3.0328105525 

 C     -11.2916027087     0.1678775975     

6.3961198098 

 C     -11.4907366057    -1.2202474132     

5.7899525188 

 C      -7.5985082149     8.4539742487     

2.0760842204 

 C      -7.1421652031     9.5076226218     

1.0437812191 

 C      -7.3601962932    10.9544575445     

1.4888857005 

 C      -6.4595776412     7.9525123758     

2.9777386872 

 C      -5.7218144295     9.0480857705     
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3.7458322487 

 H      -9.1375101653     7.6501278568     

0.7856729470 

 H      -7.5509522676     6.8930951295     

0.5838966533 

 H     -10.9423233598     2.7832072295     

6.8621536809 

 H      -9.3434686983     2.0470401533     

6.6855487124 

 H     -10.0626857381     0.7861805693     

4.7436973953 

 H     -12.5500459417     2.5017942194     

4.9388197660 

 H     -12.7543622982     0.8471020443     

4.4153109760 

 H     -10.9514115948     2.8853051420     

2.9853309071 

 H     -12.5204586641     2.2868713657     

2.4449880357 

 H     -11.1363177627     1.1865359213     

2.5411308011 

 H     -12.2203017285     0.5052602651     

6.8777615826 

 H     -10.5384693558     0.0984736869     

7.1923338696 

 H     -12.2369763014    -1.2113166656     

4.9879708049 

 H     -11.8279462026    -1.9369184695     

6.5457949079 

 H     -10.5522478799    -1.5940745458     

5.3659282241 

 H      -8.3726346873     8.9009576233     

2.7137239248 

 H      -7.6907369779     9.3568521570     

0.1038745645 

 H      -6.0836048922     9.3429272732     

0.8005019691 

 H      -8.4248471978    11.1447234332     

1.6635532133 

 H      -7.0134010526    11.6589614298     

0.7254785775 

 H      -6.8278031057    11.1776463687     

2.4178863892 

 H      -5.7405739784     7.3910344935     

2.3633925650 

 H      -6.8675409569     7.2371984140     

3.7025272973 

 H      -5.1710459902     9.7151190760     

3.0745245874 

 H      -4.9968786045     8.6099171485     

4.4392669601 

 H      -6.4192686656     9.6577632071     

4.3314810508 

      

     BDF-T-C14DPP 

 S       8.6721894696    -1.0004358655    -

2.1854025296 

 C       9.7216413196    -0.9146479437    

-3.5566828420 

 C       9.0871919351    -0.3100496577    

-4.6004849076 

 C       7.7465960969     0.0998489873    -

4.3308263323 

 C       7.3702455709    -0.2117965268    

-3.0414869506 

 C       6.1018159804     0.0310538628    -

2.3861491628 

 O       5.1762942315     0.7061327940    

-3.1456416114 

 C       4.0594632246     0.8433501103    -

2.3840463604 

 C       4.2668451807     0.2484422709    -

1.1226970717 

 C       5.6118421207    -0.2731200245    

-1.1472533693 

 C      11.1210406682    -1.4460547959    

-3.5038974928 

 C       3.2489128672     0.2615860600    -

0.1648982951 

 C       2.0809184716     0.8863166230    -

0.5614603483 

 C       1.8796332642     1.4829890322    -

1.8220446922 

 C       2.8941312489     1.4686319010    -

2.7814006596 

 C       6.2904841251    -0.9858551350    
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-0.0183838588 

 O       0.9587118961     1.0226479482     

0.1964378514 

 C       0.0378359357     1.6948781658    -

0.5761167420 

 C       0.5318279295     1.9951531420    -

1.8101282878 

 C      -0.1396242837     2.6706013141    

-2.9625856130 

 C      -1.2450929724     1.9396484758     

0.0562214656 

 S      -2.1102977370     3.4163956825    -

0.2537660944 

 C      -3.4181368372     2.9348719462     

0.7747122458 

 C      -3.1596021041     1.7156682977     

1.3458036843 

 C      -1.9236178811     1.1363996544     

0.9461131207 

 C      -1.4558955304    -0.2102111882     

1.4243181154 

 H       9.5651320631    -0.1530558556    

-5.5624302124 

 C       6.9006734360     0.7800632738    -

5.3733080308 

 H      11.1486147624    -2.4854526199    

-3.1597741893 

 H      11.7525757611    -0.8550176753    

-2.8309810787 

 H      11.5656200563    -1.4094843640    

-4.5023080751 

 H       3.3548826736    -0.1817979040     

0.8189624105 

 H       2.7854628582     1.9149480716    

-3.7635386982 

 H       5.6101893608    -1.0857406418     

0.8319791206 

 H       7.1774995222    -0.4454245263     

0.3312594805 

 H       6.6103686527    -1.9939413693    

-0.3054171901 

 H      -1.2269518363     2.6790179397    

-2.8511523990 

 H       0.0984743797     2.1484734864    

-3.8959542624 

 H       0.1961410365     3.7087235919    

-3.0710552969 

 H      -3.8575968194     1.2157798651     

2.0099032782 

 H      -2.2962777527    -0.7866299399     

1.8214227210 

 H      -0.7074464264    -0.1098903414     

2.2169327993 

 H      -0.9941235701    -0.7820977913     

0.6152006333 

 H       7.4656129493     0.8840099519    

-6.3041048606 

 H       5.9901249195     0.2123590536    

-5.5848879913 

 H       6.5873385956     1.7764824705    

-5.0496253312 

 C      -4.5909259625     3.7786598305     

0.9232347687 

 S      -5.5907894889     3.6649680920     

2.3263869896 

 C      -6.6626020877     4.9036331869     

1.7366846458 

 C      -6.2391515676     5.3597842142     

0.5074531385 

 C      -5.0686577585     4.7233628868     

0.0442186453 

 C      -7.8211666122     5.2879843579     

2.5172873026 

 C      -8.5159921441     4.5426410926     

3.4373965656 

 C      -9.5851529140     5.3284647868     

3.9593134750 

 C      -9.5316951522     6.6404652380     

3.3410067022 

 O     -10.1955335203     7.6505921032     

3.4779805023 

 N      -8.4332040050     6.5394259627     

2.4319394859 

 C      -8.5559623522     3.2424001658     

4.0850600232 

 O      -7.8873182481     2.2304528970     
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3.9661197999 

 N      -9.6476836334     3.3494629939     

4.9942654463 

 C     -10.2564738201     4.5999117255     

4.9044573908 

 C     -11.3797848555     4.9962899629     

5.7340052800 

 S     -12.6517965588     5.9844429643     

5.0849733979 

 C     -13.4859161598     6.0182344753     

6.5967134232 

 C     -12.7995674936     5.3175635468     

7.5509730602 

 C     -11.6015873128     4.7353248636     

7.0635559709 

 C     -14.7717567664     6.7699378791     

6.7596164534 

 H      -6.7689464800     6.1036592485    

-0.0710795684 

 H      -4.6074449180     4.9303184543    

-0.9145991602 

 C      -7.9450555952     7.7440802413     

1.7820910889 

 C     -10.1807731147     2.1393720391     

5.6055457677 

 H     -13.1400483297     5.2321715365     

8.5768038273 

 H     -10.9087733581     4.1790848755     

7.6836941500 

 H     -15.5359645537     6.4232038168     

6.0558953175 

 H     -14.6312686486     7.8438448920     

6.5960710475 

 H     -15.1554734056     6.6292594537     

7.7736729503 

 C     -10.9942201185     1.2859322181     

4.6295262815 

 C     -12.1931703572     2.0116805305     

4.0180741213 

 C     -13.0333716516     1.1000673745     

3.1259280599 

 C      -6.6597891039     8.2879950283     

2.4035452967 

 C      -6.1353954686     9.5147514635     

1.6583097085 

 C      -4.8876074667    10.1068300434     

2.3102052619 

 H      -8.7536005742     8.4702236000     

1.9013131797 

 H      -7.8264261386     7.5771041689     

0.7084472843 

 H     -10.7977996997     2.4213054096     

6.4582933492 

 H      -9.3240810258     1.5710641449     

5.9757620973 

 H     -10.3274199254     0.9286811868     

3.8357755536 

 H     -11.8407867982     2.8677574540     

3.4289499733 

 H     -12.8198056119     2.4274141021     

4.8187238700 

 H     -12.4290325122     0.6859030020     

2.3107501607 

 H     -13.8722256374     1.6429053255     

2.6788727855 

 H     -13.4430744509     0.2581924714     

3.6959936766 

 H      -6.8642646295     8.5428157622     

3.4510747431 

 H      -6.9228920030    10.2787950244     

1.6128830317 

 H      -5.9110237177     9.2383815584     

0.6189288224 

 H      -5.0964653503    10.4203515140     

3.3390493124 

 H      -4.5255776962    10.9800316692     

1.7583348851 

 H      -4.0777742286     9.3692893227     

2.3437721184 

 H     -11.3390559052     0.3972653342     

5.1750450594 

 H      -5.8884419246     7.5080347008     

2.4101073910 
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Chapter 6 

Two Photon Absorption Study of Low-Bandgap, Fully Conjugated Perylene Diimide-

Thienoacene-Perylene Diimide Ladder-Type Molecules 

6.1 Original Publication Information 

The work in this chapter was accepted by the Chemistry of Materials (Chem. Mater.) with 

the title:  

“Two Photon Absorption Study of Low-Bandgap, Fully Conjugated Perylene Diimide-

Thienoacene-Perylene Diimide Ladder-Type Molecules”  Zhengxu Cai, Ricardo J. Vazquez, 

Donglin Zhao, Lianwei Li, Wai-yip Lo, Na Zhang, Qinghe Wu, Bradley Keller, Audrey Eshun, 

Neranga Abeyasinghe, Halley Banaszak-Holl, Theodore Goodson, III, and Luping Yu. Chem. 

Mater. 2017, 29 (16), 6726–6732. 

Modifications were conducted to the manuscript to adapt it to the style of the content of this 

dissertation. References and supporting information of the manuscript are included in this chapter. 
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6.2 Abstract 

A new series of donor−acceptor ladder-type molecules were synthesized via Scholl 

reaction. These molecules contain up to 25- fused rings but still show good air stability and good 

solubility. The ring-fusing reaction is found to be sensitive to the nature of the side-chain in donor 

units. The molecular conformations were investigated by 2D NMR and DFT calculations. The 

photophysical properties were investigated and an intense intramolecular charge-transfer was 

observed. All of the molecules exhibit two-photon absorption (TPA) activity, and their TPA cross-

section shows a linear relationship with increasing conjugation length of the thienoacene-PDI 

derivatives. 

6.3 Introduction 

The nature of excited states in organic molecules is what determines their numerous optical 

properties such as energy transfer, electron transfer, light emission, photovoltaic effect, two-

photon absorption (TPA), singlet fission, and so on.1−6 However, rational design of organic 

materials to achieve an excited state with tailored optical properties is still a significant 

challenge.7,8 The control in the degree of electron delocalization on π-orbitals is an effective 

approach to the modification of physical and optical properties of organic conjugated 

molecules.9,10 

In the past few decades, ladder-type materials have been continuously investigated for their 

potential applications in organic electronics.11−13 Different types of structures have been 

developed, ranging from all hydrocarbon polyacenes to systems containing heterocyclic aromatic 

rings.14,15 In the past years, different polyacenes have been reported, but their stability, solubility, 

and processability are major issues that prevent them from extensive exploration for 

applications.16,17 Recently, we reported a novel method to synthesize conjugated heteroacenes with  
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excellent solubility in organic solvents due to the sidechain modification. These molecules were 

investigated via nonlinear optical techniques and were shown to exhibit a sizable TPA cross-

section.18−20 However, these materials are rather electron-rich and can be slowly oxidized due to 

high HOMO energy level caused by fused thienyl units.12 The TPA cross-section was only 

moderate because of their rather uniform structures that lack functionality necessary for enhanced 

optical nonlinearity.21 In order to address these issues, we designed new molecules that 

Scheme 6.3.1. Synthetic route of fused ring molecules. (i) Pd2(dba)3, P(o-MePh)3; 

(ii) FeCl3. (A). Synthetic strategies of conjugated molecules (B). 
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incorporated an electron withdrawing unit to the heteroacene cores. Recent studies also suggest 

that the intra- and intermolecular interactions of the donor and acceptor moieties can modulate the 

excited state properties.22−25 The D−A ladder-type structures lock the π systems into a planar 

conformation that minimizes the bond twisting observed in linear conjugated structures, which can 

offer an effective way to improve properties.26−32 

In this paper, we report the synthesis, characterization, electrochemical, and photophysical 

properties of these new ladder-type oligomers. The compounds consisted of thienoacene 

derivatives (Dn) as the donor and perylene-diimide (PDI) as the acceptor (Scheme 6.3.1). The PDI 

motif was introduced in order to further extend the conjugation, stabilize the molecular structures 

due to its strong electron withdrawing property, and modulate the optical and electronic properties. 

2D NMR measurements and density functional theory (DFT) calculation were used to investigate 

molecular structure and conformation and the relationship between the structure and optical/ 

electrical properties. 

6.4 Experimental Techniques 

6.4.1 Materials Synthesis and Characterization Techniques.  

All of the chemicals were purchased from Aldrich. All reagents purchased commercially 

were used without further purification except for toluene and tetrahydrofuran (THF), which were 

dried over sodium/ benzophenone. 1 H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 

DRX-500 spectrometer with tetramethylsilane as an internal reference. High Resolution MALDI-

TOF spectra were recorded on Bruker Solarix 9.4T. Compounds 2-4 were synthesized according 

to the procedures developed in our lab.18−20,48  

Synthesis of Compound 3: to a round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser was added 

1 (530 mg, 0.64 mmol), 2 (215 mg, 0.29 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (26 mg, 0.03 mmol), and P(o-MePh)3 
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(43 mg, 0.12 mmol). The system was evacuated and refilled with N2 three times, then charged 

with toluene (50 mL). The reaction mixture was refluxed under N2 for 16 h. After cooling to room 

temperature, the reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was 

purified by column chromatography with hexane and CH2Cl2 (1:1, v/ v) as the eluent. Compound 

3r was obtained as a red solid (422 mg, 76% yield). 1 H NMR (CD2Cl4 353 K ppm): δ 8.86 (s, 

2H), 8.77−8.67 (m, 8H), 8.42 (d, J = 10, 2H), 8.25 (d, J = 10, 2H), 7.72 (s, 2H), 5.24−5.15 (m, 

4H), 3.22−3.09 (m 4H), 2.30−2.22 (m, 8H), 2.01− 1.92 (m, 10H), 1.40−1.28 (m, 80H), 0.92−0.86 

(m, 30H), 0.77 (t, J = 7.5, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 164.7, 164.3, 163.7, 163.5, 144.4, 

139.5, 139.01, 139.4, 137.9, 137.8, 136.9, 136.1, 135.0, 134.2, 131.8, 131.5, 131.1, 130.8, 130.1, 

130.0, 129.2, 129.1, 128.1, 127.5, 124.1, 123.7, 123.4, 123.0, 122.7, 122.2, 122.0, 54.9, 54.7, 40.3, 

38.4, 32.4, 31.8, 31.8, 29.3, 29.2, 28.8, 27.0, 26.9, 23.0, 22.6, 22.6, 14.1, 14.1, 14.0, 11.1. High 

Resolution MALDI-TOF: calcd. for [C126H158N4O8S2] −, 1919.15266, found, 1919.15098. 

Elemental analysis: calcd. for C126H158N4O8S2: C, 78.79; H, 8.29, N, 2.92, S, 3.34; found: C, 

78.66; H, 8.38, N, 2.97, S, 3.14. 

Synthesis of Compound 5r.: to a round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser was added 

1 (462 mg, 0.55 mmol), 3 (215 mg, 0.25 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (26 mg, 0.03 mmol), and P(o-MePh)3 

(43 mg, 0.12 mmol). The system was evacuated and refilled with N2 three times, then charged 

with toluene (40 mL). The reaction mixture was refluxed under N2 for 16 h. After cooling to room 

temperature, the reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was 

purified by column chromatography with hexane and CH2Cl2 (1:1, v/ v) as the eluent. Compound 

5r was obtained as a red solid (403 mg, 78% yield). 1 H NMR (CD2Cl4 353 K ppm): δ 8.82 (s, 

2H), 8.76−8.66 (m, 8H), 843 (d, J = 8.5, 2H), 8.27 (d, J = 8.5, 2H), 7.67 (s, 2H), 5.22 (m, 2H), 5.15 

(m, 2H), 3.30 (m, 4H), 2.31−2.22 (m, 10H), 1.97−0.90 (m, 8H), 1.50−1.20 (m, 80H), 0.92−0.87 
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(m, 30H), 0.76 (t, J = 11, 6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 164.7, 164.5, 163.6, 163.3, 147.0, 

141.8, 139.0, 137.1, 136.3, 135.1, 135.0, 134.1, 133.8, 133.1, 131.8, 131.5, 130.8, 130.1, 129.9, 

129.1, 129.0, 128.7, 127.5, 124.1, 123.7, 123.4, 122.9, 122.7, 122.3, 119.9, 54.9, 54.7, 39.1, 39.0, 

32.8, 32.4, 31.8, 31.8, 29.7, 29.2, 28.7, 27.0, 23.0 22.6, 22.6, 14.1, 14.0, 13.9, 11.2. High 

Resolution MALDI-TOF: calcd for [C130H158N4O8S4] −, 2031.09680, found, 2031.09616. 

Elemental analysis: calcd. for C130H158N4O8S4: C, 76.81, H, 7.83, N, 2.76, S, 6.31; found: C, 

77.00; H, 7.90, N, 2.80, S, 6.13. 

 Synthesis of Compound 9r: to a round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser was added 

1 (240 mg, 0.29 mmol), 4 (198 mg, 0.13 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (12 mg, 0.01 mmol) and P(o-MePh)3 

(14 mg, 0.04 mmol). The system was evacuated and refilled with N2 three times, then charged 

with toluene (40 mL). The reaction mixture was refluxed under N2 for 16 h. After cooling to room 

temperature, the reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was 

purified by column chromatography with hexane and CH2Cl2 (1:1, v/ v) as the eluent. Compound 

9r was obtained as a solid (323 mg, 92% yield). 1 H NMR (CDCl3 ppm): δ 8.87 (s, 2H), 8.72 (m, 

8H), 8.39 (s, 2H), 8.20 (d, J = 7.5, 2H), 7.76 (s, 2H), 5.23 (s, 2H), 5.15 (s, 2H), 3.60−3.27 (m, 

12H), 2.47 (s, 2H), 2.38 (s, 2H), 2.30 (s, 4H), 2.24 (s, 4H), 2.13 (s, 2H), 1.98 (s, 4H), 1.90 (s, 4H), 

1.73−1.33 (m, 108H), 1.08−0.89 (m, 64H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 164.7, 163.7, 144.0, 142.1, 

141.5, 140.1, 137.6, 136.8, 136.1, 135.0, 134.0, 133.8, 132.3, 131.8, 130.6, 130.3, 129.9, 129.1, 

128.8, 128.5, 128.1, 127.3, 123.7, 123.4, 122.9, 122.0, 54.9, 54.7, 40.1, 39.8, 39.4, 38.8, 37.9, 31.8, 

29.2, 27.0, 23.2, 22.6, 22.6, 14.1, 14.1, 11.2, 11.0. High Resolution MALDITOF: calcd. for 

[C174H226N4O8S6]+ , 2691.57195, found, 2691.57202. Elemental analysis: calcd. for 

C174H226N4O8S6: C, 77.57; H, 8.46, N, 2.08, S, 7.14; found: C, 77.72; H, 8.51, N, 2.09, S, 6.95. 
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Synthesis of Compound C3r: a solution of FeCl3 (676 mg, 4.17 mmol) in 2 mL 

nitromethane was added dropwise to a stirred solution of compound 3r (400 mg, 0.21 mmol) in 10 

mL CH2Cl2. The reaction was stirred with argon. After stirring for 10 h at room temperature, 1 

mL methanol was added to the solution. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure, and 

the crude product was filtered with silica gel with a large amount of CHCl3 to yield the solid 

product (367 mg, 92%).1 H NMR (C2D2Cl4, ppm, 353 K): δ 10.01 (s, 2H), 9.84 (s, 2H), 9.42 (s, 

4H), 9.13 (s, 4H), 5.50 (s, 4H), 4.11 (s, 4H), 2.38 (s, 8H), 2.01 (br, 10H), 1.45−1.14 (m, 78H), 

0.93−0.72 (m, 38H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 165.4, 164.1, 141.6, 140.1, 134.9, 133.7, 133.3, 

131.9, 131.4, 129.4, 128.7, 127.7, 126.6, 125.7, 124.6, 124.4, 123.5, 122.9, 122.3, 122.0, 55.1, 

39.6, 39.1, 32.6, 32.2, 31.8, 29.7, 29.3, 27.1, 22.6, 14.1, 10.8. High Resolution MALDI-TOF: 

calcd. for [C126H154N4O8S2]+ , 1915.12026, found, 1915.12064. Elemental analysis: calcd. for 

C126H154N4O8S2: C, 78.95; H, 8.10, N, 2.92, S, 3.35; found: C, 78.65; H, 8.11, N, 2.95, S, 3.51. 

Synthesis of Compound C5r: a solution of FeCl3 (319 mg, 1.97 mmol) in 2 mL 

nitromethane was added dropwise to a stirred solution of compound 5r (200 mg, 0.10 mmol) in 8 

mL CH2Cl2. The reaction was stirred with argon. After stirring for 10 h at room temperature, 1 

mL methanol was added to the solution. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure, and 

the crude product was filtered with silica gel with a large amount of CHCl3 to yield the solid 

product (180 mg, 90%).1 H NMR (C2D2Cl4 ppm, 353 K): δ 9.88 (s, 2H), 8.82−8,70 (br, 10H), 

5.51 (s 2H), 5.32 (s 2H), 3.76 (s, 4H), 2.61−2.21 (m, 18H), 1.55−1.42 (m, 82H), 1.09−0.86 (m, 

34H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 164.6, 163.6, 142.6, 141.6, 134.2, 134.0, 131.7, 129.7, 129.1, 

128.8, 128.7, 128.5, 128.0, 126.7, 125.8, 124.8, 124.4, 123.7, 123.2, 122.7, 122.2, 121.1, 55.7, 

33.4, 32.4, 32.3, 32.2, 31.9, 30.3, 30.1, 29.7, 29.3, 29.1, 27.7, 27.2, 23.1, 23.0, 22.6, 14.4, 14.1. 

High Resolution MALDITOF: calcd. for [C130H154N4O8S4] + , 2027.06440, found, 
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2027.06477. Elemental analysis: calcd. for C130H154N4O8S4: C, 76.96, H, 7.65, N, 2.76, S, 6.32; 

found: C, 77.12; H, 7.73, N, 2.80, S, 6.46.  

Synthesis of Compound C9r: a solution of FeCl3 (240 mg, 1.48 mmol) in 2 mL 

nitromethane was added dropwise to a stirred solution of compound 9r (200 mg, 0.07 mmol) in 8 

mL CH2Cl2. The reaction was stirred with argon. After stirring for 10 h at room temperature, 1 

mL methanol was added to the solution. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure, and 

the crude product was filtered with silica gel with a large amount of CHCl3 to yield the solid 

product (187 mg, 94%). 1 H NMR (C2D4Cl4, 353 K, ppm): δ 10.22 (br, 2H), 9.83 (s, 2H), 9.42 

(s, 4H), 9.16 (s, 4H), 5.46 (s, 4H), 3.99 (br, 12H), 2.10 (br, 12H), 1.84 (br, 10H), 1.48−0.92 (m, 

172H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 165.5, 164.4, 131.9, 131.5, 129.2, 128.0, 127.6, 126.7, 124.6, 

123.5, 122.5, 121.9, 55.0, 39.6, 39.4, 32.6, 32.2, 32.0, 31.9, 29.7, 29.3, 27.4, 27.1, 22.8, 22.7, 14.2, 

14.1. High Resolution MALDI-TOF: calcd. for [C174H222N4O8S6] + , 2687.54684, found, 

2687.54150. Elemental analysis: calcd. for C174H222N4O8S6: C, 77.69, H, 8.32, N, 2.08, S, 7.15; 

found: C, 77.81, H, 8.57, N, 2.07, S, 7.00. 

6.4.2 Ultrafast and Steady-State Spectroscopic Techniques  

Steady-state absorbance spectra were measured using an Agilent 8432 UV−visible 

absorption spectrophotometer in chloroform solutions. The emission spectrum measurements were 

performed with a Fluoromax-2 spectrophotometer. Absorption spectra measurements were 308 

taken before and after each measurement to ensure that there was no appreciable photo-degradation 

during the fluorescence lifetime measurements or two-photon absorption. The fluorescence 

quantum yields of the samples were calculated using a known procedure, and Zinc Phthalocyanine 

in toluene (ϕ = 0.074) were used as the standard. 
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The time-resolved fluorescence experiments were performed using a ultrafast fluorescence 

Up-Conversion setup that had previously been described.4 Mode-locked Ti-sapphire femtosecond 

laser (Spectra Physics Tsunami) was used to generate 80 fs pulses at 800 nm wavelength with a 

repetition rate of 82 MHz. This mode-locked laser was pumped by a 532 nm continuous light 

output from another laser (Spectra Physics Millennia), which has a gain medium of neodymium-

doped yttrium vanadate (Nd:YVO4). An excitation pulse of 400 nm was generated by a second 

harmonic β- barium borate crystal, and the residual 800 nm beam was made to pass through a 

computer-controlled motorized optical delay line. The polarization of the excitation beam was 

controlled by a berek compensator. The power of the excitation beam varied between 17 and 20 

mW. The fluorescence emitted by the sample was up-converted by a nonlinear crystal of β-barium 

borate by using the residual 800 nm beam, which had been delayed by the optical delay line with 

a gate step of 6.25 fs. This procedure enabled the fluorescence to be measured temporally. The 

monochromator is used to select the wavelength of the up-converted beam of interest, and the 

selected beam is detected by a photomultiplier tube (R152P, Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). 

The photomultiplier tube converts the detected beam into photon counts, which can be read from 

a computer. Coumarin 30 and Cresyl violet dyes were used for calibrating the laser. The instrument 

response function (IRF) has been determined from the Raman signal of water to have a width of 

110 fs. Lifetimes of fluorescence decay were obtained by fitting the fluorescence decay profile 

with multi-exponential decay functions convoluted with IRF in MATLAB and Origin 8. 

Two-photon spectroscopy was performed using a mode-locked Ti : Sapphire laser which 

is tunable from 700 to 900 nm delivering 110 fs output pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz which 

pumps an OPAL optical parametric oscillator (OPO) lithium borate (LBO) crystal which allows 

for 1.3 and 1.5 μm output excitations with output power of 200 mW. Emission scans were 
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performed at 800 nm excitation while scanning 415-760 nm emission, but the exact emission 

detection wavelength during the power dependence scan was selected by the emission wavelength 

that produced the highest number of counts at ~450 nm and ~715 nm. Coumarin 307 was used as 

the standard. Input power from the laser was varied using a variable neutral density filter. Two-

photon power-dependent fluorescence intensity was utilized to determine the two-photon 

absorption cross section through the two-photon emission fluorescence (TPEF) method. 

6.5 Results and Discussion 

6.5.1 Synthesis and Characterization of the Ladder-Type Molecules. 

A strategy was developed to synthesize the compounds (Scheme 6.3.1A). First, the Stille 

coupling reaction was used to connect the heteroacenes derivative with the PDI units. 

Photochemical reaction was attempted to form the cyclized product and failed (Scheme 6.3.1B). 

It was found that Scholl reaction using ferric chloride can efficiently cyclize the heteroacenes 

derivatives with the PDI unit. The desired annulated compounds were obtained in high yields 

(>90%), if the side chain was an alkyl group. Quinoidal structure was formed with the same ring 

fusing method for the compounds with alkoxy substituent.33 It was noted that the electron rich 

substituent favors oxidative cyclodehydrogenation.34,35 Thus, the successful cyclo-

dehydrogenation of these fused-ring compounds with electron deficient PDI to the desired product 

is an attractive outcome. 

NMR spectroscopic techniques were used to elucidate the molecular conformations of the 

resulting compounds. Both 1D and 2D NMR experiments were carried out for the nonfused 

systems for the sake of comparison and elucidation of the fully conjugated materials. It was found  
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that the non-fused ring compounds showed similar chemical shifts in the aryl region (Figure 

6.5.1). The proton signal in benzodithiophene unit (e in Figure 6.4.1) and aryl gulf-facing protons 

(b) disappeared for the fused ring compounds, while the other four gulf-facing protons (a and c) in 

PDI were downshifted to ∼10 ppm.26−28 All aryl protons in C3r and C9r experience a diatropic 

shift to low field after cyclization. The chemical shifts of proton peaks d in C5r showed only a 

minor change compared with the uncyclized version. NOESY spectra of C3r and C5r were 

obtained to explain these differences (C9r showed strong tendency to form aggregation and a very 

weak 2D NMR signal). We found that the NOESY spectra of C3r showed the Nuclear Overhauser 

Effect (NOE) between the CH2 in 2-ethylhexyl group (proton f) and proton a in the PDIcore (see 

of the Supporting Information, SI), indicating that two proton nuclei are spatially close. A strong 

Figure 6.5.1. NMR spectra of fused and non-fused compounds. 
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steric hindrance between the alkyl chains in benzodithiophene (BDT) and the PDI cores causes 

twisted conformation for the C3r molecule and the PDI moiety. The lateral hydrogen (proton d) in 

PDI thus shifted to low field, as observed in other twisted structures.26,28,35 The C5r molecule 

showed only the cross peaks in that region in NOESY spectrum (Figure 6.7.4), indicating the lack 

of sterically hindered interaction in the molecule. As shown by DFT calculation, molecule C5r is 

highly planar, and the lateral hydrogen (proton d) in PDI exhibited minimum change after 

cyclization, with a dihedral angle of only 2.0° (Table 6.5.1). 

DFT calculations offer further confirmation that the fused ring compounds C3r and C9r 

are twisted because of the strong steric hindrance between the alkyl chain in heteroacenes and the 

PDI core. These results are consistent with those from NMR measurements. A pictorial 

presentation of molecular structures and the LUMO and HOMO are shown in Figures 6.7.5 and 

Figures 6.7.6, respectively. The resulting energy levels are summarized in Table 6.5.1. It was 

found that the HOMO orbitals are mainly localized on thienoacene parts, while the LUMO orbitals 

are localized on the PDI units (Figure 6.7.6). Both the HOMO and LUMO orbitals, to some 

degree, extend to the whole molecules in the fused ring system due to ring-fusing effect. 

 HOMOa 

(eV) 

LUMOa 

(eV) 

Bandgapb 

(optb/cva/calc) 
Dihedrald QY. (%) 

1 

(ps) 

2 

(ps) 
TPA (GM) 

C3r -5.90 -3.84 2.03/2.06/2.48 23.9o 13.5 18.5 n/ae 1.2 

C5r -5.69 -3.82 1.86/1.87/2.22 2.0o 5.0 3.3 121.8 29.8 

C9r -5.51 -3.78 1.77/1.73/2.02 28.6o 0.2 0.9 9.5 124.6 

 

Table 6.5.1. Optical and electrical properties of C3r, C5r, and C9r. Energy levels 

were calculated based on the respective onset oxidation and reduction potentials of 

the ladder molecules with the following equations: LUMO = − (Eonset red – Eonset Fc 

+ 4.8) eV, HOMO = − (Eonset ox – Eonset Fc + 4.8) eV, Ferrocene (Fc) was used as inner 

reference which the HOMO energy level was considered as -4.8 eV. b Based on the 

absorption spectra data; c Based on DFT calculations; dDihedral angles between the 

PDI plane and adjacent thienoacene parts based on DFT calculations; e C3r shows 

mono-exponential decay behavior with an energy rising time of 120 fs. 
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6.5.2 Optical and Electrical Properties of the Ladder-Type Molecules.  

The absorption spectra of all molecules were shown in Figure 6.5.1a. As expected, the 

molar extinction coefficient increased as the conjugation of the BDT derivative units increased in 

the region of 300−450 nm. The peaks around 525 nm attributed to the PDI unit gradually became 

weaker as the conjugation length increased. The absorption peak at 600−650 nm range was 

attributed to the charge transfer state between thienoacenes and PDI units. The spectra of the fused 

ring series in this region exhibit higher intensity than the non-fused system, suggesting a stronger 

intramolecular charge transfer in fused-ring compounds (Figure 6.7.8).35,36 Both the HOMO and 

LUMO energy levels were determined by cyclic voltammetry (vs Fc/Fc+ ) (Figure 6.5.1b), and 

the HOMO energy levels show an increase and LUMO a slight increase as the donor length 

increase because the large conjugation enhances the electron donating abilities, resulting in 

narrowed bandgaps. In addition, Compared to non-fused compounds, fused PDI derivatives exhibit 

larger bandgap, which can be attributed to the delocalization of frontier orbitals weakening the 

intramolecular charge transfer between donor units and PDI moieties. All these trends are in 

agreement with those obtained from theoretical calculation and optical measurements.  
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Figure 6.5.2.1 (a) Absorption spectra of ladder molecules; (b) CV of ladder 

molecules in CHCl3. 
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The emission spectra of three ladder molecules are shown in Figures 6.5.2.2, in which 

some of the emission peaks observed in thienoacenes and PDI were retained (Figure 6.7.8). A 

marked difference is that both the C3r and C9r showed emission peaks between 450 to 550 nm, 

while C5r showed no emission in that region. These emissions can be attributed to the twisted 

structures of the C3r and C9r. The C3r and C9r molecules retain the localized emission peaks 

observed in PDI. The main emission peaks are red-shifted when the length of the thienoacene cores 

is extended. The emission peaks at 600− 700 nm are new and not observed in the emission spectra 

of thienoacenes alone nor in the emission spectra of the PDI monomer (Figure 6.7.8). Thus, the 

fluorescence decay dynamics at 600 nm can be attributed to the electronically coupled PDI and 

thienoacene charge transfer states. 

In order to investigate this effect of extending the conjugation length of the thienoacene 

core on the fluorescence decay dynamics, studies in time-resolved fluorescence upconversion were 

carried out.37−39 The dynamics of the C3r exhibited a rising time (Figure 6.7.9) of 120 fs before a 

slower relaxation of the fluorescence at 18.5 ps, suggesting energy transfer from the BDT core to 

the charge transfer state.40 Interestingly, the C3r molecule demonstrates the longest-lived mono-
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Figure 6.5.2.2. (a) Absorption spectra of ladder molecules; (b) CV of ladder 

molecules in CHCl3. 
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exponential emission (τ1) while the lifetimes are gradually decreased (Table 6.5.1) with increasing 

of the conjugation length. The C5r shows a very long lifetime, τ2 (Table 6.5.1). This can be 

attributed to the increased conjugation length and planar structure in the C5r system, which will 

make the excited state more delocalized, thus increasing the τ2 lifetime.41 From C3r to C9r, the 

increase in the length of molecules, extended the conjugation. This opens up many possible non-

radiative relaxation channels causing the quantum yield to gradually drop as the conjugation length 

is increased. The charge transfer from the thienoacene core to the PDI core may quench the 

fluorescence of the molecule as the electron donating abilities increase.42 The trend in the lifetimes 

is consistent with the observed trend in the quantum yield values for the three fused ring systems 

with the quantum yield of the C3r being 13.5% and that of C9r approaching he trend in the lifetimes 

is consistent with the observed trend in the quantum yield values for the three fused ring systems 

with the quantum yield of the C3r being 13.5% and that of C9r approaching.  

Efficient charge delocalization and charge transfer due to increase in conjugation have been 

previously documented and can be investigated by using the TPA technique.43 Specifically, a 

proportional relationship between the TPA cross-section and the increase in the effective 

conjugation length (π-orbitals) of the thienoacenes core has been reported.18 Furthermore, 

enhancement in the TPA cross-section has been reported in materials with quadrupolar (A-D-A) 

configuration.44 As expected, the compounds showed an enhancement in the TPA cross-section 

proportional to the length of the thienoacene-PDI cores (Table 6.5.1). C9r shows the highest TPA 

cross-section value of 125 GM. It has been also documented that a TPA cross-section enhancement 

can be achieved by the incorporation of an electron withdrawing groups.45,46 In order to understand 

the direct effect of incorporating the electron withdrawing unit, the two photon absorption of 

thienoacenes (Table 6.7.2) and non-fused ring compounds were also carried out ( see section 6.7)  
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Information). The results suggest that both enhancing the length of donor unit and adding an 

electron withdrawing unit will have an impact in the nonlinear optical properties of the oligomers 

but enhancing the delocalization length will have a higher impact on this property. The TPA cross-

section is strongly associated with the charge transfer character of the material.18 Lately, it has 

been suggested that the dipole moment of the molecule could interact with the entanglement of the 

exciton resulting in a decrease in the Coulombic interactions between the electron and the 

associated hole.47 

6.6 Conclusions 

A series of A-D-A conjugated molecules based on heteroacenes were designed, 

synthesized, and characterized. To avoid dealkylation/oxidation reaction, the Scholl reaction using 

ferric chloride as oxidant was used to the synthesis of annulated compounds. Optical and 

electrochemical characterization of these ladder-type molecules indicated intramolecular charge 

transfer states between the donor and the acceptor units, which was corroborated with the ultrafast 

optical measurements. All of the materials exhibited good TPA activity. The results indicate that 

the ladder-type A-D-A structures can enhance the TPA cross-section of the heteroacene 

Figure 6.5.2.3. Two photon emission spectra of ladder molecules; (b) Power 

dependence of the two-photon-excited emission of ladder molecules at ~ 720 nm. 
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derivatives. These molecules are of interest for further exploration in electrical and optical 

properties, such as their applications in photovoltaic devices due to their internal charge transfer 

properties. 

6.7 Supporting Information 

Their DFT calculation were performed at the level of B3LYP /6-31G** by using Gaussian 

09 in vacuum model. To facilitate the calculation, the heptylhexyl chains in PDI were replaced 

with a methyl group, while the ethylhexyl groups in heteroacenes were replaced by isobutyl to 

avoid missing the steric hindrance effect. Isovalue for printing the frontier molecular orbitals was 

0.02. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (SDT Q600 TGA/DSC) measurements were performed 

under a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 °C/min.  

Cyclic voltammetry was used to study the electrochemical properties of these compounds. 

They were measured as 10-3 M solutions in anhydrous CHCl3 containing 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 as the 

electrolyte with Pt as the working electrode, Ag/Ag+ as the reference electrode, and a Pt wire as 

the contrast electrode at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. For calibration, the redox potential of ferrocene/ 

ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) was measured under the same conditions and it was located at 0.15 V vs 

Ag/Ag+. It was assumed that the redox potential of Fc/Fc+ has an absolute energy level of -4.80 

eV relative to vacuum. Energy levels were calculated based on the respective onset oxidation and 

reduction potentials of A-D-A molecules and their fused-ring compounds with the following 

equations: LUMO = - (Eonset red - Eonset Fc + 4.8) eV, HOMO = - (Eonset ox - Eonset Fc + 4.8) eV. 
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Synthesis of Compound 5: To a round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser was added 

1 (177 mg, 0.21 mmol), 7 (75 mg, 0.09 mmol), Pd2(dba)3 (13 mg, 0.02 mmol) and P(o-MePh)3 (16 

mg, 0.05 mmol). The system was evacuated and refilled with N2 three times, then charged with 

toluene (40 ml). The reaction mixture was refluxed under N2 for 16 hours. After cooling to room 

temperature, the reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was 

purified by column chromatography with hexane and CH2Cl2 (1:1, v/v) as the eluent. Compound 

5 was obtained as a red solid (152 mg, 86.9% yield). 1H NMR (CDCl3 ppm): δ 8.83-8.66 (m, 10H), 

8.40 (d, J = 8 Hz, 2H), 8.27 (br, 2H), 7.56 (s, 2H), 5.25-5.17 (br, 4H), 4.30 (s, 4H), 2.28-2.22 (br, 

8H), 1.89-1.86 (br, 10H), 1.35-1.22 (m, 80H), 0.89-0.83 (m, 30H), 0.77 (t, J = 7 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR 

(CDCl3, ppm): δ 164.8, 164.3, 163.7, 163.2, 147.9, 144.1, 138.4, 134.2, 133.5, 133.4, 131.3, 129.8, 

Scheme 6.7.1  Synthetic routes of quinoidal structure. 
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129.2, 129.1, 128.1, 127.5, 125.8, 123.8, 122.9, 119.7, 129.0, 128.7, 127.5, 124.1, 123.7, 123.4, 

122.9, 122.7, 122.3, 119.9, 76.1, 54.9, 54.7, 40.6, 32.4, 31.8, 31.8, 30.2, 29.2, 29.0, 26.9, 23.5, 

23.0, 22.6, 14.1, 14.1, 14.0, 11.2. MALDI-TOF: calcd for [C130H158N4O10S4], 2063.1, found, 

2063.7. Elemental analysis: calcd. for C130H158N4O10S4: C, 75.61, H, 7.71, N, 2.71, S, 6.21; found: 

C, 75.87, H, 7.77, N, 2.77, S, 6.35. 

Synthesis of Compound 6 and 8: A solution of FeCl3 (75 mg, 0.46 mmol) in 2 ml 

nitromethane was added dropwise to a stirred solution of compound 5 (98 mg, 0.05 mmol) in 8 ml 

CH2Cl2. The reaction was stirred with N2. After stirring for 2 h at room temperature, 1 ml methanol 

was added to the solution. The solvent was evaporated under reduced pressure, and the residue 

was purified by column chromatography with hexane and CH2Cl2 (1:3, v/v) as the eluent to obtain 

6 (58 mg, 67%), then further with CH2Cl2 and MeOH (20:1, v/v) to obtain 8 (6 mg, 7%). 

Compound 8: MALDI-TOF: calcd for [C114H120N4O10S4], 1832.8, found, 1833.0. 1H NMR was 

also measured in CD2Cl4 in 353 K, very weak signal was shown in aromatic region due to the poor 

solubility. Compound 6: 1H NMR (CDCl3 ppm): δ 8.70-8.69 (m, 10H), 8.27 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 4H), 

7.66 (s 2H), 5.24-5.15 (br 4H), 2.29-2.22 (br, 8H), 1.89-1.85 (br, 8H), 1.36-1.24 (m, 64H), 0.86 

(m, 24H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, ppm): δ 173.7, 164.6, 164.3, 163.5, 163.2, 154.1, 145.1, 144.5, 138.3, 

135.8, 135.0, 134.0, 133.9, 133.5, 132.0, 131.7, 131.4, 130.9, 130.0, 129.3, 129.1, 128.0, 127.3, 

124.2, 123.9, 123.7, 123.4, 123.2, 54.9, 54.8, 31.8, 31.7, 29.2, 29.2, 26.9, 22.6, 14.1, 14.1. MALDI-

TOF: calcd for [C114H124N4O10S4], 1836.8, found, 1837.1. Elemental analysis: calcd. for 

C114H124N4O10S4: C, 74.48; H, 6.80; N, 3.05; found: C, 74.17, H, 7.05, N, 2.95. 
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Figure 6.7.1.  TGA curves (left) of all compounds: heating rate: 10 oC /min. from 

70 oC to 550 oC under nitrogen atmosphere. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

reveals that both non-fused ring and fused ring molecules are thermally stable up 

to 400 °C. DSC measurements (right) were also performed on a DSC 2920 

instrument. Samples (~5 mg) were annealed by heating to 300 oC at 20 oC/min, 

cooled to 0 oC at 20 oC/min, and then analyzed while being heated to 300 oC at 20 
oC/min. No obvious melting peak was shown in the temperature window. 
 

Figure 6.7.2. Variable temperature 1H NMR spectra of 3r showing the split of 

proton a result from hindered rotation of the asymmetry ethylhexyl groups. 
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Figure 6.7.3. COSY (up) and NOESY (down) spectra of 3r in 353 K in C2D2Cl4 
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Figure 6.7.4. NOESY spectra of C3r (up) and C5r (down) in 353 K in C2D2Cl4 
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Figure 6.7.5. Optimized geometry of ladder type molecules. To facilitate the 

calculation, the heptylhexyl chains in PDI were replaced with a methyl group, while 

the ethylhexyl groups in heteroacenes were replaced by isobutyl to avoid missing 

the steric hindrance effect. 
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Figure 6.7.6. HOMO and LUMO molecular orbital distribution and the energy 

levels of ladder type molecules. Isovalue was 0.02 for printing both HOMO and 

LUMO orbitals. 
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Figure 6.7.7. CV of ladder type molecules in CHCl3. 
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Figure 6.7.8. (a) Absorption spectra of thienoacenes and PDI unit; (b) 

Fluorescence spectra of thienoacenes and PDI unit; (c) Absorption spectra of 

non-fused ring compounds; (d) Fluorescence spectra of non-fused ring 

compounds; (e) Molecular structures of thienoacenes and PDI unit. 
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Figure 6.7.10. Power dependence of the two-photon-excited emission of all 

molecules at ~ 440-460 nm. 
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Figure 6.7.9. Energy rising component of the C3r at 600 emission wavelength. 
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Two photon absorption of D-A units (A, B, C and PDI in Figure 6.7.8) and non-fused ring 

compounds were also carried out. Efficient charge delocalization and charge transfer due to an 

increase in conjugation have been documented and can be measured by using TPA techniques. 

Also, a proportional increase of the TPA cross-section with enhancement in the conjugation length 

has been previously reported for thienoacene derivatives with slightly higher conjugation length 

(11R-21R). Our measurements shows that compound C have a TPA cross-section of 24 GM (Table 

6.7.11). This value is in agreement with the tendency of previous studies in which longer 

thienoacene derivatives shows higher TPA-cross section. Specifically, the TPA cross-section value 

of compound C (24 GM) is slightly lower than the reported value of 11R (64 GM). The TPA cross-

section of the C9r is enhanced drastically after cyclization. This is in agreement with previous 
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Figure 6.7.11. Power dependence of the two-photon-excited emission of 

Compound C (a), PDI (b) and non fused ring molecules (c). 

 

Compound TPA (GM)  

3r 5.20 

5r 32.94 

9r 0.66 

A a 

B a 

C 24 

PDI   1 

 

Table 6.7.1. TPA cross-section values. a Due to instrument limitations, we were 

not able to measure the TPA cross-section  
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studies that show a strong correlation between the planarity of the material and a higher two-photon 

absorption cross-section. We were not able to measure the TPA cross-section of the A and B 

molecules. Interestingly, we observed an enhancement in the TPA cross section when the donor 

unit length is increased (Table 6.7.1). These results suggest that both enhancing the length of donor 

unit and adding an electron withdrawing unit will have an impact in the non-linear optical 

properties of the oligomers but enhancing the delocalization length will have a higher impact on 

this property. The TPA cross-section of the material has been linked with good charge transfer 

character properties on the photovoltaic process. Lately, it has been suggested that the dipole 

moment of the molecule could interact with the entanglement of the exciton resulting in a decrease 

in the Coulombic interactions between the electron and the associated hole. These oligomers 

represent a way to expand and probe acceptor materials for photovoltaic applications with tunable 

optical properties. 
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Figure 6.7.12. Compound 3r NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.13. Compound 5r NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.14 Compound 9r NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.15. Compound C3r NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.16. Compound C5r NMR spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.17. Compound C9r NMR and spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.18. Intermediate 5 NMR and spectra. 
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Figure 6.7.19. Intermediate 6 NMR and C NMA spectra. 
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Chapter 7 

Enacting Two-Electron Transfer from a Double-Triplet State of Intramolecular Singlet 

Fission 

7.1 Original Publication Information 
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Modifications were conducted to the manuscript to adapt it to the style of the content of this 

dissertation. References and supporting information of the manuscript are included in this chapter. 
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7.2 Abstract 

 A simulation-led strategy enacts twoelectron transfer between an intramolecular singlet 

fission chromophore (tetracyanomethylene quinoidal bithiopehene with β,β′-solubilizing groups) 

and multielectron acceptor (anthraquinone). The thermodynamic plausibility of multielectron 

transfer from a double-triplet state and the absorption spectra of electron transfer (ET) products 

were predicted using quantum chemical simulations. These predictions are consistent with 

experimental observations of reduced lifetimes in time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, 

changes in transmission profile, and appearance of new absorption bands in transient absorption 

spectroscopy, all of which support multi-ET in the QOT2/AQ mixture. The analysis suggests 2ET 

is favored over 1ET by a 2.5:1 ratio. 

7.3 Introduction 

 Generating, transferring, and storing multiple electrons from single photons could prove 

revolutionary for solar energy technologies. One promising process, singlet fission (SF), produces 

two excited electrons from a single photon.1 The multielectron excited state in SF can be conceived 

as an entangled double-triplet2−8 and thus denoted as TT. The correlation between the two triplets 

makes TT a unique state that is not identical in character to 2 × T1. 9−13 Separation of the TT state 

is a challenging task by itself, requiring special molecular organization and delicate tuning of the 

intra- or intermolecular coupling.4,14 Toward the goals of achieving efficient solar energy 

harvesting, we propose an alternative way of extracting two excited electrons directly from a TT 

state in a bimolecular, 2-electron process. Tetracyanomethylene quinoidal bithiophene with β,β′- 

solubilizing groups (QOT2)15 was herein tested to demonstrate this concept (Figure 7.3.1A). Our 

groups have revealed a long-lived QOT2 excited state with characteristics that closely relate to the  
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TT state (21 Ag) of SF, generated from a bright singlet state in subps.2,4 As a single, tightly coupled 

π system, QOT2 is unique among intramolecular SF (iSF) chromophores because its TT state is 

not spontaneously separated into two free triplets in solution.2,4 This special property provides an 

opportunity to trap the double-triplet and achieve multielectron extraction. In principle, two-

electron transfer (2ET) from an entangled TT state may be advantageous for efficient energy 

harvesting, as competing relaxation channels will be outcompeted. Such 2ET has been suggested 

Figure 7.3.1. (A) Chemical structures of QOT2, AQ and QOT2H model. (B) 

Jablonski diagram for sequential 1ETs and concerted 2ET. (C) Diabatic 

representation of three states in (B). (Up-arrow and down-arrow represent up-spin 

and down-spin, respectively. (See SI) 
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to occur in intermolecular SF (xSF) materials.6,16,17 Though free triplet harvesting from iSF has 

been observed,18 evidence demonstrating 2ET from a TT state of iSF chromophores is lacking. 

Herein, the possibility of 2ET from an iSF TT state will be realized by a detailed quantum chemical 

study of the photo-electrochemical properties of QOT2, and its coupling to a suitable acceptor for 

the two electrons. These simulations will be backed up by evidence from multiple types of 

spectroscopy that support 2ET. The search for a suitable acceptor molecule centered on 

anthraquinones, a plausible energy storage unit with 2e- redox properties.19−21 Our prior study of 

a variety of these materials indicated that 9,10-anthraquinone (AQ) has a 2-electron affinity of 

5.99 eV,20 which is within the range of acceptance of electrons from the QOT2 TT state. Quantum 

chemical simulations employing the QOT2H model give 10.27 eV as an estimate of the QOT2 TT 

state double ionization potential. This analysis predicts 2ET from the QOT2 TT state is 

thermodynamically viable (ΔE = -0.69 eV), but unfavorable from the ground state QOT2 (ΔE = 

+3.39 eV, see supporting Information). 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

Atomistic simulations were employed to examine the mechanistic feasibility of 2ET from 

the QOT2 TT state. For the key ET steps, constrained density functional theory22 (CDFT) was 

used to estimate the plausibility of these reactions, where ET from each T leads to a doublet (D) 

state. The molecular structures before ET (QOT2 TT/AQ), after 1ET (QOT2+ TD/AQ−), and after 

2ET (QOT22+ DD/AQ2−), are shown in Figure 7.4.1.1A. As expected, the QOT2/AQ complex 

forms a π−π stacking structure, which is consistent with 1:1 QOT2:AQ binding observed in 

UV−vis absorption intensity changes. There are two primary ways of transferring two electrons, 

which are illustrated in Figure 7.3.1.1: Concerted 2ET, and sequential 1ETs. A third, remote  
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possibility, involves ET to triplet AQ and is discussed in SI Figure 7.6.3.5. The two main paths 

have barriers of 21.1 and 22.7 kcal/mol, where the second 1ET in the sequential pathway is 

QOT2 TT/AQ (GS) QOT2+ TD/AQ- (GS) QOT22+ DD/AQ2− (GS)

Figure 7.4.1.1. (A) Optimized structure of QOT2/AQ before ET (left panel; QOT2 

TT/AQ(GS)), after 1ET (middle panel; QOT2+ TD/AQ-(GS)), and after 2ET 

(bottom panel; QOT22+ DD/AQ2-(GS)) described by CDFT. Color scheme: 

hydrogen atom, white; carbon atom, black; nitrogen atom, blue; oxygen atom, red; 

sulfur atom, yellow. (B) Absorption spectra predicted by XMS-CASPT2 and Spin-

Flip RAS for the QOT2 21Ag state (top), and its oxidized forms, QOT2+ 12Bg and 

QOT22+ 11Bu states (middle and bottom). 

 

A 

B 
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barrierless, and therefore no transition state is shown. Overall, this result suggests 2ET could occur 

through either pathway, and that the concerted pathway may have a slight advantage over the 1ET 

path. Previous investigations revealed that the separation of TT into two independent triplets is not 

efficient in QOT2 due to the high energy of the quintet state.2,4 Figure 7.3.1.1, on the other hand, 

shows that ET pathways from TT are plausible, and therefore are expected to be operative in the 

presence of AQ acceptor. 

Having evidence from the simulations that 2ET from QOT2 TT to AQ is plausible, the 

absorption spectra of ET products were also examined. Though the spectra of reduced AQ are 

available from the literature,23 the spectra of oxidized QOT2 TT are not trivial to obtain 

experimentally. Solubilizing groups were replaced by hydrogen atoms (QOT2H model Figure 

7.3.1.1A) for high-level ab initio quantum chemical simulations. XMS-CASPT2 and Spin-Flip 

RAS methods assigned the electronic state of neutral QOT2 TT, and singly and doubly oxidized 

QOT2 TT to have 21 Ag, 1
2 Bg, and 11 Bu symmetries, respectively (Table 7.6.3.3). Starting from 

these states, transition wavelengths and dipole moments were computed (Figure 7.4.1.1B) to 

provide a baseline for subsequent spectroscopic analysis. Because of the wide range of 

wavelengths involved, multiple techniques were needed to identify the signatures of 1ET and 2ET 

products. 

With these spectral peaks from the simulations in hand, time-resolved fluorescence decay 

was used to monitor the lifetime of the QOT2 excited singlet state in a QOT2/AQ mixture (Figure 

7.6.3.7). In the mixture, the significantly decreased short (27.3 ps) and long (181.2 ps)  
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fluorescence time scales compared to pure QOT2 (41.5 and 785.9 ps) are measured. The faster 

decay of the mixture indicates the appearance of nonradiative sink that can consume exciton 

population, with ET being a likely cause.24 On shorter time scales (less than 10 ps), the behavior 

of QOT2 and the QOT2/AQ mixture are nearly identical in transient absorption (Table 7.6.3.5). 

This is consistent with prior observations of sub ps formation of QOT2 TT state,2 indicating that 
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the initial generation of TT is unperturbed by AQ. (Immediate ET from a bright singlet state results 

in a QOT2 ground-state cation, which is not observed; see SI Figure 7.6.3.8.)  

To support these first indications of ET, transmission at 880 nm was measured when QOT2 

was excited by a 440 nm pump (two-color pump−probe transmission). QOT2 excited at 440 nm 

has been reported to yield 21 Ag (TT) state which absorbs at 880 nm.2 Because transmission at 880 

nm depends on the QOT2 TT population, this signal can measure changes in the TT state 

population. Significantly reduced transmission (0.47 at 45 mW power) compared the transmission 

through solvent was observed in the QOT2 sample (Figure 7.4.1.2A). In the QOT2/AQ mixture, 

the transmission was reduced further to 0.40 (green Figure 7.4.1.2A). To explain this change, 

Figure 7.4.1.1B shows that QOT22+ 11 Bu has a larger molar absorptivity (3.4 × 104 M−1 cm−1), 

double that of neutral QOT2 TT state (1.7 × 104 M−1 cm−1 ) at 880 nm (Figure 7.6.3.11). In 

contrast, QOT2+ TD (QOT2+ 12 Bg) was predicted to be less likely to absorb the probe light. The 

reduction in transmission with AQ present is therefore consistent with 2ET through the formation 

of the QOT22+ 11 Bu state.  

Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) was performed to provide evidence of 2ET 

beyond the fluorescence and transmission experiments. Within its available spectral window of 

450−700 nm and the pump beam of 400 nm, TAS can provide signatures of the ET products in 

addition to the QOT2 ground state bleach (GSB) at 450−560 nm and ESA I at 560− 700 nm 

(Figure 7.6.3.11). The AQ ESAs are short-lived, and therefore do not contribute to these spectra 

at time scales longer than 1 ps. In addition to the QOT2 features, three new ESA bands arise when 

AQ was added to the mixture: ESA II at ∼488 nm, ESA III at ∼528 nm, and ESA IV at ∼569 nm 

(Figure 7.4.1.2B). 
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The assignment of new long-lived signals was made using the simulated absorption peaks 

(Figure 7.4.1.2B) for QOT2 TT and its cations (QOT2+ TD and QOT22+ DD) alongside the known 

signals for AQ anions23 (Table 7.4.1). The occurrence of ESA II can be assigned to QOT2+ 12 Bg 

and/or doubly reduced AQ, which are close to the observed absorption peak near 488 nm. 

According to our simulations, QOT22+ 11 Bu absorbs at 529 nm, which overlaps with ESA III. The 

last feature, ESA IV, is centered at 569 nm and assigned to the single ET product, AQ−, which is 

known to absorb at 550 nm. These results indicate the presence of mixture of species generated 

from 1ET and 2ET. TAS, therefore, supports the theoretical predictions of ET from QOT2 TT to 

AQ, and suggests that 2ET is feasible. Spectral differences between QOT2/AQ and its components 

revealed that signals from ET products appear in less than 3 ps, and live longer than 280 ps (Figure 

7.6.3.12). Bands from ion−ion interactions are not detectable in the current transient window, 

because these likely exist only in the IR region.25 Based on the fluorescence, transmission, and 

TAS data, the exciton and ET dynamics of QOT2/AQ are summarized in Figure 7.4.1.3A.  

 

 

 

 

Bands Wavelengtha 1ET 2ET 

GSB 450 – 560 QOT2 GSB 

ESA I 560 – 700 QOT2 ESA 

ESA II ~ 488 QOT2+ 12Bg 
(498) 

AQ2- (470) 

ESA III ~ 528 – QOT22+ 11Bu 
(529) 

ESA IV ~ 569 AQ- (550) – 

 

Table 7.4.1. Characteristic Bands in the Transient Absorption Spectra Depending 

on One- or Two-Electron Transfer (nm) 
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The relative 1ET/2ET contribution and total ET yield were estimated using the postulated 

mechanism in Figure 7.4.1.3A (see SI Section Figure 7.6.3.10 for further discussion on plausible 

decay pathways). The similar early behavior of TAS decay observed in QOT2 and QOT2/AQ, 

small fluorescence quantum yield of QOT2 (<10−3)26 and the subps QOT2 TT formation suggest 

the TT yield is nearly unity in QOT2/AQ.4 The relative fluorescence yield of QOT2/AQ compared 

to QOT2 was measured to be 46%. Assuming S1 and TT equilibrium, this means that 54% of TT 

excitons proceed through a new channel, ET, opened by the AQ acceptor. The relative quantum 

yield of QOT2/AQ compared to QOT2 (46%), transmission change in QOT2/AQ (0.47 to 0.40) 

and the molar absorptivity of QOT2 TT and QOT22+ DD at 880 nm estimated by quantum 

simulations (1.7 × 104 M−1 cm−1 and 3.4 × 104 M−1 cm−1) can be combined to estimate the ratio of 

1ET:2ET product as 29:71 (full calculation in SI Figure 7.6.3.11). Using this ratio of 1ET:2ET 

product, the overall ET yield is estimated to be 0.92 (including error: 0.83−1.07) electrons per 

absorbed photon in QOT2/AQ (Figure 7.4.1.3B).  

 

 

Figure 7.4.1.3. (A) Transmission profile of QOT2 and QOT2/AQ based on a probe 

of 880 nm after excitation at 440 nm by a pump. (B) Transient absorption spectrum 

of QOT2/AQ. 
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7.5 Conclusions 

In summary, this study presents a theoretically designed molecular system to harvest 

multiple electrons from strongly correlated TT states on a single chromophore. Instrumental to this 

development were the characterization of QOT2’s TT state2,4 and screening of 2e- redox 

acceptors,20 which paved the way for the present study. The observed ET yield of 83 to 107% is 

quite promising for an initial test case involving an unfunctionalized anthraquinone acceptor. 

Nonetheless, the majority of these ETs occur through a 2e− mechanism (71% of total ET), which 

is unique among iSF chromophores. Further optimization and computational screening of 

acceptors coupled to the QOT2 iSF donor could increase the ET yield further. Future studies will 

examine the mechanism of 2ET in more detail, provide additional evidence for direct charge carrier 

extraction from the TT state, and provide useful, robust guidelines for designing molecular species 

for multi-ET. In conclusion, tightly coupled TT states may be a strong design principle to 

overcome the Shockley-Queisser limit and create highly efficient, easily processable solar cells.27 
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7.6 Supporting Information 

7.6.1 QOT2 Structure 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6.1.1. (A) Chemical structure of QOT2 chromophore (A) in the skeletal 

formula, and (B) in balland- stick model. Color scheme: hydrogen atom, white; 

carbon atom, black; nitrogen atom, blue; oxygen atom, red; sulfur atom, yellow. 
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         The structure of QOT2 chromophore and model structure with the substituents removed is 

listed in Figure 7.6.1.1 It is expected that removal of solubilizing groups has a minor effect on the 

accuracy of quantum chemical absorption energy simulation since most of low-lying excited states 

involve pi transitions within the backbone. In order to confirm this assumption, we tested three 

model structures, QOT2H, QOT2M, and QOT2C which replace all solubilizing groups of the 

QOT2 chromophore with hydrogen atoms, methyl groups, and 5-carbon rings, respectively, in the 

increasing order of increasing similarity to the QOT2 chromophore structure. All three models are 

predicted to remain in planar structures, and there are no noticeable geometric changes. Excitation 

energy calculated using !B97X-D/6- S3 QOT2H QOT2M QOT2C Figure 7.6.1.2: Three model 

structure of QOT2 chromophore, QOT2H, QOT2M, and QOT2C. 31G* is 2.73 eV, 2.73 eV, 2.72 

eV for QOT2H, QOT2M, and QOT2C, respectively. In addition to two publications from our 

groups,1,2 Marian et al. also employed the QOT2H model structures to simulate the absorption 

energy and excited state dynamics, and the results are well correlated with available experimental 

findings.3 These results suggested that electronic transition of QOT2 is not affected by the 

solubilizing groups, and justified the use of QOT2H model, the simplest model structure replacing 

solubilizing groups with H atoms, in high-level ab initio calculations without the significant loss 

of accuracy.  

 

Figure 7.6.1.2. Three model structure of QOT2 chromophore, QOT2H, QOT2M, 

and QOT2C. 
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7.6.2 Computational Details. 

Constrained density functional theory (CDFT) is the approach which can diabatize 

electronic states by imposing the charge and spin constraints on specific regions of molecules.4 

B3LYP functional with empirical dispersion correction of Grimme5 (B3LYP-D) and 6-31G* is 

used to optimize the QOT2/AQ structures. All CDFT calculations are performed using Q-Chem 

version 4.0.5.The scaling factor (s6) of 1.05 for dispersion energy calculation is used as 

recommended for B3LYP-D. Single point energy is refined by M06-HF-D functional6 with s6 

value of 1.00. M06-HF incorporates full Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange for all interelectronic 

distances to give improved asymptotic Coulomb interaction, and this functional is known to 

perform well for charge-transfer excitation (mean absolute error less than 2.1 kcal/mol).6,7 

Cancellation of errors, however, frequently occurs in barrier height estimates, giving more 

credential in the CDFT energetics. Basis sets were increased to 6-311G*. The solvent (acetonitrile) 

medium effect was described using a polarizable continuum model with dielectric constant of 

35.69.Electronic coupling (Hab) was estimated using CDFT-configuration interaction (CDFT-

CI).8 Since CDFT-CI calculations were not feasible for the full QOT2/AQ geometries, and we 

replaced the solubilizing groups by hydrogen atoms. The same level of theory used in the single 

point energy calculations was applied. The electronic coupling at the smallest energy gap was 

approximated as the average of electronic coupling of two local minimum structures connecting 

ET potential energy curve.  
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Absorption spectra of QOT2 TT, QOT2+ TD, and QOT22+ DD (QOT2 21Ag, QOT2+ 

12Bg, and QOT22+11Bu) are predicted to analyze the experimental results. C2h symmetry is 

imposed on the QOT2 molecule, and active space consisting of 10 electrons in 8 π orbitals (10e,8o) 

is selected. Singly and doubly ionized QOT2 TT is described using the active space of (9e,8o) and 

(8e,8o), respectively, without any changes in the molecular orbitals. All the geometries are 

optimized using XMS-CASPT2 method6 and 6-31G* basis sets with level shift of 0.20. XMS-

CASPT2 has been known for better description of energetics than plane CASPT2 near conical 

intersection.7 Also,the XMS-CASPT2 calculation has proven its ability to predict the absorption 

of neutral QOT2 TT state successfully.8 Refined single point energy has been obtained using 

valence triple-zeta plus polarization basis sets, TZVPP. In addition to level shift, IPEA shift of 

0.10 has been applied in single point energy calculations to avoid intruder states.9 All XMS-

CASPT2 calculations are carried out using MOLPRO version 2012.1.10   

Transition dipole moments (TDM) is necessary to evaluate oscillator strength, but XMS-

CASPT2 TDM is not available yet in MOLPRO version 2012.1. CASSCF TDM with relatively 

small active space gives inconsistent results due to the lack of dynamic correlation.8 As an 

alternative approach, Spin-Flip RAS TDM which has larger amount of dynamic correlation than 

222  CASSCF is implemented by Chien et al. in a development version of Q-Chem 4.0. All TDM 

Table 7.6.2.1. Characterization of Diabatic States of the QOT2/AQ Complex 

Investigated in This Study Using Charge and Spin 
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value are this work is calculated using Spin-Flip RAS with 6-31G* based on the XMS-CASPT2 

geometries. 

7.6.3 Experimental Details  

Chemical Species: AQ was commercially available and used without further purification. 

QOT2 was  epared by Juan Casado. (Department of Chemistry, University of Malaga, Spain) 

Acetonitrile  as selected as solvent owing to high solubility of QOT2/AQ mixture. All experiments 

were performed in acetonitrile. 

Steady-State UV-Vis Absorption: The concentration of QOT2 was fixed to 0.05 mM for 

both pure and mixture cases. The pure AQ absorption spectrum was  easured at [AQ]=0.15 mM. 

The concentration dependence was examined by increasing [AQ] in QOT2/AQ mixture from 0.05 

mM, 0.10mMto 0.15 mM, while [QOT2] was fixed to 0.05 mM. (The ratio of QOT2:AQ is 1:1, 

1:2, and 1:3, respectively). The absorption spectra of QOT2/AQ mixture were measured at these 

three concentrations UV-Vis  absorption spectrum were recorded with an Agilent Technologies 

8453  spectrophotometer.  

Steady-State Photoluminescence: The concentration of QOT2 was fixed to 0.05 mM for 

both pure and mixture case. For AQ, the concentration of 0.15 mM was used to obtain pure AQ 

and QOT2/AQ mixture photoluminescence spectra. Photoluminescence emission were measured 

using a Fluomax-2 fluorometer.  

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Decay: Femtosecond upconversion spectroscopy is 

employed to resolve temporally the polarized fluorescence. The optical setup for our upconversion 

experiments is the same setup that was reported in the previous works. The sample solution was 

exposed to a frequency-doubled light from a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra 

Physics). This setup produces pulses of light S9 with wavelength of 400 nm. The sample was 
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placed in the rotating cuvette to avoid any possible degradation and accumulation effect. The 

horizontally polarized fluorescence emitted from the sample was upconverted in a nonlinear 

crystal of BBO using a pump beam at about 800 nm  hat was first passed through a variable delay 

line. This system acts as an optical gate and enables the fluorescence to be resolved temporally 

with a time resolution of _ 200 fs. Spectral resolution was achieved by dispersing the upconverted 

light in a  monochromator and detecting it by using a photo multiplier tube (Hamamatsu R1527P). 

The excitation average power was kept at a level below 0.5 mW. For the concentration, 

[QOT2]=0.025 mM and [AQ]=0.075 mM were used to obtain time-resolved fluorescence decay 

of each pure sample. The same concentration was used to obtain mixture’s  spectrum. 

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy: The output of an amplified laser beam was split to 

generate pump and probe beam pulses with a beam splitter (85 % and 15 %). The pump beam was 

produced by an optical parametric amplifier (OPA-800c). The pump beam used in this study was 

obtained from either the second- or fourth harmonic generation of the signal beam and this was 

focused on the sample cuvette. The probe beam was delayed with a computer controlled motion 

controller and then focused on to a 2 mm sapphire plate to generate a white light continuum. The 

white light was then overlapped with the pump beam in a 1.5 mm quartz cuvette containing the 

sample and the change in absorbance for the signal was collected by a CCD detector (Ocean 

Optics). Data acquisition was controlled by software from Ultrafast System Inc. Typical power of 

probe beam was < 0.1 _J, while the pump beam ranged from 0.1 to 0.4 _J per pulse. The pulse 

duration was obtained by fitting the solvent response, which was determined as _ 130 fs. All 

chemical samples are excited by a pump beam with a wavelength of 400 nm. The sample was 

stirred with a rotating magnetic stirrer. For the concentration, [QOT2]=0.05 mM and [AQ]=0.15 
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mM was used to obtain transient  absorption spectra of each pure sample. The same concentration 

was used to obtain mixture’s spectrum. 

Transmission Profile: For transmission profile, we have investigated the excited state 

absorption of QOT2 at 880 nm (1.41 eV) with a femtosecond pulsed at 440 nm (2.82 eV). The 

light with wavelength of 880 nm plays a role of probe beam, roduced by tunable Mai Tai laser 

system (Spectra Physics) giving 130 fs pulses with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Second harmonic 

of the probe beam with wavelength of 440 nm has been produced in BBO crystal and this is a 

pump laser. The selected wavelength region is reasonable since there is negligible steady-state 

absorption. A variable neutral ensity filter is placed to cut down the excitation power. The position 

of focusing lens is adjusted to place focusing point on the sample. Blank AN solvent gives a 

reference line. A calibrated photodiode was used to measure the incident power. The transmitted 

power has been measured with a wide aperture power meter which is free of any thermal lensing 

effect. For the concentration, [QOT2]=0.025 mM and [AQ]=0.075 mM were used to obtain time-

resolved fluorescence decay of each pure sample. The same concentration was used to obtain 

mixture’s spectrum. 
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Quantum chemical simulations show that QOT2 and AQ can form a complex in the ground 

state. Using a dispersion-corrected density functional (M06-HF-D/6-311G*/PCM(acetonitrile) 

/B3LYP-D/6-31G*), the significant binding energy (52.1 kcal/mol) strongly suggests the 

hermodynamic plausibility of such a state, where the large quadrupole moments and -stacking 

permit such an interaction. In order to confirm the presence of QOT2/AQ aggregation in the ground 

state, the concentration dependency of absorption intensity was examined by increasing [AQ] in 

QOT2/AQ mixture from 0.05 mM, 0.10 mM to 0.15 mM, while the concentration of QOT2 is 

fixed to 0.05 mM. (The ratio of QOT2:AQ correspond to 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3,respectively). The 

absorption spectra of QOT2/AQ mixture were measured at these three concentration ratios. There 

is clear decrease in the main absorption intensity of QOT2 (510 – 540 nm) as the concentration of 

AQ increases. (From red curve to blue curve) This result suggests that QOT2 and AQ already form 

a donor-acceptor _-complex in the ground state. 

Figure 7.6.3.1. Normalized UV-Vis absorption of QOT2, AQ, and three different 

concentration ratio of QOT2/AQ in AN. Each spectrum was normalized with the 

reference to the largest absorption intensity of QOT2. (QOT2 absorption at 544 

nm) 
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The emission peak of AQ is assigned by comparing with the previous result. The  mission 

at the shortest wavelength (430 nm) was attributed to thermally activated delayed fluorescence. 

Other two peaks were assigned to phosphorescence. The contribution of triplet AQ acceptor is 

discussed in bellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6.3.2. Photoluminescence emission of QOT2, AQ, and QOT2/AQ (1:3) 

in AN. All samples are excited at 400 nm. Inset: Photoluminescence emission of 

AQ. 
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Level of Theory 

for GS: 

!B97X-D/G3Large/PCM(AN)//!B97X-D/6-31G* 

for QOT2 (TT), QOT2+ (TD) and QOT22+ (DD): 

C(!B97X-D)/G3Large/PCM(AN)//C(!B97X-D)/6-31G* 

C(!B97X-D): Constrained !B97X-D 

for ES: 

TD-(!B97X-D)/G3Large/PCM(AN)//!B97X-D/6-31G* 

DIP for ground state QOT2 

Figure 7.6.3.3. Relative energy levels of QOT2, AQ, and their relevant ET 

products. 
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DIPQOT2 GS = EQOT22+ (GS)  EQOT2 (GS) = 14.35 eV 

DIPQOT2 TT = EQOT22+ (DD)  EQOT2 (TT) = 10.27 eV 

DEA for ground state AQ 

DEAAQ = EAQ  EAQ2- = 5.99 eV 

Position of Localized Charge 

The position of localized charge was determined as the center of mass for the subunit of each 

molecule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6.3.4. Relative energy levels of QOT2, AQ, and their relevant ET 

products. 

Figure 7.6.3.5. Position of localized charges on the ground state QOT2/AQ 

complex. 
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The observation of triplet AQ formation led us to think the contribution of triplet AQ 

acceptor. The AQ acceptor in singlet excited state is not considered since their population is 

negligible compared to T1 state. (The excited state population ratio of S1 over T1 is 10-4.)  

The triplet AQ acceptor can provide the larger driving force, since there is vacancy in the 

energetically lower molecular orbital compared to AQ neutral. The CDFT energetics indicates that 

Table 7.6.3.1. Coulomb Interaction between Four Point Charges in QOT2/AQ 

Complex 

Figure 7.6.3.6. Schematic representation of electron transfer from QOT2 TT to 

AQ (singlet) and AQ 
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there is no barrier for the sequential 1ETs to triplet AQ. The contribution of this pathway depends 

on the number of AQ in the T1 state, which is determined by the absorption wavelength. (<5 % 

and <3 % of AQ S0 would be in T1 by the pump laser with the wavelength of 400 nm and 440 nm, 

respectively) Even though triplet AQ population is not significant, the thermodynamically 

unfavorable sequential 1ET pathway from QOT2 TT and AQ singlet ground state (_E(1ET)=19.8 

kcal/mol) becomes thermodynamically favorable state due to the formation of AQ triplet 

(_E(1ET)=-44.3 kcal/mol). 

However, triplet AQ state does not interfere the analysis of our spectroscopic experiments. 

AQ Triplet absorption in acetonitrile was measured at 380 and 660 nm, which are not placed in 

the transient window nor near the transmission probe. As expected, triplet AQ state does not 

exhibit any absorption near 880 nm after excited at 440 nm in the transmission experiment. 

Therefore, the transmission results still can be analyzed based on QOT2 TT and its oxidized forms. 

(TD and DD states) For the transient absorption spectroscopy, the pure AQ solution excited at 400 

nm exhibited excited state absorption near 450 – 560 nm at 0.2 ps, but they disappear very quickly.  
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 The predicted ET barrier is 17.7 kcal/mol for the first ET in the sequential 1ETs, and 21.1 

kcal/mol for the concerted 2ET. There would be no barrier for the second ET in the sequential 

1ETs, which means once the 1st 1ET in the sequential 1ETs pathway occurs, the 2nd 1ET follows 

spontaneously to form thermodynamically stable 2ET product. One thing to notice is the predicted 

ET barriers for the first ET in the sequential 1ETs (17.7 kcal/mol) is lower than the product energy, 

which might be the result of over correction by neglecting the solvent effect. 

 

Figure 7.6.3.7. Electronic energies of three states at three local minimum 

structures. 

Table 7.6.3.2. Electronic Coupling (Hab), Reorganization Energy, and ET Barrier 

(Ey) Estimated from CDFT and CDFT-CI simulationsa. 
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Table 7.6.3.3. Population of QOT2 TT, and Ionized QOT2 TT. 

Figure 7.6.3.8. Time-resolved fluorescence decay measurement of QOT2 and 

QOT2/AQ (triplet). 
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Table 7.6.3.4. Lifetime of Excited Singlet State of QOT2 and QOT2/AQ Using 

Time-Resolved Fluorescence Decay.a 

Table 7.6.3.5. Lifetime of QOT2 and QOT2/AQ from Transient Absorption 

Spectroscopy.a,b 
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Figure 7.6.3.9. Transient absorption spectrum of QOT2 at selected decaying time 

as the function of probe wavelength. The characteristic bands of QOT2 (GSB and 

ESA I) are marked with yellow arrows. The same experimental setup and condition 

to obtain the spectrum of QOT2/AQ mixture is used.  
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The kinetics of transient absorption spectra were established to analyze the lifetime of 

QOT2 and QOT2/AQ decay. The transient absorption spectra of both samples were well described 

with a biexponential fit. The short lifetimes, which govern the very initial stage of singlet fission 

on QOT2 molecule were evaluated at three wavelengths, 488 nm, 529 nm, and 569 nm, and 

compared between QOT2 and QOT2/AQ. For pure QOT2, the short lifetimes of 2.04 ps, 2.04 ps, 

and 2.10 ps were obtained at 488 nm, 529 nm, and 569 nm. These numbers remain unchanged in 

QOT2/AQ mixture giving 2.03 ps, 1.87 ps, and 1.98 ps at 488 nm, 529 nm, and 569 nm. This 

observation suggests that the ultrafast formation (<1 ps) of QOT2 TT state is unperturbed by the 

presence of AQ molecule, and the possibility of ET from the excited singlet state is less likely. 

Furthermore, we checked the absorption spectra of ET product from the excited singlet 

state, QOT2+ and QOT22+ in the ground state. Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-

DFT) were performed to estimate the absorption spectrum of QOT2+ and QOT22+ in the ground 

state. (!B97X-D/6-31G*) The maximum absorption wavelength was predicted to be 689 nm and 

427 nm for QOT2+ and QOT22+, respectively, which are much higher energy than the observed 

Figure 7.6.3.10. Evolution of transient absorption intensities of QOT2 (left) and 

QOT2/AQ (right) at three wavelength (489, 529, and 569 nm). Solid line represents 

the biexponential fits. 
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TT state absorption at 880 nm. The ET at the excited singlet state cannot explain the absorption at 

880 nm. Transient spectrum of AQ featured excited state absorption near 450–560 nm in the very 

early stage (0.2 ps), and it disappears very quickly. After 1.0 ps, there are no signals observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6.3.11. Transient absorption spectrum of AQ at selected decaying time as 

the function of probe wavelength. The same experimental setup and condition to 

obtain the spectrum of QOT2/AQ mixture is used.  
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Figure 7.6.3.12. Species-associated spectra obtained from a global analysis of the 

transient absorption spectra of QOT2 and QOT2/AQ, respectively. 

Figure 7.6.3.13. Transmission profile of pure anthraquinone (AQ, red line with 

filled circles) for the probe light of 880 nm as the function of the pump power at 

440 nm.  
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We have used time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) simulation, PBE0/6-

311++G**/PCM to obtain oscillator strength of reduced AQs (AQ and AQ2). Experimental 

absorption peaks of reduced AQs are given together. The chemical species responsible for specific 

ESA and estimated oscillator strength are listed below. XMS-CASPT2 and Spin-Flip RAS results 

for QOT2+ TD and QOT22+ DD are also included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.6.3.6. Assignment of ESA II, III, and IV with the Position of Peak and 

Oscillator Strengtha 
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Chapter 8 

Overall Summary and Future Directions 

8.1 Overall Summary 

 Developing efficient artificial light is an essential part of our civilization, and 

improvements towards more ecofriendly lightning sources are urgently required. Using organic 

light emitting diodes (OLEDs) represent an attractive way to address current issues, as organic 

materials can be used in ways that cannot be used by traditional fluorescent tubes, namely liquid 

crystal displays (LCD). Nowadays, multiple companies have commercially available displays 

based on OLEDs technologies, but their efficiencies are ways away from outcompeting the LCD 

leading technologies. Some of the companies involved in the OLEDs technologies are Philips, LG, 

Konica Minolta, among others. 

 In OLEDs, charges are injected from the electrodes to electrically excite the light emitting 

materials.1–6  Since the spin-nature of the injected charges (electrons and holes) are uncorrelated, 

spin-statistic dictates that the nature of the excited state created will result in a 25%:75% singlet 

to triplet ratio.6 This means that for a traditional fluorescence molecule, only 25% of the charge-

to-exciton formed will potentially emit, wasting the other 75% of the triplet exciton created via 

non-radiative pathways. Substantial improvement of the charge-to-photon internal quantum 

efficiency (ηIQE) was made when organometallic iridium-based phosphorescence chromophores 

were developed and ηIQE  ~ 100 % was reported.2,7 The access to this previously non-emissive 
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triplet state is attributed to the high spin-orbit coupling (SOC) induced by the heavy atom effect in 

these organometallic complexes. This huge SOC promotes an electron forbidden spin flipping 

from singlets (S1) to emissive triplets (T1), arising molecules with phosphorescence nature due to 

the resulting faster rate of intersystem crossing (kISC) than their rate of fluorescence (kf).
8,9 

However, the use of rare elements leads to a high-cost of device fabrication. In addition to this, the 

high density of long-lived triplets promoted by the high SOC in these materials promotes 

degradation of blue phosphors by the resulting high energy singlet after the triplet-triplet 

annihilation (TTA) mechanism happens.10 This mechanism is also responsible for the overall roll-

off issue, which have been a well-known detrimental effect on the device operational lifetimes. 

Thus, efforts to develop materials that can address these problems are highly desirable.11 

Improvements on the device’s processability, cost-efficiency, operation stability, and 

lifetime were made when organometallic phosphors were replaced by organic chromophores with 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) characteristics as the light-emitting materials.4,12 

In addition to this, these TADF-based OLED devices were able to emulates the high ηIQE of their 

phosphorescence materials counterparts.12–14 The very high ηIQE was suggested as due to the 

conversion of non-emissive triplets (Tn) into emissive singlets (Sn) in a reverse intersystem 

crossing process (rISC).6,15–17 Recently, Samanta and others have conducted quantum chemical 

simulations (QCS) on organic TADF to characterize the potential timescales in which this rISC 

process could happen. They found that the rate of rISC (krISC) could be as high as 108 s-1, which 

implies that this rate could be as high as the rate of fluorescence for typical fluorescence 

chromophores.18,19 The nature of these potentially fast Sn-Tn manifolds mixing on the reported 

systems was ascribed as due to their charge transfer nature and their minimized energy difference 

between the locally excited triplet state and the triplet charge transfer state.19 These design 
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parameters are suggested to be rather more important for the TADF effect than the conventional 

design rule of focusing in the small energy gap between the singlet-triplet manifolds (ΔEST).18,19  

   Multiple studies have used primarily steady state and microsecond to millisecond 

spectroscopic techniques coupled with oxygen quenching experiments to characterize the TADF 

electronic transitions in these chromophores.20 The steady state approach consist of pairing the 

fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of these systems with their quantum yield (Φ) 

efficiencies before and after purging oxygen from the solution. These methods have allowed 

scientists to evaluate the ΔEst with the former and the triplet state contribution to the emissive 

dynamics after purging oxygen from the solution on the Φ with the later.4,21–24 However, a recent 

study has highlighted that having a small ΔEst or having a Φ enhancement after the oxygen purging 

process is not enough evidence for claiming excited state dynamics governed by a delayed 

fluorescence mechanism.20 In addition to this, recent publications have highlighted the importance 

of obtaining either a long-lived emissive components and/or transient triplet states as substantial 

evidence of excited state dynamics governed by a TADF mechanism.5,21,25 These two excited state 

characteristics should be present in diluted solution or in optically-inert PMMA films.20,25,26 

Despite that these seminal findings punctuates the importance of using the appropriate 

spectroscopic tools to evaluate the TADF mechanism, the fundamental molecular parameters 

required to control and modulate the above-mentioned parameters so the desired structure-function 

relationships is achieved is ways away to be fully understood.5,20,25,27  

The principles of OLED and their state-of the art current materials are discussed in detail 

through Chapter 1. The multiple spectroscopic tools used in this dissertation are described in detail 

in Chapter 2. Experimental techniques to characterize the steady state and time resolved absorption 

an emission properties of the investigated systems were used. In Chapter 3, the photophysical 
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properties of a well known TADF emitter, namely BCC-TPTA, was elucidated. This organic 

chromophore is believed to possess excited state dynamics governed by a TADF mechanism with 

a reported internal quantum efficiency (ηIQE) of 84 %.4 In addition, a significant enhancement in 

its quantum yield (𝛷) in solution after purging oxygen has been reported. The excited state 

dynamics of Rhodamine B and Ir(BT)2(acac) were also probed for comparison. Investigations in 

the absence of oxygen were also carried out. Our time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) 

measurements revealed a lack of long-lived emissive lifetime for BCC-TPTA in any of the medium 

tested. Our ns transient absorption spectroscopy (ns TAS) experiments revealed that BCC-TPTA 

does not possess triplet transient states that could be linked to a delayed fluorescence process. 

Instead, the evidence obtained from our spectroscopic tools suggest that BCC-TPTA has excited 

state dynamics that of a typical fluorescence chromophore and that just comparing the 𝛷 difference 

before and after purging oxygen from the solution is not an accurate method to claim excited state 

dynamics governed by a delayed fluorescence mechanism. Consequently, we believe that previous 

studies, in which the photo-physics of organic chromophores with TADF characteristics are 

reported, may have overlooked the influence of the host materials on the obtained optical 

properties in blended films. 

In Chapter 4, a new optical approach for the direct determination of the rate of reverse 

intersystem crossing (krISC) in organic emitters with TADF nature was developed by using oxygen 

sensitized nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ns TAS). The krISC values determined by 

our methodology are found to be in good agreement with the ones calculated by quantum chemical 

simulations (QCS). The obtained krISC were correlated with their device performances. A 

proportional relationship between the krISC and reduced external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) roll-off 

was found. We further use our methodology to evaluate the krISC of multiple TADF emitters from 
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the available TAS data in the literature. We found that when the krISC is ≤ 103 s-1 the TADF 

chromophore becomes TADF-inactive and ηEQE ≤ 5 % are obtained. These demarcations were not 

possible to be achieved by the well-known Masui methodology. Contrarily, our methodology 

showed consistency in obtaining high krISC with reduced ηEQE roll-offs and in obtaining krISC ≤ 103 

s-1 with ηEQE < 5 %, suggesting TADF-inactivity by the latter. This work may help to demarcate 

the potential top TADF emitter candidates for superior device performances before device 

fabrication techniques are employed. 

 In current societies, energy production for practical uses represent a challenge. This is 

because a strategical approach for a sustainable energy development is needed in order to achieve 

long-term practical solutions but preventing major environmental repercussions. Specifically, 

sustainable energy production involves three majors technological changes: saving in energy by 

the demand side, improvement of efficiency in energy production, and replacing fossil fuels by the 

implementation of renewable energy production by preventing environmental repercussion.28 

Eolic, solar, hydraulic (wave) and biomass are the main subjects under renewable energy 

development. With that being said, solar energy represents mankind’s only constant and 

inexhaustible energy source.29 Researchers have developed photovoltaic devices for the 

conversion of solar energy into electrical energy, but they have not been able to completely utilize 

the solar spectrum. Currently, the commercial photovoltaic cells are dominated by silicon-based 

solar cells, but the current increasing demand has led to a silicon shortage.30 Organic materials 

have emerged as a possible replacement to silicon due to their advantages such as ease of 

tunability, ease of fabrication using low-cost solution processing techniques, and the possibility of 

large area films which are lightweight and flexible.31 
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The photovoltaic mechanism in the active layer of an organic material can be divided into 

three areas: exciton creation by light absorption, exciton diffusion splitting to produce charge 

carriers, and subsequent transport of these charge carriers.32 Theoretically, these properties are 

tunable due to the relative ease of synthesis. These three photovoltaic abilities are mainly attributed 

to the morphology and hybridization of the conjugated carbons (sp2) in the material. This 

hybridization leads to an unoccupied pz-orbital for each sp2 carbon. Therefore, each pz-electron in 

a pz-orbital have a potential π-bond interaction with neighboring carbons with the same 

hybridization, resulting in planar conjugated carbons with high pz-electrons polarizability due to 

their delocalized nature.32 When an organic material absorbs light, an electron from the relaxed 

state is promoted to an excited state and this promotion leaves an electron-hole. This new state 

created by the interaction of the electron and the hole is what is called exciton. Breaking this 

interaction is called exciton splitting. The low dielectric constant of organic materials leads to a 

high Coulombic interaction between the electrons and holes. This strong interaction leads to a high 

exciton binding energy, making the exciton splitting so challenging.33 The excited electrons can 

be relaxed by radiative and non-radiative mechanisms in a process known as exciton 

recombination. In order to continue with the photovoltaic mechanism, the exciton splitting has to 

occur within the excited state relaxation time or recombination time of the exciton. If the exciton 

splitting occur, charge carriers mobility occur. The tunability and flexibility of organic synthesis 

have afforded designs that result in performance enhancements such as a relatively high molar 

absorptivity coefficient, but improvements to prevent the exciton recombination and enhance 

exciton diffusion still present difficult challenges.34  

  Recent studies suggest that the design of organic polymers based on alternating electron 

push-pull (donor-acceptor) moieties is an effective way to prevent exciton recombination and 
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facilitate exciton diffusion. The central concept behind the effectiveness in exciton splitting and 

exciton diffusion is the gradient created by the offset difference in chemical potential between the 

excites states in the Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) of the electron donor-acceptor 

moieties.35 Exciton splitting and subsequent exciton charge carrier diffusion has to happen to reach 

the respective electrode faster than their excitation lifetime.36 One way to achieve this is via a 

triplet excited state diffusion mechanism due to their long-lived excited state. This is because of 

the combination of the long-lived triplet state nature with the added chemical potential between 

the donor-acceptor.37 The fundamental properties of organic materials for photovoltaic 

applications and their device architectures are discussed in detail through chapter 1. 

  In Chapter 5, the influence of using heterocycles such as furan and thiophene atom as 

linkers on the electronic and photophysical properties of four conjugated light harvesting were 

investigated. The polymers were base on Benzodifuran (BDF) as the donor moiety and 

diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) as the acceptor moiety. The polymers with a furan as the linker showed 

higher extinction coefficients than their thiophene counterparts. Ultrafast fluorescence decay 

showed that the type of linker in these conjugated polymers affects the exciton relaxation process. 

Theoretical calculations showed that the polymers with a furan as the linker are more planar than 

their thiophene analogues. In addition, theoretical calculation showed that the polymers with a 

thiophene as the linker have larger transition dipole moments. The two-photon absorption cross-

section of the polymers with a furan as the linker were larger than their thiophene polymer 

analogues. These results suggest that the polymers with a furan as the linker have higher charge 

transfer character than their thiophene polymers analogues. The photovoltaics performance for 

these polymers were correlated with their optical properties. These results suggest that furan-

derivatives are good candidates for synthetic exploration for long-range energy transport materials 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS810US810&q=diketopyrrolopyrrole&spell=1&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiuhO-P5IDkAhXaQc0KHRwqDYwQkeECCCwoAA
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in photovoltaic applications. In Chapter 6, a new series of acceptor-donor-acceptor (A-D-A) 

ladder-type molecules were characterized. These molecules contain up to 25- fused rings but still 

show good air stability and good solubility. The photophysical properties were investigated and 

an intense intramolecular charge-transfer was observed. All of the molecules exhibit two-photon 

absorption (TPA) activity, and their TPA cross-section shows a linear relationship with increasing 

conjugation length of the thienoacene-PDI derivatives. 

  In Chapter 7, quantum chemical simulation (CQS) were coupled with ultrafast 

spectroscopy to characterize the feasibility of a two electron transfer between an intramolecular 

singlet fission chromophore (tetracyanomethylene quinoidal bithiopehene with β,β′-solubilizing 

groups) and multi-electron acceptor (anthraquinone). The QCS predictions are consistent with 

experimental observations of reduced lifetimes in time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, 

changes in transmission profile, and appearance of new absorption bands in transient absorption 

spectroscopy, all of which support multi-ET in the QOT2/AQ mixture. The analysis suggests 2ET 

is favored over 1ET by a 2.5:1 ratio. 

8.2 Future Directions 

 Most of the excited state characterization experiments presented in this dissertation were 

conducted in solution phase. This approach gives the opportunity to evaluate the fundamental 

properties of the investigated systems in different environment just by changing the solvent. 

However, their optoelectronic application happens in the solid phase. In the solid state, the 

molecules of the organic materials are tightly packed and usually different type of host are used.38 

Therefore, solid-solid interaction must be considered if one wants to further understand the 

electronic transitions governing the excited state of opto-electric materials. 
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In the case of elucidating the fundamental electronic transitions of chromophores with 

TADF characteristics, it has been showed that having a quantum yield value ~ 100 % in oxygen 

free atmospheres is important for obtaining superior device performances.5 This quantum yield 

enhancement  after removing oxygen from the atmospheres and superior device performances has 

been explained their relatively large rate of reverse intersystem crossing (krISC > 105 s-1). Therefore, 

the development of TADF emitters that can simultaneously achieve krISC > than 105 s-1
 and quantum 

yield close to 100 % is believe to be integral for optimizing the device operational stability of 

TADF OLEDs.39 This may be possible by further understanding the role of CT and LE singlet and 

triplet starts on the electronic transitions chromophores with TADF characteristics.19,26,40 In 

addition, it has been shown how the host material may influence the obtained optical properties of 

the emitter.26,41 Therefore, the full photo-physical properties of TADF emitters should be 

investigated in function of different host materials. Specifically, the transient absorption 

spectroscopic techniques, which is fully described in Chapter 2, should be a pivotal technique in 

the solid-state analysis. In this way, the intermediates non-emissive states responsible for the 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and Dexter energy transfer (DET), transition that are 

present in the electroluminescence mechanism, could be characterized. Consequently, correlating 

them with their respective device performances.  

Recently, Hamze et al. developed an interesting way to achieved TADF characteristics in 

organometallic complex by using carbine-based ligands.42,43 With this approach, the non-radiative 

transition were minimized, achieving ~ 100 % of internal quantum efficiencies. This concept was 

named as thermally enhanced luminescence (TEL), given that the possibility of phosphorescence 

cannot be completely ruled out.42 This approach of having two potential emissive channels, namely 

the singlet emissive channel (due to the conversion of triplets to singlets) and the triplet emissive 
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channels (due to phosphorescence), could be beneficial for reducing the TTA mechanism that 

hampers the OLED commercialization. The TEL mechanism concept is relatively new. Therefore, 

fundamental studies combining QCS and multiple ultrafast spectroscopy are in need. 

 In the case of photovoltaics solar cells, there has been a resurgence in the use BHJ 

architectures with all organic materials since a PCE > 14 % was reported.44 This was possible by 

engineering a wide-bandgap light harvesting polymer, so the open circuit voltage of the device 

was > 1 V. However, the wide-bandgap nature of this polymer may affect its absorptive properties 

relative to where the solar flux is. Consequently, finding ways to obtain simultaneously a high 

open circuit voltage with energy bandgaps were the solar flux lies needs to be developed. In 

addition to this, significant improvements in the design of low-bandgap materials for fullerene free 

solar cells has been achieved.45–48 These recent improvements opens the possibility for further BHJ 

bandgap engineering so the PCE % is optimized in all organic solar cells. This could be facilitated 

by using QCS to demarcate between the top materials pair for the BHJ active layer fabrication. 

These theoretical approaches may face some trouble with systems that have many atoms in a 

molecule, like is the case of light harvesting polymers. This may be addressed by the further 

development of current methods such as configuration interaction (CI), which takes into 

consideration the electrons in the investigated systems.49 The QCS could be coupled with 

picosecond/nanosecond time resolved spectroscopy to elucidate the transient state generated in the 

BHJ that may lead to the subsequent current generation in these systems.50,51 In addition, the 

possibility of using the singlet exciton fission (SF) mechanism, which was introduced in Chapter 

7, offers an attractive way for the further development of organic photovoltaic devices. With the 

SF mechanism, the extraction of two electrons per absorbed photons is possible.52,53 With the SF 

mechanism, external quantum efficiencies ~ 200 % could be achieved. However, the development 
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of light absorbing materials with high extinction coefficient and with excited state dynamics 

exhibiting a SF mechanism are ways away to be understood and developed. In addition, a suitable 

acceptor material for the collection of two electrons is in need. As with the TADF mechanism, the 

combination of synthetic chemistry, QCS, photophysical characterization, and device fabrication 

may offer further opportunities for having a deeper understanding on the opto-electrical properties 

of materials for photovoltaic applications. 
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